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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

8HlTHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 

BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, 

Washington, D. C., June 25, 1890. 
·S1a: I have the honor to transmit to you my report upon the Klamath 

Indians of Southwestern Oregon, the result of long and patient study. It 
deals with their beliefs, legends, and traditions, their government and social 
life, their racial and somatic peculiarities, and, more extensively, with their 
language. 'fo this the reader is introduced by numerous ethnographic 
"Texts," suggested or dictated by the Indians themselves, and accompanied -
by an interlinear translation and by "Notes," a method which I regard as 
the most efficient means of becoming acquainted with any language. In 
this report I have given prominence to the exposition of the language, 
because I consider language to be the most important monument of the 
American Indian. Archreology and ethnography are more apt to acquaint 
us with facts concerning the aborigines,. but language, when properly inves
tigated, gives us the idf-as that were moving the Indian's mind, not only 
recently but long before the historic period. 

Repeated and prolonged visits to the people of the northern as well as 
of the southern chieftaincy have yielded sufficient material to enable me to 
classify the language of both united tribes as belonging to a distinct family. 
In their territorial seclusion from the nearer Indian tribes they show anthro
pologic differences considerable enough to justify us in regarding them as 
a separate nationality. 

There is probably no language spoken in North America possessed 
of a nominal inflection more developed than the Klamath, although in 
this particular, in the phonetic elements and in the syllabic reduplicati..Jn 
pervading all parts of speech, it shows many analogies with the Sahaptin 
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dialects. The anaiytin character of the language and its synthetic charac.~r 
balance each other pretty evenly, much as they do in the two classic laii- • 
guages of antiquity. 

Concerning the ethnography of both chieftaincies and the mythology 
of the Modoc Indians, I have gathered more material than could 'be utilized 
for the 1·eport, and I hope to publish it at a later day as a necessary sup
plement to what is now embodied in the two parts of the present volume. 

Very respectfully, yours, 
ALBERT s. GATSCHET. 

Hon. J. W. PowEiL, 
Director of the Bureau of Ethnology. 
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THE KLAMATH INDIANS OF SOUTHWESTERN OREGON. 

BY ALBERT s. GATSCHET. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC SKETCH OF THE PEOPLE. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The Klamath people of North American Indians, the subject of this 
descriptive sketch, have inhabited from time immemorial a country upon 
the eastern slope of the Cascade Range, in the southwestern part of the 
territory now forming the State of Oregon. That territory is surrounded 
by mountain ridges and by elevations of moderate height, and watered by 
streams, lakes, marshes, and pond-sources issuing from the volcanic sands 
covering the soil. 'rhe secluded position of these Indians within their 
mountain fastnesses has at al\ times sheltered them against the inroads of 
alien tribes, but it has also withheld from them some of the benefits which 
only a lively intercourse and trade with other tribes are able to confer. 
The climate of that upland country is rough and well known for its sudden 
changes of temperature, which in many places render it unfavorable to 
agriculture. But the soil is productive in edible roots, bulbs, berries, and 
timber, the limpid waters are full of fish and fowl, and game was plentiful 
before the white· man's rifle made havoc with it. Thus the country was 
capable of supplying a considerable number of Indians with food, and they 
never manifested a desire to migrate or "be removed to a better country." 

'rhe topography of these highlands, which contain the headwaters of the 
Klamath River of California, will be discussed at length after a mention of 
the scanty literature existing upon this comparatively little explored tract of 
land. 

ltl 
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Indians" (1872-1874), and is coJ1tained in the Overland Monthly, San lfran
cisco, Carmany & Co., 1873, June number, pp. 535-545. With a myth, "The 
woman of stone" (at Nilakshi mountain). 

RUSSELL, lsRAEL C.: 
A Geological Reconnaissance in Southern Oregon. In Powell's Fourth Annual 

Report of U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, 1884. Imper. octavo; pp. 
4.13 to 464, with maps and illustrations. This article has furnished several 
data to my "Ethnographic Sketch." . 

SIIA.STA.S, THE, A.ND THEm NEIGHBORS. 1874: 
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. TURNER, W. ll.: 
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especially p. 348. (1871.) 
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WILLIAMSON, LIEUT. R. s., and CROOK, LIEUT. GEORGE H.: 
Vocabulary of the Klamath Language. In Reports of Explorations, Vol. VI, 

Part 1, pp. 71-72, Washington, 1857. 4°. 

GEOGRAPHY Oif' THE KLAMATH HIGHLANDS. 

The first part in the historical and social study of a tribe or nation 
must be a thorough examination of the country and of the climate (in the 
widest sense of this term) in which it has grown up, for these two agen
cies give character to peoples, races, languages, institutions, and laws. 
This principle applies equally to the cultured and to the ruder or less 
developed populations of the globe, for none of them can possibly hold 
itself aloof from the agencies of nature, whether acting in a sudden man
ner or gradually, like the influences of climate. The races inhabiting coasts, 
islands, peninsulas, jungles, plains, prairies, woodlands, foot-hills, mountains, 
and valleys differ one from another in having distinguishing characteristie 
types indelibly impressed upon their countenances by their different envi
ronments. That upland and mountaineer tribes have made very different 
records from those of nations raised in plains, lowlands, on coasts and islands 
is a fact of which history gives us many well-authenticated instances. 
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THE HOME OF T.HE PEOPLE. 

The home of the Klamath tribe of southwestern Oregon lies upon the 
eastern slope of the southern extremity of the Cascade Range, and very 
nearly coincides with what we may call the headwaters of the Klamath 
River, the main course of which lies in Northern California. Its limits 
are outlined in a general manner in the first paragraph of the treaty con
cluded between the Federal Government and the Indians, dated October 
14, 1864, which runs as follows: "The Indians cede all the country included 
between the water-shed of the Cascade Mountains to the mountains dividing 
Pit and McCloud Rivers from the waters on the north; thence along this 
water-shed eastwards to the southern end of Goose Lake; thence northeast 
to the southern end of Harney Lake;* thence due north to the forty-fourth 
degree of latitude; thence west along this same clegree to Cascade Range." 
It must be remarked that the homes and hunting-grounds of two "bands" 
of the Snake Indians were includud within these limits, for these people 
were also made participants to the treaty. 

Here, as with all .other Indian tribes, the territory claimed must be 
divided into two parts, the districts inclosing their habitual dwelling-places 
and those embodying their hunting and fishing grounds, the latter being 
of course much larger than the former and inclosing them. The habitual 
haunts and dwelling-places of the tribe3 were on the two Klamath Lakes, 
on Klamath :Marsh, on 'rule Lake, and on Lost River. Some of these 
localities are inclosed within the Klamath Reservation, of which we will 
speak below. 

The Cascade Range is a high mountain ridge following a general 
direction from north to south, with some deflections of its main axis. The 
line of perpetual snow is at least 10,000 feet above the sea-level, and the 
altitude of the highest peaks about 12,000 to 14,000 feet. On the west side 
the sloping is more gradual than on the east t1ide, where abrupt precipices 
and steep i;lopes border the Klamath highlands and the valley of Des 
Chutes River. The range is the result of upheaval and enormous volcanic 

• Harney Lake is tbe western portion of Malheur Lake, and now united with it 
into a single sheet of water. 
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eruption, the series of the principal peaks, as the Three Sisters, Mount 
Jefferson, and Mount Hood, marking the general direction of the ridge. 

The formation consists of a dark and hard basaltic and andesitic lava, 
which also forms numerous extinct volcanic cones and ~asins lying on the 
east side of the range (Mount Scott, Crater Lake, craters in Sprague River 
\'ulley, etc.). This formation underlies the whole of the Klamath River 
headwaters, but stratified deposits cover it at many places, consisting of 
sandstone, infusorial marls, volcanic ashes, pumice-stone, etc. Prof. J. S 
Newberry* describes this volcanic rock as "a dark vesicular trap". 

East of the busin of the Klamath Lakes and south of the Columbia 
River water-shed lies an extensive territory extending to the east towards 
Owyhee River, and having its largest area in Nevada and Utah. It has 
been called the Great Basin of the Interior, and has an a\'erage altitude, of 
5,000 feet. The numerous fault-fissures intersecting it from north to south 
form its principal geologic feature. In the Quaternary period long and 
narrow lakes marked those faults on the obverse side of their dip; and 
even now, when evaporation has left these depressions almost dry, small 
bodies of water mark the site of the fissures e,·en where erosion has oblit
erated most traces of a fracture of the earth's crust. The most conspicuous 
of these fissures in the basaltic formations are in Oregon, northern Cali
fornia and NemJa: thti valley of Quinn River, Alvord Valley with Pueblo 
Yullcy. ffouno Yalle>y, Warner Lake with Long and Surprise Valley, Abert, 
Sunn11cr, nnd Sih·er Luke Valley; A geologic reconnaissance of the country 
west of this northwestern portion of the Great Basin, the central parts of 
which were once filled by the Quaternary Lake Lahontan, with its enormous 
drainage basin, would probably prove a similar origin for the two Klamath 
Laket1 with Klamath Marsh, and for Goose Lake Valley. 

These two s1>condary basins lie nearest the base of the great mountain 
wall of the Cascade Range, and therefore receive a large~ share of the 
rain precipitated upon it than the more distant ones. The supply of water 
received during the year being thus larger than the annual evaporation, 
the excess flows off in the streams which drain the basin. There is much 
analogy between the basin of the Klamath Lakes and that of Pit River; 

ii 
• Pacific Railroad Reports, 1854-'55, vol. 6, par~ 2, pp. 34-39. 
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both form elongated trpughs, and the waters escaping from them reach the 
iowlands through deep cuts in the resistant material. The difference lies 
only in this, that the drainage of the Klamath headwater basin has been 
less complete than that 'Of the Sacramento and upper Pit River; and large 
portions of its surface are still occupied by bodies of water. 

The lakes which show the location of longitudinal faultt; are the more 
shallow the more distant they are from the Cascade Range, and those which 
possess no visible outlet necessarily contain brackish water, as the alkaline 
materials in them are not removed by evaporation. It is a noticeable fact 
that those lakes which were nearest the seats and haunts of the Klamath 
Indians are all disposed in one large circle: Klamath l\Iarsh, Upper and 
Lower Klamath Lakes, Rhett or Tule Lake, Clear or Wright Lake, Goose 
Lake, Abert Lake, Summer Lake, Silver Lake with Pauline l\larsh. • Be
sides this several ?ther depressions now filled with marshes and alkali flats 
show the existence of former water-basins. 

·roPOGRAPHIC NOTES. 

The most prominent object of nature visible from the level parts of the 
Klamath Reservation is the Cascade Range with its lofty peaks. Seen from 
the east shore of Upper Klamath Lake, it occupies nearly one hundred and 
fifty degrees of the horizon. Though Shasta Butte, visible on the far south, 
does not properly belong to it, the ridge rises to high altitudes not very far 
from there, reaching its maximum height in the regular pyramid forming 
Mount Pitt. This pyramid is wooded on its slopes, and hides several mount
ain lakes-Lake of the Woods, Buck Lake, and Aspen Lake-on its south
~astern base. Following in a northern direction are Union Peak, l\Iount 
Scott, and Mount Thielsen, with many elevations of minor size. At the 
southwestern foot of l\lount Scott lies a considerable lake basin about twenty 
miles in circumference, and at-some places two thousand feet below its rim. 
'l'he water being of the same depth, this ·'Crater Lake" has been pointed 
out M probably the deepest lake basin in the world (1,996 feet by one sound
ing), and it ah;o fills the largest volcanic crater known. At its sonthwestern 
eud a conical island emerges from its brackish waters, which is formed of 
tit•orire-proof that it was once an eruption crater. The altitude of the 
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water's surface was found to be 6,300 feet; and this re~arkable lake is but 
a short distance south of the forty-third degree of latitude. Capt. C. E. 
Dutton, of the U. S. Geological Survey, has made an examination of the 
lake and its surroundings, and gave a short sketch of it in the weekly 
"Science" of New York, February 26, 1886, from which an extract wa:; 
published in the "Ausland" of Stuttgart, 1887, pp. 174, 175. 

On the west side of Mount Scott and Crater Lake rise the headwaters 
of the North Fork of Rogue River, which run down the w~stern slope, and 
a narrow trail crosses the ridge south of the elevation. Northeast of it and 
west of Walker's Range lies a vast level plain strewed with vulverized 
pumice-stone, and forming the water-shed between the affluents of the 
Klamath and those of Des Chutes River, a large tributary of the Columbia. 

Upper Klamath Lake, with its beautiful and varied Alpine scenery, 
verdant slopes, blue waters, anJ winding shores, i:; one of the most attractive 
sights upon the reservation. Its principal feeder is Williamson River, a 
water-course rising about thirty miles northeast of its mouth. After passing 
through Klamath Marsh it pursues its winding course south through a cal1on 
of precipitous hills, six miles in length; then reaches a wide, fertile valley, 
joins Sprague River coming from Yaneks and the east, and after a course 
of about sixty miles empties its volume of water into Upper Klamath Lake 
near its northern -end. The elevation of this lake was found to be about 
eighty feet higher than that of Little Klamath Lake, which is -!,175 feet. 
\Vood Hil'er, with its affluent, Crooked River, is anoth~r noteworthy feeder 
of the lake, whose shores are partly marshy, partly borderfld by prairies and 
mountains. The lake is embellished by a number of pretty little islands, 
is twenty-five miles long in an air-line, and varies between three and seven 
miles in width. On the eastern shores the waters are more shallow than 011 

the western. 

The waters of the lake first empty themselves through Link River 
{I-ulal6na), and after a mile's course fall over a rocky ledge at the town of 
Linkville. From there onward the stream takes the name of Klamath 
River. Passing through a marsh, it receives the waters of Little Klamath 
Lake, then winds its circuitous way towards the Pacific Ocean through a 
hilly and wooded country, canons, and rapids, innavigable for craft of any 
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conside1·able size.* Hot springs of sulphuric taste flow westward east of 
Linkville, one of them showing a temperature of 190° Fahr. 

The Klamath Reservation is studded with a large number of isolated 
and short volcanic hill ridges, with a general direction from northwest to 
southeast. South of Klamath liarsi1 there are elevations culminating at 
5,650 and 6,000 feet, and in Fuego Mountain 7,020 feet a""re attained. 
Yamsi Peak, between Klamath Marsh and Sykan Marsh (5,170 feet) reaches 
an altitude of not less than 8,242 feet, thus rivaling many peaks of the 
Cascade Range. The Black Hills, south of Sykan (Saikeni) l\Iarsh, rise to 
6,410 feet, but are surpa_ssed by several elevations ·south of Sprague River, -
near the middle co1,1rse of which the Yaneks Agency (4,450 feet) is situated. 
Sprag-ue River (P'lafkni k6ke ), the most considerable tributary of ,vmiam
son River, drains a valley rich in productive bottoms and in timber. 

• The basaltic ridge, which forms a spur of the Cascade Range and passes 
east of Fort Klamath (1-ukak), slopes down very abruptly toward the Qua

ternary lake basin, now forming a low marshy prairie and watered by Wood 
River (E-uk,alkshfni k6ke ), which enters upper Klamath Lake near Kohashti 
and by Seven :Mile Creek, nearer the Cascade Range. This basaltic spur, 
called Yanalti by the Indians, represents the eastern side of a huge fault
fissure. Its altitude constantly decreases until it is crossed by a rivulet one
eighth of a mile long, called Beetle's Rest (Tgulutcham Kshute'lsh), which 
issues from a pond, drives a mill, and then joins Crooked River ( Y analti 
k6ke, or 'futashtalfksini k6ke ). Tl1is beautiful spring and stream were 
i-elected by the Government as the site for the Klamath Agency buildings. 
The old agency at Kohashti (Guhuashkshi or "Starting-place") on the 
lake, three miles south, was abnn<loned, and a subagency established at 
Y {meks. The agency buildings are hidden in a grove of lofty pine trees. 
South of these the ridge rises again and culminates in an elevation, called 
Pitsua (4,680 feet). The junction of Sprague and ,Villiamson Rivers is 
marked by a rock callecl Ktai-Tupakshi, and described in Dictionary, page 
149, as of mythic fame. South of Sprague River the ledge rises again, 
and, approaching close to the lake shore, forms lloJoc Point, a bold head-

• I have not been able to vi~it petsonally other parts of the Klamath highlands 
tb~11 the eastern shore of U11per Klamath LakP., froru I•'ort Klamath to Linkville. 
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land, which culminates in an elevation ~ast of it, measuring· 6,650 feet, in 
NHaks Mountain (NHakshi, "Daybreak"), on the lake shore, and in Swan 
Lake Point {7,200 feet), about eight miles from Klamath Lake. A deep 
depression south of this height is Swan Lake Valley {4,270 feet), and a 
high hill north of the two, near Sprague River, is called Saddle Mountain 
(6,976 feet). Yaneks Butte, with a summit of 7,277 feet, lies midway 
between the headwaters of Sprague River and the Lost River Valley. A 
long and steep ridge, called the Plum Hil1s, rises between Nilaks anrl the 
town of Linkville. 

We now arrive at what is called the "Old Modoc Country." The main 
seat of the Modoc people was the valley of Lost River, the shores of Tule 
and of Little Klamath Lake. Lost River follows a winding course about as 
long as that of Williamson River, but lies in a more genial climate. The soil 
is formed of sandstone interstratified with infusorial marls. N ushaltkaga is. 
one of its northern side valleys. At the Natural Bridge (Tilhuantko) these 
strata have been upheaved by a fault, so that Lost River passes underneath. 
'l'he sandKtone is of volcanic· origin, and contains pumice and black scoria 
in rounded masses, often of the size of an egg. 'l'he largest part of Tule 
Lake, also called Rhett Lake and :Modoc Lake ( M6atak, Moatokrii e-ush ), 
lies within the boundaries of California. It is drained by evaporation only,. 
lmK extinct craters on its shm·es, and the celebrated Lava Beds, long inhab
itod by the K.t'1111batwash IncHans, lie on its southern end. 

Clcni· Lake, also called \V right Lake (by the Modocs, Tchapsxo ), is a 

crater basin, with the water surface lying considerably below the surround
ing country. I~ outlet is a tributary of Lost River, but is filled with water 
in the cooler season only. Little or Lower Klamath Lake (Aka-ushkni 
c-ush) is fed by Cottonwood Creek, and on its southern side l~ad several 
Indian settlements, like Agawesh. It has an altitude of 4,175 feet, and 
belongs to the drainage basin of Klamath River. South of these lakes 
there are considerable volcanic formations, which, however, lie beyond the 
pale of our descriptive sketch. 

Peculiar to this volcanic tract is the frequent phenomenon of the pond 
sources ( wclwash, nushaltkaga). These sources are voluminous springs of 
limpid water, which issue from the ground at the border of the ponds with 
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a strong bubbling motion, without. any indication of other springs in the 
vicinity. They are met with in soil formed of volcanic sands and detritus, 
have a rounded shape with steep borders, and form the principal feeders 
of the streams into 'Yhich they empty. Ponds like th~se mainly occur in 
wooded spots. Some of them have a diameter of one hundred feet and 
more, and are populated by fish and amphibians of all kinds. 

The Jake region east of the Reservation was often visited in the hunting 
and fi,ihing season by "the Klamath Lake, Modoc, and especia11y by the 
Snake Indians Gooi.e Lake was one of the principal resorts of the Snake 
and tho Pit River Indians; and even now the numerous rivulets flowing 
into it make its shores desirable to American stockmen and settlers. ,Varner 
(or Christmas) Lake, fully thirty-five miles in length, was once enlivened 
by the troops camping at Fort Warner, on ts eastern side.* Chewaukan 
Mar:sh (Tchuaxe'ni) has its name from th~ tchua or "water potato", the 
fruit of Sagittaria, and is hy its outlet connected with Abert Lake. 

The InJians of the Reservation annually re;,air about the month of June 
t.o Kl l n:Ith lfarsh (E ukshi) to fi.sh. hunt, an.I g.ither berries and w6kash 
or p ,ad-lily seeii, which is one of their staple fot>ds. Its surface is some
what less than that of Upper Kia nath L t\e. Its shores are high on the 
11outheastern, low and marshy on the nL>rth w ~stern side. Water appears at 
single places only, insufficient to W;trrant the marsh being caUed, as it often 
is, a lake. 

The Oregonian portions of the country described belong politically to 
Klamath and to Lake Counties, the county seats of which are Linkville 
and Lakeview, on the northern end of Goose Lake. The latter place also 
contains a United States land office. 

FWRA AND FAUNA. 

Vegetation usnally gives a characteristic stamp to a country, but in 
arid districts, as those of the Klamath highlands, it i~ rather the geological 
features which leave an impress on our minds Tho further we recede from 

• Goose and W'arrn•r Lakes are described iu Lieutenant Wheeler's Rt>port, Annual 
Report of Chief of Engineers, 1878 so. Ap1,endix N N, pp. 113-l~0. Goose Lakt>, 
by Stephen Powers, in "A Pony Ride on Pit Uiver," Overland .Monthly of Sau Fr-c1u
cisco, Oct.ober, lb74, pp. 342-351. 
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the CWJCade. Range and its more humid atmosphere the· less vegetation is 
developed. The lake shores and river banks, when not marshy, produce 
the cottonwood tree_ and several species of wiJJows, and the hills are covered 
with the yeJlow or pitch pine and the less frequent western cedar. In the 
western parts of the Reservation large tracts are timbered with pitch pine, 
which seems to thrive exceedingly well upon the volcanic sands and de
tritus of the hilly region. These pines (ko'sh) are about one hundred feet 
in height, have a brownjsh-yellow, very coarse bark, and branch out into 
limbs at a considerable height above the ground. They stand at intervals 
of twenty to fifty feet from each other, and are free from manzanita bushes 
and other undergrowth except at 

0

the border of the forest, leaving .plenty of 
t1pace for the passage of wagons almost everywhere. • A smaller pine species, 
Pinus contorta (k{Lpka, in Modoc kug-a), which forms denser thickets near the 
water, is peeled by the Indians to a height of twenty feet when the sap is 
ascending, in the spring of the year, to use the fiber-bark for food. Up high 
in the Cascade Range, in the midst of yellow pines, grows a conifera of taller 
dimensions, tha sugar-pine (kteleam ko'sh). The hemlock or white pine 
(wa'ko), the juniper (ktii'lo), and the mountain mahogany (yukmalam) are 
founcl in and south of Sprague River Valley. 

The lake shores and river banks produce more edible fruits and berries 
thnn the marshy tracts; and it is the shores of Klamath and Tule Lakes 
which mainly supply the Indian with the tult, reed and scirpus, from which 

. tho women mmmfacture mats, lodge-roofs, and basketry. The largest tule 
t1pecies {m{L-i) grows in the water to a height of ten feet and over, and in 
the lower end of its cane furnishes a juicy and delicate bit of food. Woods, 

. river sides, and such marshes as Klamath Marsh, are skirted by various 
kinds of bushes, supplying be1Ties in large quantities. The ~dible bulbs, 
as camass, ko'l, l'ba, ipo, and others, are found in the prairies adjacent. 
Pond-lilies grow in profusion on lake shores and in the larger marshes, 
especially on the ,v 6kash Marsh west of Link ville, and on Klamath Marsh, 
as previously mentioned. The Lost River Valley is more productive in 
many of these spontaneous growths than the tracts within the Reservation. 

It is claimed by the Klamath Lake Indians that they employ no drugs 
of vegetal origin for the cure of diseases because their country is too cold ' ., 
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to produce them. This is true to a certain extent; but as ther~ are so many 
plants growing there that narcotize the fish, how i.s it that the country . 
produce~ no medical plants for the cure of men's diseases t Of the plant 
sh1e'dsh, at least, they prepare a drink as a sort of tea. 

The fauna of the Klamath uplands appears to be richcir in species than 
the yegetal growth. \Vhat first strikes the traveler's attention on the eastern 
shore of the Upper Lake is the prodigious number of burrows along the 
sandy road, especially _in the timber, varying in size from a few inches to a 

f'?ot in diameter. They are made by chipmunks of two species, and others 
are the dens of badgers, or of the blue and the u10re common brown squirrel. 
The coyote or prairie-wolf makes burrows also, but this animal has lately 
become scarce. No game is so frequent as the deer. This is either the 
black-tail deer, (shua-i, Cervus columbianus), or the white tail deer (mushmush, 
Cariacus virginianus macrurus), or the mule-deer (pak6lesh, Cervus macrotis). 
Less frequent i:-1 the antelope tfche-u, Antilocapra americana), and most other 
four-legged game must be sought for now upon distant heights or in the 
deeper canons, as the elk ( vun ), the bear in his three varieties (black, cin
namon, nntl grizzly; wita'm, naka, hi'k), the lynx (sh16a), the gray wolf 
(ka'-utchish), the silver or red fox (wan), the little gray fox (ketchkatch), 
the cougar (taslatch), and the mountain sheP-p (ko-il). Beavers, otters, 
mihks, and woodchuck:, are trapped by expert Indians on the rivers, ponds, 
and brooklets of the interior. 

The shores of the water-basins are enlivened by innumerable swarms 
of water-fowls, (ma'makJi), as ducks, geese, herons, and cranes. Some can 
be seen day by day swimming about gracefully or fishing at Modoc Point 
(Nflakshi) and other promontories, while others venture up the river courses 
and fly over swampy tracts extending far inland. Among the ducks the 
more comnion are the mallard (we'b), the long-necked kl'.lidshiks; among 
the geese, the brant (lalak) arnl the white goose (wafwash). Other water
birds are thA white swan (kush), the coot or mudhen (tuhush), the loon 
(taplal), the pelican (yamal or kumal), and the pinguin (ku{tsia). Fish
hawks and bald-headed eagles (yauxal) are circling about in the air to 
catch the fish which are approaching the water's smface unaware of danger. 
Marsh-hawks and other raptores infest the marshes and are lurking there 
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for small game, as field-mice, or for sedge-hens and smaller birds. 'I'he 
largest bird of the country, the golden eagle, or 9alifornian condor (p'lai
wash), has become scarce. Blackbirds exist in large numbers, and are very 
destructive to the crops thro~(J'hout Ore(J'on. Other birds existing in several 
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species are the owl, lark, woodpecker, and the pigeon. Migratory birds, as 
the humming-birds and mocking-birds, visit the Klamath uplands, especially 
the Lost River Valley, and stop there till winter. 

The species of fish found in the. country are the mountain trout, the 
salmon, and several species of suckers. Of the snake family the more fre
quent species are the garter-snake (wfshink), the black-snake (wam~nigsh), 
and the rattlesnake. (ke-ish, ki'sh). Crickets and grasshoppers are roasted 
and eaten by the Indians, also the chrysalis of a moth (p{1lxuantch). 

THE ASPECTS OF THE COUNTRY. 

Elle est riante ainsi qoe l'Italie, 
Terrible ainsi qoe les rives do Nord . 

. 
The Klamath plateart prese1_1ts very different aspects and produces very 

different impressions, according to the observer's condition and the character 
of the localities he enters or beholds. 'I'ravelers coming over the monoto
nous rocky or alkaline plains extending between l\falheur Lake and the 
Rei.crmtion are gladdened at the sight of frmlets and springs, imparting a 
frl•:.hcr ,·ordure to tho unproductive soil, and greet with welcome the pine
rio,-which they uuhold at a distance. Feelings of the same kind penetrate 
tho hear~ of those who enter the highlands from the Pjt River country of 
California when they come to the well-watered plains of Lost River after 
crossing the desolate lava formations lying between. The scenery can be 
called grand only there, where the towering ridge of the Cascade Mountains 
and the shining mirrors of the lakes at their feet confront the visitor, sur
prised to see in both a reproduction of Alpine landscapes in the extreme 
,vest of America.* The alternation of J0 aO'(J'ed and an(J'ular outlines with lon(J' 
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le~] ridge!i on -the horizon suggests, and the peculiar lava color retained by 

• The large pyramit.lal cone of Mount Pitt is a rather accurate dur>licate of the 
celebrated Niesen_ Peak in-the Bernese Oberlaud, Switzerland, as seen from its north
ern aud eastern side. 
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the highest peaks confirm the eruptive origin of these mountains. The pure 
azure sky and the perpetual silence of nature reigning in these uplands add 
impressions of grandeur which it is impossible to describe. The sense of 
the beautiful has no gratification in the austere forms of these mountains, 
but the blue and limpid waters of the lakes, their numerous islands, and 
the lovely green of the shores, delight it in the highest degree. 

The-other eminences perceptible on the horizon lack the boldness of 
outline seen upon the main ridge, and with their dusky timbers deeply 
contrast with it. They seem monotonous and commonplace, and people 
easily impressed by colors will call them somber. The open country, whether 
marshes, plains, clearings, meadows, or bare hills, presents an extremely 
bleak aspect, especially when 'under the influence of a hot summer sun. 
Its unvarying yellowish hue, produced by the faded condition of the coarse 
grasses, renders it monotonous. 

The solitude and serenity of these places exe1·cise a quieting influence 
upon the visitor accustomed to the noisy scenes of our towns and cities. 
Noiselessly the brooks and streams pursue their way through the purifying 
volcanic sands; the murmur of the waves and the play of the water-birds, 
interrupted at times by the cry of a solitary bird, are the only noises to 
break the silence. Beyond the few settlements of the Indian and away 
from the post-road, scarcely any trace of the hand of man reminds us of the 
existence of human beings. There Nature alone speaks to us, and those 
who are able to read history in the formations disclosed before him in the 
steeper ledges of this solitary corner of the globe will find ample satisfaction 
in their study. 

The Klamath plateau, though prodl1cti ve in game, fish, and sundry 
kinds of vegetable food, could never become such a great central resort of 
Indian populations as the banks of Columbia River. 1,he causes for this 
lie in its secluded position and chiefly in its climate, which is one of abrupt 
changes. The dryness of the atmosphere maintains a clear sky, which ren
ders the summer days intensely hot; the sun'~ rays become intolerable in the 
middle of the day at places where they are reflected by a sandy, alkaline, 
or rocky soil and not moderated by passing breezes. Rains and hailstorms 
are of rare occurrence, and gathering thunder clouds often dissolve or "blow 
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over," so that the running waters never swell, but show·the same water level 
throughout the year. Nights are chilly and really cold, for the soil reflects 
against the clear sky all the heat received from the sun during the day, and 
the dry night air pervading the highlands absorbs all the moisture it can. 
Winters are severe; snow begins to fall early in November, and in the later 
months it often covers the ground four feet high, so that the willow lodges 
(not the winter houses) completely disappear, and the inmates are thus shel
tered from the cold outside. The lakes never freeze over entirely, but ice 
forms to a great thick'iiess. The cold nights produce frosts which are very 
destructive to crops in the vicinity of the Cascade Range, but are less harm
ful to gardening or cereals at places more distant; and in Lost River Valley, 
at Y{meks-even at Linkville-melons, turnips, potatoes, and other vegeta
bles rarely fail. The mean annual temperature as obserYed some years ago 
at Fort Klamath was 40.4 7° Fahr. 

There are several instances in America where highlands have become 
centers of an aboriginal culture. Such instances are the plateaus of Ana
huac, Guatemala, Bogota, and of Titicaca Lake. They contained a dense 
llopulation, more cultured than their barbaric neighbors, whom they suc
ceeded in subjugating one after the other through a greater central:zation 
nnd unity of power. The Klamath highlands can be compared to the pla
franl4 nhovo named in regard to their configuration, but they never nour
i,.Jwcl a population i-o d~nse that it could exercise any power analogous to 
tltnt 11110,·o mentioned. )foreo,·er, there was no intellectual and centralizing 
<>lement nmong these Indians that could render them superior to their neigh
bors, nll of whom mniutained about the same level of culture and intelligence 

TOPOGRAPHIC LIST OF CAMPING PLACES. 

To iorm a correct idea of the dissemination of Indians in this sparsely 
inhabited country, the following lists of camping places will furnish service
able data. The grounds selected by the :Maklaks for camping places are 
of two kinds: either localities adapted for establishing a fishing or hunting 
camp of a few days' or weeks' duration or for a whole summer season, or 
they are places selected for pe1·manent settlement. Winter lodges (lulda
rnalllksh) or slab houses are often built a.t the latter places: whereas the 
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transitory cnmps are marked by frail willow lodges (latchash, stina'sh) or 
other light stmctures. Indian camps are as a rule, located near rivers, 
brooks, marshes, springs, or lakes. Hunters generally erect their lodges in 
convenient places to overlook a considerable extent of territory. 

In the lists below the order in which the localities are mentioned indi
cates the direction in which they follow each other. I obtained them from 
the two interpreters of the reservation, Dave Hill and Charles Preston; 
and as regards the old· l\Iodoc country, from Jennie Lovwer, a l\Iodoc girl 
living in the Indian Territory, who remembered these places from her youth. 
The grammatic analysis of the local names will in many instances be found 
in the Dictionary. 

C.A.MPINO PLACES ON KLAMATH MARSH. 

The permanent dwellings upon this marsh have all been abandoned; 
but the l\Iodocs and Klamath Lakes, together with some Snake Indians from 
Sprague River, resort there annually, when the pond-lily seed and the ber
ries ripen, for a period of. about six weeks. Its shores were permanently 
inhabited in 1853, when visited by the United States exploration party under 
Lieutenants Williamson and Abbott, and even later. Dave Hill's list below 
follows the localities in their topographic order from northeast to southwest 
and along the southeastern elevated shore of the marsh, which at some places 
can be crossed on foot. A few rocky elevations exist also on the northeast 
end of the marsh. 

Kata'gsi "stumpy bnshes." 
Taktuklishkshi "rl'tltlitih spot." 
Yu(1kt'!ht1n Lashi ''eagle wing." 
Yash=La1nii'ds "projecting willow." 
Spuklish Utwish "sweat lodge on promon-

tory." 
Mbaknalsi "at the withered tree." 
Kmutchuyaksi "at tho old man's rock;" 

a man-Rhapetl rock formation near the 
open waters ot' the marsh and visible at 
EIOme distance. 

Lalawasxe'ui "tilaty rock." 
Takt,rish "cricket noise." 
TE1asam Pewas "skunk's dive." 
Ktai=Wasi "rocky hollow." 

Snalsxeni "at the rock.pile." 
Lulpakat "chalk quarr,r." 
Kapga'ksi "dwarf-pine thicket." 
Waptasxaui "water moving through ponds 

perceptibly." 
Tcbokeam Psish "pumice-stone nose." 
~aksi "raven's nest." 
!wal "land's end." 
Lnyansti "within the circle." 
Yuuki;lam Snolash "eagle nest." 
Tchikas= \Valakish "bird-watch;" secreted 

S(lOt where hunters watch their feathered 
game. 

TuHkut "at the small rail pyramid." 
Awaluashxe'ui "at the islaud." 
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Txalarugiplis "back away from the west;" . Lgii'm=•A-nshi '' coal Jake," with waters 
probably referring to a turn of the shore- ; looking as black as coal. 
liue. i Sumde "at the month or outlet." 

Wak=Talfksi ''white pine on water-line." : Nnsksl "sknll-place;" a hnman skull was 
Wishinkam 'l'innash "drowned snake;" 

1 
once fonn,l there. This is one of the spots 

place where a garter snake was fonud wherethenativessubmergetheirdug-ont 
drowned in the open waters of the canoes in the mnd or sarul at the bottom 
marsh. of the lake for the wintry season. 

Some of the above places near the outlet are also mentioned in Pete's 
Text on the "Seasons of the Year," and the following additional may be 
inserted here from it (74, 15-17): 

U\me-isbnm Nnt.e'ks "impression of thnn- St6palsh=tamA/ds "peeled pine standing 
dl'rbolt." alont>." 

Lal'lf1ks "steep little eminence." Kak=Kshawaliaksh "raven on the pole." 

O.A.MPS ALONG WILLIAMSON RIVER. 

In this list Dave Hill enumerated old camps and present locations of 
lodges (1871) on both sides of Williamson Ri,·er, from the lower end of 
Klamath Marsh (4,547 feet) to Upper Klamath Lake. The river runs for 
six miles or more throu~h a ravine about two hundred feet deep, and the 
road follows it on the east side, leading over the hills. The wigwams are 
built in proximity to the river course. At its outlet \Villiamson River forms 
n delta, projecting far out into the lake, and filled with bulrushes.* 

K11ku1,;o't1i "at the fortl." 
1 

K(1ltam ,va'sh "otter'li home." 
l:3u111lrn-11t1hf.i'ni "clitrs in the river;" al Stilakgish "place to watch fish." 

ll.'4hiui: 1,luce. ' Ya aga "little willows." Here the road 
\"{110-:alimt "cll'llr waters." from Linkville to Fort Klamath crosses 
T1111u1Jcl.ntfli;h "flatrocksnmlerthewater." Williamson River on a wootlen britlge 
~ii'lf=T,,liksh, or .Kii'k=Talish "twin rocky bnilt by the. United States Government; 

pillars." here is ahw the centt>r of the Indian set-
Awuloknksaksl "at the little island." tlements on Williamson River. 
Mbiishaksham Wa'sh "where obsidian is Kulii=Tge-nsh, or Kul:1am=Tge-ns ,, badger 

fonnd." 1:1tanding in the water." 
Txalmakstant (snpply: Ktai-Topaksi) ''on Wita'mamtsi "where tlte black bear was." 

the west side of (Standing Rock)." Knyam:Ska-iks "crawfish trail." 
Tchpinoksaksi ''at the graveyard;" ceme-: Slankoshksoksi, or Shlankoshkshu'kshi 

tery aud ancient cremation gronnd of "where the bridge was." 
the £-nkshikni. Kokaksi "at the brooklet." 

Kta-iti '' place of rocks." Knyaga, a former cremation place in th~ 
Tchikl!si "at the snbmerged spot." ,·icmit_y of Ya aga. 

•Compare Prof611SOr Newberry'11 description, pp. 38, 39, aod Lieutenant \Villiawson'a report (part I), p. 68, 
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O.illPING PLAOU A.ND OTHER LOOALIT1ES A.ROUND UPPBB KLAMATH LA.KE, 

Places situated on the lake are as follows: 
Bkohuashki, commonly ·called Kohashti, 

Kuhua."lhti by Americans and Indians, 
"starting place of canoeR, boats." For
merly location of the United States 
Agency; now numbering four or five 
Indian lodges. 

Tulish, fitib.ing place near the outlet of 
Williamson River: ''spawning place." 

T6kua or T(1kua, nt'ar the outlet of Will
iamson River. From this lhe neighl.,or
ing 11art of the lake is sometimes called 
Tukua Lake. 

Nilaktihi: lit. "dawn of day;" is now used 
to designate Modoc Point al110, though it 
properly refers to the Nilaks mountain 
ridge only . 

.A.-nshme, an island in the lake near Modoc 
Point. 

Shuyake'ksi or "jumping place." 
1-ulalona, or Yula16uan, Link River above 

the falls at Link ville; lit." rubbing, mov
ing to and fro." The name was after
wards transferred to the town of Link
ville, which is also called Tiwi11hxe'ni 
"where the cascade noise is." 

U xotuash, name of an island uear Link
ville. 

Wakaksi Spuklish, a ceremonial sweat
lodge on west side of the lake. 

Kum bat "in the rockto." Locality on west
ern side of lake, c,,lled Rocky Point. 

Luknashti "at the hot water." Name for 
the hot sulphuric springs about half a 
mile east and northeast of the town of 
Liuk\•ille, and of some others west of 
that town. 

EMINENCES AROUND UPPER KLA.MA'.l'H LA.KE. 

Of the majority of these names of hills and mountains I could not 
obtain the English name, the usual excuse being that they had only Indian 
names. 

In Otueade Range: 
Giwash, or Gewash, Mount Scott; Giwash 

e utth, Oratt'r La&e, in a depression west 
of Mount Scott. 

Knkume'kshi "at the caves or hollows;" 
northwest of the Agency. 

Ke'sh yaiuatat, Mount Pitt, a high mount
ain lying southwest of the Agency. The 
Modocs call it M~laiksi "steepness;" the 
Klamath Lake term signifies "snow on 
the mountain," snow-capped peak. Only 
in the warmest months Mount Pitt is free 
of suow. 

Kakasam Yaina "mountain of the great Tilxo-it, an eminence south of Mount Pitt; 
blue heron;" northwest of Agency. lit. '•drip water." 

Mo'dshi Yaina or Long Pine; lit. "011 the Wakaktihi,Ka'kashti,Tchiutchiwiisamtch, 
large mountain;" mo'dshi or mii'nptchi mountains bordering the southwestern 
is a compound of the adjective muni, portiou ot Up11er Klamath Lake. 
great, large. On the east shore of the lake: 

Mba-ush Shnekasb "boirom burutthrough," Watanks, a bill ou southeastern side of the 
legendary uame of a mountain located lake. 
west southwest of the Agency; mba-u11h Kalalks, hill near Captain Ferree's house, 
here reter11 to a piece of bnckskin serv: l south of the Nilaks ridge. A ceremonial 
ing to cover the bosom. • sweat-lodge stands in the ,·icinity. 
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Nilakei, lit. "daybreak;" a point of the 
steep ridge of the same name extending 
from Modoc Point, on east siJe of Jake, 
along the shore, and thence in the direc
tion of Lost River Valley.· 

YanaJti or Yanaldi, a steep volcanic range 
stretching due north from the Agency to 
Fort Klamath and he.voud it. It is the 
continuation of the Pit1ma ridge. 

W alpi, Muyant, 'f6plami;ni, La,rit: other 
elevations of the Nilaksi bill ri1lge. 

Pitsua, bill ridge extending north of Will
iamson River. 

E-ukalksiui 8pf1'klisb is an ·ancient cere
monial sweat-lodge near Wood Ril·er, 
and not very distant from Fort Klamath 
(1-ukak). 

OilIPING PLAOES IN SPBA.GUE RIVER VALLEY. 

Of this portion of the reservation I submit two separate lists Qf local 
nomenclature. The more extensive one I obtained froru Charles Preston, 
who remembered more place names because he then was employed at the 
Yaneks subagency, which lies near the center of the Sprague River settle
ments. Both lists follow the course of the river from east to west. Both 
Sprague River and the settlements above Yaneks are frequently called 
P'li\i, :'above". 

Clarie• Praton's list: Yaiuga "Little Butte," a hill at the •b-
'famitiakahi "dog-rose }latch," neac head- agency. 

water11. 
Ult'llksbi "cottonwood." Yainaksbi, Yaneks, "at the Little Batt.e;" 

location of su bageucy buildince, two 
Palau ~-uKb "dry lake;" a large.tlat rock miles from Sprague River, oo left-hand 

h1 ut-11r tlae rin•r. · 1 
Wt-Mkug-K11uklH11la11kshi 1:at the stooJ>-I 81

;, e.. . .• . 
1
•11 I l " 11 1 f k ; Tat.Ltnu, a butte or hillock m the vicinity. g o , wom:rn, c,, et so rom a roe . w 1. • 

t . 11 • , .1.M11t1kosb "willows;" name of a creek, 
IIUJ,:J:l•II mg 1111 lllllue. . 

Ai,ib Tlrnlikll "coluum rock." called by Amer1ca11s "WbiHkey Creek." 
T .. ✓• ,. T'·, . 1 " t .1· b ,, ti Skiiwasbksbi, or Skii'wash, ,, projecting .,..,rt·u11. -.a\\u s 8 auumg oy, rom a rocks,, 

rock of a boy-like shape. 
Suilstis. Ka.'tsi, name of a little water spring. 
Wiiksi "fire-place;" at same Jl'lace 88 Suit- . L~1l~~~as_bti "at the warm spring." 

stis. I Tcbakawetcb. . 
Tcbii'kl'le Tsiwisb "running with blood;" I Kawa "eel spring;" inhabited by Modocs. 

a little spring with retJtlisb water; a set- Yerkasb. 
tlcmeut of Snake Iutlians. Uxallhksb "in the coomb." 

Kos Tuets "staudiug pine;" settled by Kaktsamksbi, name of a spring and creek 
Snake Indians. • at the subageucy. 

KawamkshI'ksb "eel fishery." Te-u1,olsb "spring running down from a 
~uawati "ford, crossing-place." bill." 
L(ddam Tcbi'ksb "winter village." Uxade ush ''planting a willow." (T) 
Spawa6ksb, on bank of Sprague River. I Shlok6pasbksbi "at the house Cl\Vity." 
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Awalokat "at Little Island," in Sprague 
River. 

Ne-ukish "oouftuence." 

Dave Hill's list: 

Hishtish Loelks "Little Sucker Fishery," 
on bead waters. 

Kailu=Talam, for Kta'lu Tkalamnish "ju-
niper tree standing on an emiuence." 

Hopats "passage" to the timber. 
L(tldam Tcbi'k~h "wmter houses." 
Tsan6danksh "confluence." 
Yainakshi "at the Small Butte." 

Staktaks "end of hill." 
K~mutcbam Latsaskshi ''at the old man's 

house," name of a hill; k~mutcham is 
said to stand here for K'mukamtsam. 

Kawamxaui "eel 8(1Ting." 
K6kaxaui, or Kokliksi "at the creek." 
Kuma'k11i "at the cave." 
Katsuats '' rock!! slopiug into the river." 
Nak6sk8iks "river d11m, river barrage," 

established for the capture of fi:-1h. 
Kt11i=Tupaksi, or Kta i=To11oks, "standing 

rock," situntetl uear junction of Sprague 
with Williamson River. 

CAMPING PLACES OF THE MODOC COUNTRY. 

On Lost River, close to Tule Lake, were the following camping places: 
Wa-isha, where Lost River was crossed, three or four miles northwest of 
the lake, and near the hills which culminate in Laki Peak; \Vatchamsh
wash, a village· upon the river, close to the lake; Nakoshxe'ni "at the 
dam," at the mouth of Tule Lake: 

On Tule Lake, also·called Modoc Lake, Rhett Lake: Pashxa, or Pasxa, 
name of a creek and a little :Modoc village on the northwest· shore, whose 
inhabitants were called Pashxanuash; Kalelk, camp near Pasxa, on north
ern shore; Le-ush, on northern shore; • \V ehvashxe'ni "at the large spring," 
east side of the lake, where lliller's house is; Wukaxe'ni l'at the coomb," 
one mile and a half east of \Velwashxe'ni; Ke'sh-Laktchuish "where ipo 
grows ( on rocks)," on the southeastern side of the lake; Kum bat "in the 
caves," on the rocky southern sid~ of the lake, once inhabited. by about 
one hundred Kumbatwash, who were mainly Modocs, with admixture of 
Pit River, Shasti, and Klamath Lake Indians. 

On Little or Lower Klamath Lake: Agawesh, a permanent . .Modoc 
1:1ettlement upon what is now called "Fairchiltl's farm," southwestern shore; 
Ke-utchishxe' ni "where the wolf-rock stands," upon Hot Creek; Sputuish- • 
xe'ni "at the diving place/' lying close to Ke-utchishxe-'ni, where young men 
were plunging in cold water for initiation; Shapashxe'ni "where sun and 
moon live,:' camping place on the southeastern shore, where a crescent
shaped rock is standing; Stuikishxe'ni "at the canoe bay," on north side 
of the lake. 
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TRIBAL NAMES AND SUBDIVISIONS. 

The two bodies of Indians forming the subject of t~e present report 
are people of the same stock and lineage through race, language, institutions, 
customs, and habitat. In language they radically differ from the neighbor
ing peoples called Snake, Rogue River, Shasti, and Pit River Indians, as 
well as from the other inhabitants of Oregon, California, and Nevada. 

For the Klamath people-of Southwestern Oregon there exists no general 
tribal name comprehending the two principal bodies, except Maklaks, Indian. 

This term when pronounced by themselves with a lingual k has a reflective 
meaning, and points to individuals speaking their language, Modocs as well 
as Klamath Lake Indians; when pronounced with our common k it means 
ludian of any tribe whatsoever, and man, person of any nationality. The 
derivation of maklaks will lie found in the Dictionary. I have refrained 
from using it in the title and body of my work to designate these Oregon 
Indians because it would be invariably mispronounced as ma'klaks 

0

by the 
white peopli, and the peculiar sound of the k would be mispronounced also. 
To call them simply Klamath Indians or Klamaths would lead to confusion, 
for the white people upon the Pacific coast call the Shasti, the Karok or Ara, 
the llupn, the Yurok or AHkwa Indians 011 Rlamath River of California, the 
~hnsti upon the Siletz Heservation, Oregon, and our )Iaklaks all Klamaths. 
It wns thncforo nen·ssary to scleet the compound appellation, ''the Klamath 
lmli111111 of Southwestern Oregon." The Warm Spring and other Sahaptin 
lmlinns pos~ess n generic name for all the Indians living upon this reserva
tion 111ul its vicinity: Aigspaluwa, abbr. Aigspalo, Aikspalu, people of tlte 

cl1~11111111ks, from the innumerable rodents peopling that pine-covered di::s
trict. This term comprises Snake, Payute, and ~Iodoc Indians, as well as 
the Klamath Lake people. The name of Klamath or Tlamat, Tlamet River, 
probably originated at its mouth, in the Alikwa language. 

The two main bodies forming the Klamath people are ( 1) the Klamath 
Lake Indians; (2) the Modoc Indians. 

iii 
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'l'HE KLAMA.'l'H L4KE INDIANS. 

The Klamath Lake Indians number more than twice as many as the 
Modoc Indians. They speak the northern dialect and form the northern 
chieftaincy, the head chief. residing now at Y a-aga, on Williamson River. 
Their dwellings are scattered along the eastern shore of Upper Klamath 
Lake (E-ush) and upon the lower conr.a~ of ,Villiamson (Koketat) and 
Sprague Rivers (P'lai). They call themselves E-ukshikni nuiklaks, abbre
viated into E-ukshikni, E-ukskni, A-uksni people at tlte lake. 'rhe Shasti 
near Yreka, Cal., call them Auksiwash, some western Shasti.: l\lakaftserk; 
by the Pit River Indians they are called Alammimakt fsh, from Alammig, 
their name for Upper Klamath Lake; by the Kalapuya Indians, Athla
meth;. by the Snake Indians, S{tyi. 

According to locality the Klamath Lake p~ple may be subdivided into 
th~ following groups: The people at the agency; the people at Kobi1shti, at 
Y a-aga, at Modoc Point and upon Sprague River. Their settlements at 
Klamath Marsh, at Nflaks and at Linkville are now abandoned; the last 
named (Yulal6na) was held by them and the Modocs in common. 

THE MODOC INDIANS. 

The Modoc Indians speak the southern dialect, and before the war of 
187t-1873 formed the southern division or chieftaincy, extending over Lost 
River Valley (K6ketat) and the shores of Little Klamath and Tule Lake. 
Of their number one hundred and fifty or more li,·e on middle course of 
Sprague River; some have taken up lands in their old homes, which they 
cultivate in their quality of American citizens, and the rest are exiles upon 
the Quapaw Reservation, Indian Territory. They call themseh·es M6atokni 
maklaks, abbreviated M6atokni, Mo' dokni, .Mo' dokish, living at Jioatak, this 
being the name of Modoc or Tule Lake: "in the extreme south." A portion 
of the Pit River Indians ca11s them Lutuami, "lake," by which Tule Lake is 
meant; another, through a differen_ce of dialect, Lutnuiwi. The Shasti 
Indians of Yreka call them Pxanai, the Sahaptins upon and near Columbia 
River call them M6watak, the Snake Indians, Saidoka. 

The more important local divisions of this people were the groups at 
Little Klamath Lake (Agaweshkni), the IGunlmtwash and the Piisxanuash 
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at Tule Lake, ·the N ushaltxagakni or '' Spring-people" riear Bonanza, and 
the Plaikni or '' U planders" on Sprague H.i ver, at and above Y aneks. .For
merly the Modocs ranged as far west as Butte Lake (Na-uki) and Butte 
Creek, in Siskiyou County, California, about sixteen miles west of Little 
Klamath Lake, where they fished and dug the camass root. 

THE SNAKE INDIANS. 

A body of Snake Indians, numbering one hundred and forty-five indi
viduals in 1888, is the o~ly important fraction of native population foreign 
to the Maklaks which now exists upon the reservation. 'rhey belong to 
the extensive racial and linO'ttistic family of the Shoshoni, and in 1864, when 

0 w 

the treaty was made, belonged to two chieftaincies, called, respectively, the 
Yahooshkin and the \Valpapi, intermingled with a few Payute Indians. 
They have been in some manner associated with the Maklaks for ages, though 
n real friendship never existed, and they are always referred to by these with 
11 sort of contempt, and regarded as cruel, heartless, and filthy. This aver
Kion probably resu_ltli from the difference of language and the conflicting 
interests re1mlting from both bodies having recourse to the same hunting 
gronntlK. (C'f. Sa't, shii.'t, Sha'tptchi.) They are at present settled in the 
upper part of Sprague Ri\"er Valley (P'lai) above Y~ineks. They cultivate 
the g-rnnml, li\'c in willow lodges or log houses, and are gradually abandon
in,: tlu•ir romning procli\"ities. Before 1864 they were haunting the shores 
of 0110:-1: Lake (Xl'wapk:;hi), Sih·er Lake (Kzilpshi), \Varner Lake, Lake 
Harney, and temporarily stayed in Surprise Valley, on Chewaukan and 
Snfkiin )Inrishes, nn<l gathered wokash on Klamath l\farsh. They now 
intermarry with the Klamath Indians. As to their customs, they do not 
flatten their infants' heads,* do not pierce their noses; they wear the hair 
long, and prefer the use of English to that of Chinook jargon. Before 
Kettlin~ on the reservation they did not subsist on roots and bulbs, bnt 
lived almost entirely from the products of the chase. 

Among other allophylic Indians, once settled outside the present limits 
of lhe Klamath Reservation, were a few Pit River and Shasti Indians, 

• By the Modoes they are called conical-headed (wakwaklisll nit'sh gi'tko). 
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i;taying before the Modoc war among the Kumbatwash-Modocs (q. v.) in the 
lava beds south of Tule Lake. 

A few families of hunting Molale Indians, congeners of the "Old 
Kayuse" Indians near Yumatilla River, were formerly settled at Flounce 
Rock, on the headwatet·s of Rogue River, and fmther north in the Cascade 
range. The Klamath Indians were filled with hatred against them; they 
were by them called Tchakii'nkni, inhabitants of Tchakxe'ni, or the "service 
berry tract," and ri~iculed on account of their peculiar, incorrect use of the 
Klamath language. In former times Molale Indians held all the northeastern 
slopes of the Willam~t Valley, claiming possession of the hunting grounds; 
the bottom lands they left in the hands of the peaceably-disposed, autoch
thonic race of the Kalapuya tribes, whom they call M6kai or M6ke. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF RACE. 

These are either bodily or mental. To ascertain the former no meas
urements were made by me by means of instruments when I was among 
the Klamath Lake Indians, and hence all that follows rests upon ocular 
inspection. For :Uodoc skulls some accurate data are on hand, published 
by the U n_ited States Surgeon-General's Office, Washington, D. C. 

The Mongolian features of prognathism and of high cheek bones are 
not very marked in this upland race, th~ugh more among the Modocs than 
in the northern branch. If it was not for a somewhat darker complexion 
and a strange exvression "of the eye, it would be almost impossible to di11-
tinguish many of the E-ukshikni men from Americans. The forehead is 
compressed in the tender age of childhood and looks rather low, but does not 
recede so acutely as n!ight be expected from this treatment. Prognathism, 
where it exists, does not seem to be a consequence of head flattening. The 
cheek bones are more prominent than with us, but less than with the Central 
Californians. 'fhe fact that the head-man, TatApkash, who was among the 
signers of the treaty of 1864, was called after this peculiarity shows that 
high cheek bones are rather uncommon. 1,he nasal ridge is not aquiline, • 
but very strong and forms an almost continuous line with the forehead. 
Convergence of the eyes is perceptible in a few individuals only, and anat
omists ha,·e shown that it is nowhere produced by the structure of the skull 
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itself, but it is the result of the mother's manipulation on the baby's eyes_. 
and causes them to look sleepy, the opening _of the eyelids becoming nar
rower. (Cf. Texts 91, 5-8.) 

These Indians have a piercing look and their eyeballs are of the deepest 
black, a circumstance which accounts for their great power of vision. In 
many Indians, namely in children, the white of the eye shows a blue tinge, 
perhaps the res'ult of head flattening. The mouth is small and the teeth 
good; but with many !ndians the thyroid cartilage, or Adam's apple, is very 
prominent. The hair upon the head is straight and dark. I did not find 
it very coarse, but with many Modoc women it is said to be so and to 
grow to an extreme length. On other portions of the body the hair is short 
nnd scarce, the natives doing their best to weed it out, the beard especially, 
with metallic pincers or• tweezers (hushmoklo'tkish), which they always 
~arry with them. As a,mong most American aborigines, the beard is of 
scanty growth. The late chief Lelekash wore a beard, but I never saw any 
Indian wearing one except Charles Preston, the Y {meks interpreter. The 
cot~tents of the song 185; 44 should also be noticed in this connection. 
B:lldness i11 rare, and in fact it appears that the dearth of hairy covering of 
the skin i~ fully compensated in the Indian race by a more exuberant 
growth of hair upon the head, to protect them against excessive Qolds.and 
the lu•at of the sun . 

• \mong tho Lako people the complexion is decidedly lighter than among 
tho ciu1111111on-huetl llodocs, and a difference between the sexes is hardly 
pt•rceptiblo in this respect. Blushing is easily perceptible, though the 
dumge in color is not great Thost, most approaching a white complexion 
like ours are numerous, but their skin is always of a yellowish lurid white. 
Owing to their outdoor li.fe in the free and healthy mountain air, these 
Indians are well proportioned as to their bodily frame, and apparently 
robust; but their extremities, hands and. feet, are rather small, as the 
extremities are of the majority of the North American Indians. 

Tho avetage of lfodoc men appear to be of a smaller stature than 
that of the Klamath Lake men, but in both tribes a notable difference 
exists between the length of body in the two sexes, most men being lank, 
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tall, and wiry, while the women are short and often incline to embon
point. Nevertheless obesity is not more frequent there than it is with us. 
No better illustration of their bodily characteristics can be had than a col
lection of their personal names. These sketch the Indian in a striking and 
often an unenviable light, because they generally depict the extremes ob
served on certain individuals. The sex can not, or in a few instances only, 
be inferred from the name of a person. We frequently meet with designa
tions like "Large Stomach," "Big Belly," "Round Belly," 11 Sharp Nose," 
"Grizzly's Nose," "Spare-Built," "Grease," "Crooked Neck," "Conical 
Head/' "Wide-Mouth," "Small-Eyes," "Squinter," "Large Eyes," "Half
blind," or with names referring to gait, to the carriage of the body, to 
habitual acts peiformed with hands or feet, to dress, and other accidental 
matters. 

With all these deformities, and many others more difficult to detect, 
these Indians have bodie.-, as well formed as those of the Anglo-American 
race, and in spite of their privations and exposure they live about as long 
as we do, though no Indian knows his or her age with any degree of accu
racy. A very common·defect is the blindness of one eye, produced by the 
smudge of the lodge-fire, around which they pass the long winter evenings. 
Witl.1 the majority of the Indians the septum of the nose hangs down at 
adult age, for the nose of every Indian is pierced in early years, whether 
they afterwards wear the dentalium-shell in it or not. 

Stephen Powers, who had good opportunities for comparing the l\Iodocs 
with the tribes of Northern California, says of them: 

They present a finer physique than the lowland tribes of the Sacramento, taller 
and less pndgy, pnrtly, no donut, because they engage in the chase more than the 
latter. There is 1Uore rngged and stolid streugth of feature than in the Shustika 
uow living; cheek uones pro1ui11eut; lips generally thick and sensnal; noses straight 
as the Grecian, but depressed at the root and thick-walled; a dullish, lieavy cast of 
featnre; eyes frequently yellow where they should be white. They are trne Indians 
In their stern illlmobility of couuteuauce.• 

Passing over to the psychic and mental qualities of th~se Oregonian 
natives, only a few characteristics can be pointed out by which they differ 
from the nther Indians of North Ame1ica. The Indian is more dependent 

• Oontrlbutions to North Amer. Ethnology. u1, i52, 253. By Shastika he means 
the Shasti Indians of middle Klamath River, California. 
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on nature, physically and mentally, than we are. What distinguishes the 
civilized man from the primitive man of our days and of prehistoric ages is 
his greater faculty of turning to account the patent and the hidden powers 
of nature, or the invention of handicrafts, arts, and sciences. In this the 
savage man lags far behind the man of culture, and although we often have 
to admire the ingenuity and shrewdness displayed by the American native 
in his hunting and fishing implements and practices, the art of agriculture, 
without which there can ~e no real human culture, has never been pursued 
to any considerable extent by the Indians living north of the thirtieth par
aJlel of latitnde. 

The climate of their hon1e compels the Maklaks Indians to lead an • 
active and laborious life. Except in the coldest days of winter they are 
almost always engaged in some outdoor work, either hunting, fishing, or 
cutting wood, gathering vegetal food, or traveling on horseback. Pursuits 
like these and the pure, bracing air of the highlands render their constitu · 
tions hardy and healthy, their minds active, wide awake, and intelligent. 
They are quick-sighted and qnick in their acts, but slow in expressing de
light, wonder, astonishment, or disgust at anything they see. Often t11ey 
do not grasp the meaning of what they observe being done by the white 

• people, and thus appear to us indifferent to many of the highest attainments 
of modern culture. Children and adults are prone to reject or slow to adopt 
the blessings of civilization, becamse many of these are of no practical use 
t,i a hunting and fishing people, and others are past their understanding. 

The first things they generally adopt from the white people are the 
citizen's dress and handy articles of manufacture, as beads, tobacco, knives, 
guns, steel traps; also wagons and other vehicles; for when in possession 
of these last the horses; which they had obtained long before, can be put to 
better ,v:count They are also quick in adopting English baptismal name8, 
sometimes discarding but oftener retaining their descriptive or burlesque _ 
nomenclature from the Klamath language. Gradtrnlly they adopt also with 
the money fl{ the. white man the elements of arithmetic, and learn to compute 
days and months according to his calendar. After another lapse of time 
they introduce some of the white man's laws, discard polygamy and slavery, 
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bury their dead instea.d of cremating them, and commence to acquire a 
smattering of English. Indian superstitions, conjurers' practices ue not 
abandoned before the white man's ways have wrought a thorough change 
in their minds; and a regular school attendance by children can not be 
expected before this stage of progress has been reached. 

In his moral aspects the Klamath Indian is more coarse and outspoken 
than the white man, but in fact he is not better and not worse. He has 
attacked and enslaved by annual raids the defenseless California Indian 
simply because he was more aggressive, strong, and cunning than his vic
tim; his family relations would be a disgrace to any cultured people, as 
would also be the method by whic1!_ the chiefs rule the community. But 
the passions are not restrained among savages as they are or ought to be 
among us, and the force of example exhibited by Indians of other tribes is 
too strong for them to resist. 

The character of men in the hunter stage depicts itself admirably well 
in the mythic and legendary stories of both chieftaincies. Low cunning 
and treacherous disposition manifest themselves side by side with a few 
traits of magnanimtty hardly to be expected of a people formerly merged 
in a sort of zoolatric fetichism. There is, however, a considerable power 
of imagination and invention exhibited in these simple stories, and many of 
the ferocious beasts are sketched in a truly humorous vein. 

Man's morals are the product of circumstances, and the white man who 
judges Indian morals from the Christian standard knows nothing of human 
nature or of ethnologic science. The mural ideas of every nation differ 
from those of neighboring peoples, and among us the moral system of every 
century differs from that ·of the preceding one. The fact that the l\Iodocs • 
showed themselves more aggressive and murderous towards the white ele
ment than the Klamath Lake Indians may thus be explained by the different 
position of their homes. 'rhe latter being more secluded have not molested 
Americans sensibly, whereas the annals of the l\Iodocs, who lived in an open 
country, are filled with bloody deeds. They are of a more secretive and 
churlish disposition, and what Stephe~ Powers, who saw them shortly after 
the Modoc war, says of them 1s, m some respects, true: "On the whole, 
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they are rather a cloddish, indolent, ordinarily good-n?.tured race, but 
treacherous at bottom, sullen when angered, notorious for keeping Punic 
faith. But their bravery nobody can deny."* 

THE PREHISTORIC PERIOD. 

Before the middle of the nineteenth century the Maklaks people was 
unknown to mankind except to the nearest neighbors in Oregon and Cali
fornia. We are therefore justified in beginning its period of documentary 
history at that time, and in relegating to the domain of prehistories all that 
is known of their previous condition. The information upon these points 
is furnished by three factors: tradition, archreologic remains, and language. 

A. TRADITION BEA.RING UPON HIS'l'ORY. 

Traditional folk-lore, when of the mythic order, generally dates from 
an earlier epoch of fixation than historic traditions. The remote origin of 
genuine mythic folk-lore is sufficiently evidenced by the archaic te1ms em
bodied with it, by the repetition of the ~ame phraseology for ages, and by 
the circumstance that all nations tend to preserve their religious ideas in an 
unchanged form. I am laying peculiar stress upon the term genuine, for 
Indians have often mixed recent ideas and fictions with archaic, original 
folk-lore and with ancient mythic ideas, the whole forming now one inextri
cable conglomerate which has the appearance of aboriginal poetic prose. 

The Klamath people possess no historic traditions going farther back 
in time than a century, for the simple reason that there was a strict law 
prohibiting the mention of the person or acts of a deceased individual by 
ttsiug his name. This law was rigidly observed among the Californians no 
less than among the Oregonians, and on its transgression the death penalty 
could be inflicted. This is certainly enough to suppress all historic knowl
edge within a people. How can history be written without names, 

l\Iany times I attempted to obtain a list of the former head chiefs of 
the two chieftaincies. I succeedecl only in learning the names of two chiefs 
recently deceased, and no biographic details were obtainable. 

'rhis people belongs to the autochthonic nations of America, called so 
because they have lost all remembrances of earlier habitats or of migrations. 

• Contributions to Arner. Ethnology, III, p. 253. 
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As a result of their seclusion, all their geogonic and creation myths are 
acting around the headwaters of Klamath River and in Lost River Val
ley, and the first man is said to have been created by their national deity, 
K'mukamtchiksh, at the base of the lofty Cascade Rarige, upon the prairie 
drained by Wood River. I have obtained no myth disclosing any knowl
edge of the ocean, which is scarcely one hundred and fifty miles distant in 
an air line from their seats. They have no flood or inundation myths that 
are not imported froJn abroad; and what is of special importance here, th~ir 
terms for salt (a'dak, sho'lt) are not their own, bnt are derived from foreign 
languages. 

There is an animal story embodied in the Texts, page 131, forming 
No. II of the "Spell of the Laughing Raven," containing the sentence: 
'' Hereupon the Klamath Lake people began fighting the N m·therners." I 
believed at first that this contained a historic reminiscence of some inter
tribal war, but now am rather doubtful about it. 'I'he song 192; 1 was 
supposed by some Indians to be a very old reminiscence, while others 
referred it to the presence of the ·warm Spring scouts in the l\Iodoc war. 

I conclude from the foregoing facts that historic traditions do not exist 
among these mountaineer Indians. If there are any, I was 1111able to obtain 
them. The racial qualities of the l\Iodocs, and still more those of the 
E-ukshikni, indicate a closer resemblance with Oregonians and Columbia 
River tribes than with Shoshonians and Californians. 

B. ARCH..EOLOGIC REMAINS. 

The Klamath people ha,·e not evinced any more propensity for erect
ing monuments of any kind than they have for perpetuating the memory 
of their ancestors in song or tradition. In fact, structures the probable 
age of which exceeds one hundred years are very few. Among these may 
be particulariz~d the three ceremonial sweat-lodges and perhaps some of 
the river-barrages, intended to facilitate the catch of fish, if they should 
turn ont to be of artificial and not of natural origin. In the Lost River 
Valley is a well, claimed by :Mouocs to be Aishish's gift-probably one of 
the large natural springs or welwash which are seen bubbling up in so 
many places upon the reservation Stephen Powers reports that near the 
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shores of Goose Lake, chiefly at Davis Creek, a number of stone mortars 
are found, fashioned with a sharp poi_nt to be inserted into the ground, 
and that in former times l\Iodoc, Payute, and Pit River Indians conten~ed 
in many bloody battles for the possession of this thickly inhabited country, 
though none of them could obtain any permanent advantage.* Since the 
manufacture of this kind of mortars can not be ascribed with certainty to 
the Modocs, we are not entitled to consider them as antiquarian relics of 
this special people. The three sudatories and the river barrages are regarded 
as the gifts of Kmukamtch, a fact which testifies to their remote antiquity. 
Excavations (wash) forming groups are found on many of the more level 
spots on the Reservation, near springs or brooks. They prove the existence 
of former dug-out lodges and camps. 

C. LINGUISTIC AFFINITIES. 

Anthropologic researches upon the ori~in of a people do not always 
lead to decisive results a~ to the qualities of the primitive race of that 
people, for the majority of all known peoples are compounds from different 
races, and thus the characteristics of them must be those of a medley race. 
As to antiquity, language is second to race only; and much more ancient 
than anything we know of a people's religion, laws, customs, dress, imple
ments, or style of art. Medley languages are not by any means so frequent 
as medley races, and less frequent still in America than in the eastern hemi
~phere; for in this western world the nations have remained longer in a state 
of isolation than in Asia and Europe, owing to the hunting and fishing pur-
1rnits to which the natives were addicted-pursuits which favor isolation and 
are antagonistic to the formation of large communities and states. This 
explains why we possess iu . ..\.meric!\ a 1·elatively larger number of linguistic 
families than the Old World when compared ti) the areas of the respective 
continents. It also explains why races coincide here more closely with lin
guistic families than anywhere else on the surface of the globe. Instances 
when conquering races have prerniled upou other uations to abandon their 

• Contributions to ~ortb Amer. Ethnology, Ill, p. 252. Davis Creek enters Goose 
Lake from the southeast. Tbe U. S. Geological Survey map marks "Old Indian Vil• 
litgl's" in latitude no :i7' and longitude ltoo 36', to the southwest of that basin. 
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own languages are scarcely heard of on this hemisphere, but the annals of 
_ tho eastern parts of the globe make mention of such. 

. Whenever it is shown that the language of some American people is 
akin to the language of another, so that both are d,ialects of a common 
linguistic family, a more cogent proof of their common genealogic origin 
is furnished than lies in a similarity of laws, customs, myths, or religion. 
To decide the question of affinity between two languages is generally an 
easy, but sometimes· a very difficult task. ,vhen a.relatively large number 
of roots and affixes having the same function coincide in both, this argues 
in favor .of affinity. The coincidence of single terms in them is never for
tuitous, but we have to find out whether such terms are loan words or 
belong to the stock of words of the languages under process of investigation. 
Other terms show an external resemblance which is not based on real iden
tity of their radicals, but only on a deceptive likeness of signification. 

From all this the reader will perceive that we can not expect to steer 
clear of shoals and breakers in determining by the aid of language the 
affinities of our Klamath Indians. But the inquiries below, whether suc
cessful or not, will at least aid future somatologists in solving the problem 
whether linguistic ~reas _coincide or not with racial areas upon the Pacific 
coast between the Columbia River and the Bay of San Francisco. In 
making these investigations we must constantly bear in mind that the track 
of the migrations wa8 from north to south, parallel to the Pacific coast, 
which is sufficiently evidenced by the progress of some Selish, Tinne, 
Sahaptin, and Shoshoni tribes in a direction that deviates but inconsiderably 
from a meridional one. 

To establish a solid basis for these researcheF.1, a list of the Pacific coast 
linguistic families is submitted, which will assist any reader to judge of the 
distances over which certain loan words have traveled to reach their present 
.abodes. The country from _which a loan word has spread over a number 
of other family areas is often difficult to determine, because these languages 
have not all been sufficiently explored. 'rhe families below are enumerated -
according to the latest results of investigation. Some of them may in the 
future be found to be dialects of other stocks. The Californian tribes have 
been mapped and described in Stephen Powers's "Tribes of California"; 
Contributions to North American Ethnology, Vol. III. 
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The SJwslumi family extends through eastern Oregori, Nevada, southern 
Idaho, Utah, parts of Wyoming and California, and embodies the tribes of 
the Snake Indians, the S~oshoni, from whom the Comanches separated 
centuries ago, the Paviotso and Bannok (Panafti), the Pai-uta, Uta, :Moki, 
and the Kawuya branch of California. This family occupies an area almost 
as large as the Selish stock, but the popula~ion is very thinly scattered over 
the vast territory of the inland basin. 

Waslw Indians, ue_ar Carson, Nevada, inclosed on all sides except on 

the west by Shoshoni tribes. 
Selish Indians occupy "\Vashington, portions of the Oregon coast and of 

Vancouver Island, northerh Idaho (from which they extend into Montana), 
the Fraser River Valley, and the adjoining coast of British Columbia. Some 
dialects of this family are remarkable through a profusion of consonantic 
clusters. Chinook dialects show many Selish affinities. 

Sahaptin family, dwelling around middle Columbia and Lower Snake 
River. An offshoot of it-the Warm Spring Indians-settled in Des Chutes 
Valley, Oregon. 

Wayiletpu is a Sahaptin name given to the Kayuse people ·on the 
Yumatilla Reservation, which has abandoned its former tongue, called the 
''Old Kayuse," to adopt the Yumatilla dialect of Sahaptin. ~Iolale is 
related to old Kayuse; its former area was east of Oregon City. 

Tinw or Atltapaskan tribes, wherever they appear near the Pacific coast, 
are intruders from the northern plains around Mackenzie River and the head
waters of t~e upper Yukon. Those still existing on the Pacific coast are the 
Umpqua and Rogue River, the H{1pa and Wailaki Indians, whereas the 
Tlatskanai and Kwalhioqua have disappeared. 

The following three families on and near the Oregon coast were e~plored 
by Rev. Owen J. Dorsey in 1884 (Amer. Antiquarian, -1885, pp. -11, 42): 

Ydkwina, subdivided into Alsi', Yakwina on the bay of the same name, 
Ku-itch on the Lower Umpqua River, and Sayusla. 

Kus, Coos Indians on Coos Bay and M{tlluk on Lower Coquille 
River. 

Takilma or 'fakelma Indians, south of the Kus, on middle course of 
Rogue River. 
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The Kalapuya Indians once occupied the entire Willaw~t River Valley 
save its southeastern portions. Its best studied dialect is Atfalati, also 
called Tua.la.ti and ,v apatu Lake. 

On the lower Klamath River, California, and in its vicinity, there are 
four tribes of small areas speaking languages which require further inves
tigations to decide upon their affinities. At present their languages are 
regarded as representing distinct families, as follows: .. 

Ara, Ara-ara or Kmok, on both sides of Klamath River. 
Alikwa or Yurok, at the month of Klamath River. 
JVishosk or Wiyot, on Humboldt Bay. 
Chimariko or Chimalakwe, on Trinity River and environs. 
The Pomo dialects are spoken along the California coast and along its 

water-courses from 39° 30' to 38° 15' latitude. 
Yuki dialects were spoken in the mountains of the Californian Coast 

Range upon two distinct areas. 
JViutun (from witu, wintu man, Indian) is spoken in many dialects upon 

a wide area west of Sacramento River from its mouth up to Shasta Butte. 
Noja,. spoken near Round :Mountain, Sacramento Valley. 
Maidu (from mafdu man, Indian) dialects are heard upon the east side 

of Sacramento Ri\'er from Fort Redding to the C6sumnes River and up to 
the water-shed of the Sierra Nevada. 

S/wsti dialects prope11ly belong to the middle course of Klamath River 
and to the adjoining parts of Oregon; the language of Pit River or Acho
mawi, southeast of the Shasti area, is cognate with it. 

JJiutsun dialects, north and south of San Francisco Bay, are cognate 
with the Miwok dialects, which are heard from the San Joaquin River up 
to the heights of the Sierra Nevada. The littoral family of the Esselen is 
in closed upon all sides by the M utsun dialects. We have vocabularies 
from the eighteenth century, but its existence as a separate family has been 
put in evidence but lately by H. 'N. Henshaw in American Anthropologist, 
1890, pp. 45-50. 
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RADIOALS wmon KLAMATH BOLDS IN COMMON WITH OTHER 
FAMILIES. 

A number of radical syllables occur in the same or in cognate signi
fications in several linguistic families of the Northwest, and some of them 
extend even to the_ stocks east of the Rocky Mountains and of the llissis
sippi River. This fact is of great significance,_as it proves certain early 
connections betw.een these Indians, either loose or intimate. If the number 
of such common radices should be incrnased considerably by further re-
8carch, the present attempt of classifying Pacific languages into stocks 
would become subject to serious doubts. From the quotations below I have 
carefully excluded all roots (and other terms) of onomatopoetic origin. I 
have made no distinction between pronominal and predicative roots, for a 
radical syllable used predicatively in one stock may have a pronominal 
function in another family 

-in1, -em, -am, -m frequently occurs as a suffix for the possessive case 
in the Pacific coast langu~ges. Thus in Klamath -am is the usual suffix of 
that case, -lam being found after some vowels only; cf. Grammar, pages 
iH 7 et seq., and suffix -m, page 355; also pages 474-476. On page 475 I 
have called attention to the fact that -am occurs as marking the possessive 
case in the Pit River language; it6she7.am yanim deer's foot-prints; -am, -im 
in llolale: pshkafnshim, possessive of pshkafnsh beard. The Sahaptin dia

lects use -nmi, -mi, etc., to designate this case. 
ka occurs in many languages as a demonstrative radix, though it often 

Hssumes an interrogative and relative signification and changes its vocaliza
tion. In Apache-Tinne dialects it is interrogative: xate wlw! in Navajo; 
in the Creek ka is the relative particle, a substitute for our relative pronoun 
10/w. In Yuki kau is this and there; in Y 6kat (California) ka- occurs in 
kahama tltis, kawfo here, yoka{1 there. East of liississippi River we have it 
in Iroquois dialects: ke'n in ke'nt'ho here (t'ho place); in Tuskarora: kya' 
that or this one (pointing at it), kya' lliin this one; t'ho i-kan that one is.* In 
the Klamath of Oregon this root composes k~ink so much, kani somebody, 

• My autho1ity for quotations from Iroquois dial~cts is Mr. J. N. B. Hewitt, of tbe 
Tuskarora tl'ibe. 
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kanfT who1 and kat who, pron. rel. As a suffix -ka, -ga is forming factitive 
verbs and is of great frequency ( cf. Part I, pp. 341, 342); ka:a, ka-a, ka 
is adverb: greatly, strongly, very. 

ka-i and similar forms are serving to deny statements and to form 
negative and privative compounds. In Shoshoni. dialects g'ai, ka, kats, 
karu-u, etc., siand for no! iu Zuui kwa is the real negative particle, like 
akaf ! no! in Tonkawe. In Kwakiutl no! is kets and kie; in Paui kaki; it 
also occurs in some nortliern dialects of Algonkin as ku, kawine etc. In 
Klamath ka-i is no! and not; it composes kf ya to lie and such words as are 
mentioned in Grammar, p. 633; cf. also p. 644. In some of the Maskoki 
dialects -ko, -go, -ku is the privative particle in adjectives and verbs. • 

mi is a pronominal demonstrative radix, like nu, ni, and also serves to 
express personal and possessive pronouns. In Creek ma that points to dis
tant objects and also forms istii'mat who (interrogative). In many western 
families it expresses the second person: in Mutsun dialects men is thou, in 
Mi wok mi; in Win tun mi, me is tltou, met thine, thy; in :Maidu mi is thou, 
mimem·ye, ruo'm, m{1-um that one; in Yuki meh, mi is thou and in Pomo ma 
is ye (me this); in Ara and Sahaptin mi is transposed into im, thou. Shasti 
has mayi and Pit Hiver mih, mi for thou; Sahaptin im, imk thou, ima, imak 
ye. In Klamath mi stands for thy, thine, mish for thee, to thee, but i for tho1t ,· 
-ma is a verbal suffix, q. Y. There are languages where mi, ma makes up 
the radix for the first person and not for the second, as Sioux and Hidatsa 
of the Dakotan family; while in the Shoshoni dialects thou is omi, umi, um, 
em, etc., ancl in Yuma ma-a, ma. In the Nez Perce of Sahaptin ma is the 
interrogative pronoun who? and which f and also forms plurals when suf
fixed to nouns. 

naka, the Kl. term for cinnamon bear, probably related to nakish sole, 
as the bears are Plantigradce, has many parallels in American languages. 
'fhe Yuma dialects have nag6a bear in Hualapai, nakatya, nogudia in Tonto; 
Y6kat has noh6ho bear, Alfkwa nikwix grizzly bear. If the yaka of Sahaptin 
is from nyaka, it belongs here also. East of :Mississippi River there is only 
one species of the bear, the black bear. The radix nak-, nok- occurs in the 
Tonica language n6kttshi, and in the Maskoki dialects: n6k'husi in Creek, 
n6xusi in Hitchiti, .but nikta in Alibamn. 
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nk.ol, nku' l, •xol in Kia.math designates the gray white-tailed rabbit, and 
the same radix appears in ko'lta., k6lta fish otter and in ku'lsh badger. In the 
San Antonio language of Southern California the radix is represented by 
kol hare (rabbit is map), in Kasua (Sa. Barbara_dialect) by ku'n, in Tonto 
by akola, kula, in Hualapai by gula. Even in the Inuit dialects we find 
for rabbit: ukalik (Hudson Bay), kwelluk (Kotzebue Sound). 

nu or nl. A pronominal demonstrative radix n- followed by almost 
any vowel (na, nu, ni, etc.) is of great frequency in America as well as in 
the eastern hemisphere, where it often becomes nasalized: nga, ngi, etc. 
In American languages it forms personal possessive and demonstrative pro
nouns, prefixes aud suffixes of nouns and verbs. In South America nu, nu 
designates the pronoun I or me so frequently that the explorer K. von der 
Steinen was prompted to call Nu-lan_quages a large group of languages north 
and south of Amazon River, including Carib dialects. In America nu, ni 
designates more frequently the first person of the singular and plural (I, we) 

than the second thou, ye. It stands for the first person in Quichhua, Moxo, 
Tsoneka, in Nahuatl, the "Sonora" and Shoshoni languages, in Otomi, 
Yuma, the Telma and Kera (no in hi-no-me I) dialects of New Mexico; in 
,vintun, Mai<lu, Wayfletpu, Sahaptin, and the numerous Algonkin dialects. 
1'1or the second person it stands in Yakwina, Tonkawe, Atakapa, and in 
Dakota and Tinne dialects. As a demonstrative pronoun we find it used in 
many languages, e.g., in the Onondaga of Iroquois, where na'ye' means that, 

that it is, and na'n (a kmg) this. In Klamath nu, ni is I, nutoks myself, 

nish me, to me; nat, na we, mi.lam ours; -na is case suffix and transitional 
verbal suffix; n- prefix refers to objects kvel, flat, sheet- or string-like, or 
extending t<Jwar~ the horizon. 

shum, s11.'1n is the Klamath term for mouth of persons, of animalti, 
and of rivers. Forms parallel to this are disseminated through many of the 
Pacific coast languages. In Kayuse it is sumxaksh, in Molale shimilk, in 
Nishinam and other Maidn dialects sim, in Yokat sama, shemah.* Inti
mately connected with mouth are the terms for beard: shu, sho, shw6 in 
Sahaptin dialects, shimkenmsh in Kayuse, and for tooth: shi in the 

• It occurs even iu 8011th America: '~imi in Kechua is mouth and"'ll'ord; shum in 
tlm Patagon of Brazil, lip; Marti us, Beitrage, II, :Ht. 

iv 
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Wintun dialects, siix in Yuki, sit, si-it in Mutsun (coast dialects), sa in 
Santa Barbara, tchawa in some dialects of }foidu. It is justifiable to regard 
Kl. shum as an ancient possessive case of the sf, sa tooth of Central Califor
nian languages; cf. what is said concerning the suffix -im. 

t(1t tooth appears related to tuxt tooth of Sayusla, a dialect of Yakwina 
and also to tit of the Sahaptin dialects; ititi "his tooth" in W alawala. 

tchi-, tsi- is a radical often used on the Pacific coast referring to 
water or liquids1 their motions, and the acts performed with or within the 
watery element. While in Klamath it figures as a prefix only, q. v., other 
tongues make use of it as a radical. Tchi is water in Y,ikwina, in Takilma, 
and in the Yuchi of the Savannah River; in Zuni 'tchawe is water ('t ah•e
olar) in N6ja tchudshe. The Sahaptin dialects show it in ,v arm Spring 
tchii' sh water, ata=tchash ocean; in Klikatat tchawas water, ata.=tchis ocean, 
tchawat to drink; while in Nez-Perce tchu'sh changes to kush. Chinook 
h:is 'ltch{1kwa water, Ch. J. salt-tchuk ocean, but the Selish languages employ 
a radix se-u'l, si-u•l, sha-u instead to designate any liquid. 

wa to exist, live, to be within, and to grow or generate is a radix to be 
traced in many of the Wes tern tongues. In Klamath we refer to wa and 
its numeruus derivatives, as wawapka to sit or be on the ground, wa-ish pro
ductive, wa-ishi, wewanuish, we'k arm and limb of tree, lit. "what is growing 
upon," we'ka offspring, wekala, w,ish ltolt: to live in, wa'shla (a) to dig a but
f'ow, (b) ground squirrel, and many others. In Kwakiutl wats, watsa is dog, 
but originally "living being, animal," and is represented in Klamath by 
wash prairie-wolf, watch horse, watchaga dog, lit. "little animal." the idea of 
"domesticated'' or "belonging to man" to be supplied. In Chinook tho 
suffix -uks (for -waks) points to living beings also. The Sahaptin languages 
show this root in wash to be, exist, in Nez Perce waxosh alive, watash place, 
field, earth, b Yakima wakxash living, and in other terms. 

AFFINITIES IN WESTERN LANOL'A.OES, 

Many of the Western families exhibit but little or no affinity in their 
lexicon with the Klamath language, the reason being undoubtedly that they 
are but littl~ explored. Thus in Jiutsun l_l singfo term only was found to 
correspond: tchaya shallow basket in the dialect of Soledad; cf tchala anll 
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tchakMa, by which two kinds of root baskets are ispecified in Klamath. 
The Sayusla tseokwa leg answers to tchfi'kis, Mod. tchokash leg, and to 
shcfksh, l\Iod. tche-o'ksh c;rane, this bird being called after its long legis. 
The Shoshoni istock, with its extensive array of dial:"ts, spoken in the closest 
vicinity of the Klamath people, is almost devoid of any resemblances; cf. 
ka-i not, and napal egg, compared with nob{ive in Payute, nobavh Cheme
huevi, n6pavh Shoshoni. This probably rests on no real affinity. In the 
Noja language, spoken near Redding, California, pntsi humming-bird corre
~ponds to Kl pi' shash, and tchashina, tch{tshi, a small skunk species, to Kl. 
tchashish. For JVintun may be compared Kl. pan to eat with ha, bah; kalo 
sky (from kalkali, round, globiform) with k'altse sky. 

From Selish saiga field tl.1e Kl. saiga, saika prairie, field, meadow was 
certainly borrowed, and t't~\ze grasshopper of Kalispelm reappears here in 
ta'hta-ash and in l\Iod. kamtata. Kattkawak yellow of Chinook is kauka-uli, 
kevkevli brown of Kl.; and ten as young, recent reappears in KL te-ini new, 
youn_q, te-iniwa-ash young woman; cf. tenase infant in Aht dialect of Van
couver Island. Tlrn long array of words which Klamath has borrowed from 
Chinook jargon are enumerated in Grammar, pages 220-:-222. 

Maidu.-An uncommon number of affinities are found to exist between 
Klamath and the l\Iaidu dialects east of the Sacramento River. Of these 
terms some are not loan words, but appear to be derived from some common 

stock. 
hala slope of mountai1t; KI. lala; hlala to sloJJe downwards. 
kala hot-water basket; l\Iaidu, k6llo cup-basket. 
kawe eel; l\Iaidu, kow6. 
ngulu, kulu, kulo female animal; l\Iafdn dialects: kii'le, kii'lle, kula, 

woman, wife, and female animal. This word also composes the terms father 
and child, and hence means "to generate" 

pan to eat: l\Iafdu, d. pen, pap, pa, pepe to eat; pan to smoke in Mafdu, _ 
corresponds to Kl. paka; pani, pan is tobacco in Maidu. 

pen, pa'n again, a second time; l\Iaidu, pene two. 
vulal, ulal cottonwood tree; Mafdu, wilili. 

From the Sltasti language Modoc has borrowed more than Klamath 
Lake, and the terms as far a!:! known arc all mentioned in the Dictionary. 
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They are fpo, ipahuna, etchmii'nna, a'dak, ha.push (cl also hapa kanga,·oo 
rat an~ striped squirrel in Noja) and probably also kala hot-water basket, 
madna sunflower. 

Its southeastern or Pit River dialect shows a number of terms probably 
not loaned, but resting upon some indefinite common affinity. Thus edshash 
milk, breast, udder is in Pit River fdshit female breast (c£ Ara: utchis milk), 
wan silver fox, dim. wanaga, in Pit River kwan silver fox and wan- in 
wanekpusha fox; kaila earth is in Pit River kela, taktakli red is taztaze, 
tfdshi ,qood is tussi, tushi, ko'sh pine tree is kashu. 

The only families in which a considerable number of terms possibly 
rests upon a real and not fancied kinshio are those of Wayiletpu and 
Sahaptin. 

WAYU.ETPU DIALECTS. 

Wayiletpu, of which two dialects only are known or accessible to us, 
Kayuse and Molale, shows the following affinities: 

Kl. gi to be, to exist,, Molale, gisht he is, gfshlai he will be. Compare to 
this in Mafdu: bishi alive and dwelling place; Wintun: him to be (present 
tense). 

they. 

Kl. ke; kek this; Kayuse, ka, k~, ke, kai this, this one. 
Kl. gu, ku, kune that; Kayuse, ku, ka, ku yuwant that man, kappik 

Kl. ina, d. yana downward, yaina mountain,· Molale, yangint elevation. 
Kl. lak forehead; :Molale, lakunui face. 
Kl. la'pi, lap two; Molale, lapka two, lapitka seven; Kayuse, lipuyi 1 

Hplint two; liplil twins. 
Kl. lukua to be hot, warm, 16kuash warm, hot, and heat, luluks fire; 

Kayuse lokoyai warm, hot. 
Kl. mukmukli cinnamon-complexioned ( originally "downy"), tch'mtika 

i-0 be dark (as night); Molale, m6ka dark, mukimuki dark complexioned; 
nnikimuk'=waf "black man," 11egro. 

Kl. mpato, pa.to cheek, cf. patpatli; :Molale, paktit cJ,eek. 
Kl. na'dsh one; Knyuse, na one; :Molale, nanga one, composei napitka 

s-ix. 
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Kl. nanuk all, na.nka some, a part of; Kayuse, mi.ng, nanginA.-a all; 

Molale, nangkai all. 

Kl. napal egg; Kayuse, hipil, laupen egg. 

Kl. pan to eat; Kayuse, pitanga; Molale, pa-ast to eat. 
Kl. pa.watch tongue; Kayuse, push; Molale, apa-us. 
Kl. pa' xtgi to dawn, the dawn; Moiale, p{1kast morning. 

Kl. pfla on one's body, on the bare skin; Kayuse, pi'li meat; Molale pi'l 
body. • 

Kl. shuai black-tailed deer; l\Iolale, suaf d~er and white-tailed deer. 

Kl. tumi many, much; Molale, tam many. 

Kl. waita to pass a day and night, or a day, waftash day; Kayuse. 
ewe-iu or uwaya, weya day, u-awish, huewish sun; :Molale, wash day and 
sun, wasam summer-time. 

Kl. wako white pine; :Uolale, wakant, wakint, wakunt log. 

Kl. wek limb of tree; Kayuse, pasiwa'ku limb of tree. 

Kl. weketash green frog; Molale, wakatinsh frog. 

Jn the morphologic part we also detect a number of close analogies 
between the two families: 

hash-, hioh-, is a prefix forming a sort of causative verbs by anathesis 
in }Iolale. like h-sh of Klamath; e. g., ishi he said, hishashi he replied. 

-gala, • kala, a Molale case-suffix to, toward, corresponds to -tala toward 

of Klamath. 

-im, -am forms the possessive case in Wayileptu; am in Klamath. 
p- is prefix in terms of relationship in both families, and -p also occurs 

as suffix in these and other terms; cf. Sahaptin. 
Distributive forms are made by syllabic reduplication in Kayuse exactly 

in the same manner as in Klamath : yamua .qreat, d. yiyimu ; lahayis old; 

d. lalhayis; luastu bad, d. laluastu; sui'tyu goorl, d. sasuayu. 

SAHA.PTIN DIALECTS. 

The Sahaptin dialects coincide with Klamath just as strikingly in some 
of the words and grammatic forms as do those of \Vayiletpu, and it is sin
gular that in a number of these all three mutually agree, as in lukua, muk
mukli, and two numerals. 
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Kl. ka-uka-uli, kevkevli, ke-uke-uli brown; Nez-Perce, ka-uxka-ux 
drab, light yellow, dark cream. 

Kl ke, kek this; Nez-Perce, ki, pl. kima this; adv. kina here, kimtam 
near. 

Kl. kitchkani little, adv. kitcha, ketcha; kuskus, Nez Perce, small, little; 

ikkes, Yakima; kiskis, 1Varm Spring. 
Kl. kta-i rock, stone; kta't hard, Yakima.. 
Kl. la'pi, lap two; ·1apit, lepit two, Nez Perce; napit, Walawala; na'pt, 

Warm Spring. 
Kl. lukna to be warm, hot, 16kuash and lushlushli warm,· luluks fire,· 

lu6xuts warm, Nez Perce; ilt'1ksha fire in Nez Perce and Walawala; Hksh, 
Warm Spring; elusha to burn, 16kautch cinders, Yakima; laxuix, lahoix 
warm, Yakima; laxwai, Warm Spring. 

Kl. mukmukli, makmakli cinnamon-colored; maxsmaxs, Nez Perce, 
yellow; maxsh, Yakima and Warm Spring (also as muksh blonde, auburn, 

Warm Spring). 
Kl. mu'lk worm, maggot, mank, fly; muxlimuxh'. fly, Warm Spring. 
Kl. mushmush cattle, cow, originally meant "lowing like ·cattle," from 

the Sahaptin mu cattle; cf. Texts, Note to 13, 13. 
Kl. ua' dsh one ; na' xs, la' xs, Yakima ; na' xsh, Warm Spring. 
Kl. nanka some, a portion of; nanka some in several Sahaptin dialects. 
Kl. pa.watch tongue; pawish, Nez Perce. 
Kl. pe-ip daughter; pap, Nez Perce, Warm Spring, dau_qhter (not one's 

own). 
Kl. pi he, she, p'na, m'na him, her ; pin a self, oneself, himself, etc., Nez 

Perce ; pini lie, this one, Warm Spring. 
Kl. taktakli level, even, flat; tikai flat, Yakima; cf. ta-i'h bottom land. 

Kl. tataksni children; (na)titait man, Yakima; tit6kan people, Nez 
Perce. 

Kl. tcl1~muka, tsmuka to be dark, ct: mukmukli; ts~m{1xts~mux dark 

brown (prieto ), of dark complexion, black, Nez Perce; shmt'1k, Yakima; tchmii'k, 
Warm Spring, dark; shmukakusha to blacken, Yakima. 

Kl. vu'nsh, u-{msh boat, canoe, dug-out; wassas boat, Yakima, Warm 
Sprina-. 
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Of agreements in the morphologic part of grammar we notice consid
erable analogy in the inflection of the Sahaptin substantive with its numer

ous case forms : 
Reduplication for inflectional purposes is syllabic also, but not so gen

erally in use as in Klamath; Nez Perce tayits good, abbr. ta'hs; plur. tita'hs. 
Kl. -kni, ending of adj. "coming from;" -pkinih, subst. case, from; 

init house, initpkinih from a house, in Nez Perce. 
p- prefix forms most names of relationship: pika mother, pfap elde,· 

brother, pet sister; -p as suffix appears in Nez Perce asxap younger brother, 

asip sister (isip ,valawala). The prefix pi- forms reciprocal verbs; hak-, 
hah-, radix of verb to see, forml'l pihaksih lo see each other. 

Kl. -na is transitional case-suffix; cf. Nez Perce kina here, from pron. 
ki this. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

The conclusions which can be drawn with some degree of safety from 
the above linguistic data and some mythologic facts, concerning the pre
historic condition of the people which occupies our attention, are not unim
portant, and may be expressed as follows: 

Althougl1 it is often a difficult matter to distinguish the loan words in 
the above lists from the words resting upon ancient affinity, the table shows 
that the real loan-words of the )Htklaks were borrowed from vicinal tribes 
only, as the Shasti, and that those which they hold in common with other 
tribes more probably rest 011 a stock of words common to both, as the pro
nominal roots .. The affinity with :Maidu appears more considerable than 
that with other Californian tribes only because the )Iaidu dialects have 
been studied more thoroughly. Scarcely any affinity is traceable with the 
coast dialects of Oregon and California, and none with the Tinne dialects, 
though the Umpkwa and Rogne River Indians lived in settlements almost 
conterminous with those of the )f{tklaks. The. latter were acquainted with 
the Pacific Ocean only by hearsay, for they have no original word for salt 

or tide, nor for any of the larger salt-water fish or mammals, and their term 
for sea is a compound and not a simple word: m11ni e-ush '; great water-sheet," 
just as the Peruvians of the mountains call the ocean '' mother-lake," mama= 
rocha. The scautyknowle<lge of the sea, which was scarcely one hundred 
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and fifty mile~ distant from the mountain homes of the Klamath- people, 
proves more than anything else their protracted isolation from other tribes 
and dlso their absence from the sea-coast during their stay about the l1ead
waters of the Klamath River. 

No connection is traceable between the languages of the Klamath and 
the Shoshoni Indians, both immediate neighbors, nor with the Kalapuya, 
Chinook, and Selish dialects north of them. They must have remained 
strangers to each other as far back as language can give any clue to pre
historic conditions. The Sahaptin an~ W ayiletpu families are the only 
ones with whom a distant kinship is not altogether out of the question. 
Some of the terms common to these languages could have been acquired 
by the Maklaks through their frequent visits at the Dalles, the great ren
dezvous and market-place of the Oregonian • and of many Selish tribes. 
Friendly intercourse with the Warm Spring Indians (L6kuashtkni) existed 
long ago and exists now; friendly connections of this kind are frequently 
brought about by 1·acial and linguistic affinity, just as inveterate enmity is 
often founded upon disparity of race and language.* 

The resemblances in the lexical part of the three families are not unim
portant, but in view of the small knowledge we have of either and of the 
large number of words in these languages showing neither affinity nor 
resemblance, we have to maintain the classification prevailing at present and 
to regard their dialects as pertaining to three linguistic families. Sahaptin 
allows more likeness in phonetics and in morp_hology with Wayiletpu than 
with Klamath. 

Nowhere is syllabic reduplication so well developed in Oregon and 
about Columbia River as in the three families above mentioned and in 
Selish, the distributive as well as the iterative. The latter exists in every 
language, but of the former no traces could be detected in the Kalapuya 
and Northern Californian languages, and but few in Shoshor1i dialects, 
though in Mexico it is frequent. This point will prove very important in 
tracing ancient migrations. 

• We ~nay compare the long-laMtlng frleutlly relations once existiug between the 
J ,enapo and Shawano, the Shoshoni and ll"nnock ( Panafti), the Chicasa ancl the 
: Casi'bta (a Creek tribe), the Illinois and the Miami Indians. 
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• The numeration system of a people is a relic of a remote age, and 
therefore of importance for tracing the ancient conne~tions of tribes. The 
quinary system is the most frequent counting method in America, and often 
combines with the vigesimal. The pure quinary system prevails in Ara, in 
the Chimarfko, Yuki, and in the Shasti-Pit River family, in Sahaptin and 
Wayfletpu, and it is also the system found in Klamath. Curiously enough, 
the Uaidu Indians count by fifteens, and the decimal system forms the basis 
of the Wintun, Mutson, and Selish dialects. The mystic or "sacred" 
number occurring hundreds of times in mythologic stories is five among all 
the Oregonian tribes. 

To sum up the result of the above linguistic inquiry, it may be stated 
that our present knowledge does not allow us to connect the Klamath lan
guage genealogically with any of the other languages compared, but that 

it stands as a lin_quistic family for itself. It has adopted elements from the 
tongues .spoken in its neighborhood; and a common element, chiefly pro
nominal, underlies several of these and the American languages in general. 

THE HISTORIC PERIOD. 

'EK 81. roii 1'Cri 1nO'ra ll'ctYra 11a:irfEA.1rra ,,,,,,,rraz. 

On account of the superstition p1·eviously alluaed to, the traditional 
historic lore which forms so attractive a feature in the unwritten-literature of 
the nations east of the Rocky Mountains and of Mexico is wanting entirely 
among the Maklaks, and we have to rely upon the meager reports of trav
elers and Government agents for accounts of the condition of the tribes in the 
earlier part of this century. Such notices of historic events are as follows: 

According to a tradition recorded by Stephen Powers, an epidemic of 
small-pox broke out among the Modoc Indians in 1847, by which one hun
dred and fifty individuals perished. 

The earliest historic conflict which can be ascertained with some chro
nological accuracy is the massacre of eighteen immigrants to Oregon by 
individuals of the ~fodoc tribe, and Ben ,Vright's massacre, consequent upon . 
that bloody deed. The massacre of the immigrants occurred at a place on 
Tnle or Rhett Lake, since called Bloody Point. Undoubtedly this was only 
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one in a series of similar butcheries. Apparently it occurred in 1852, and 
the particulars are all given in Texts, pages 13 and 14. 

One of the earliest reports upon these tribes made to the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs at Washington is that of Joel Palmer, Superintendent of 
Indian Affairs for Oregon, dated Dayton, Oregon, September 1 J, 1854. 
Palmer states that the lands of the Klamath Indians extend npon the east
ern base of the Cascade range for about thirty miles east, and that east of 
them live the "Mo:docks," who speak the same language as the Klamaths; 
and east of these again, extending farther south, are the ":Mo-e-twas" ( Pit 
Ri,,er Indians). These two last-named tribes have always evinced a deadly 
hostility to the whites, and the Modocs boasted of having within the last 
four years murdered thirty-six whites. Palmer entered into an agreement 
with the Klamath Indians to keep the peace with the white people, and also 
sent messengers to the :Mo<locs and Pit Rivers, believing that henceforth 
the immigrants would be spared from their attacks. The Klamath Lakei
were then enfeebled by wars with the surrounding tribes and by conflicts 
among themselves, and were said to number but four hundred and fifteen 
souls. He counted seven villages on Upper Klamath Lake, two on Pliock 
Creek (P'lafkni or Sprague River), three on Toqua Lake ('IY1kL~a), and one 
on Coasto (Kohashti) Lake.* The Indians had some guns, horses, camp 
equipage, and the aboriginal war-club and "elk-skin shield" (kakno'lsh). 
Little Klamath Lake he calls An-coose, a corruption of Agawesh. 

Neither Klamath Lake nor Modoc Indians have taken any part in th6 
great Oregon war of 1854-'56, although their sympathies were of course 
strongly in favor of the aboriginal cause. 

For the year 1854 Powers records a battle fought by Captain Judy 
against Modoc and Shasti Indians on the Klamath River, north of Yreka, 

" in which some women of the Shasti were killed. 
The Report of 1859 speaks of continued hostilities on the side of the 

Modocs against passing immigrants and of the murdering of a party of five 
white men in Jackson County, Oregon. Two of the nmnlerers belonged 
to the tribe of Chief Lelekash, and three of the perpetrators were seized and 
killed by the Klamath Indians (page 392). 

• This would make only Hix, not seven, villages. 
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Alexander S. Taylor has the following passage in his "California 
Farmer" of June 22, 1860: "Cumtukus, Lalacks, Schonches, and Tertup
kark are names of chiefa among Klamath Lake Indians of the Oukskenah 
tribe. The big Klamath Lake is called Toakwa." Except the first, the 
above head-men were all identified in the Dictionary with the well-known 
names of Lelekash, Skontchish ( a Modoc chief) and Tatapkaksh. Cum
tukni, who died about 1866, is mentioned by Stephen Powers as a great 
orator, prophet, and rain-maker.t 

,vi.ether the two incursions made upon the Klamath Lake people by 
the Rogue River Indians of Tinne lineage, across the Cascade range, of 
which detailed accounts were furnished in our Texts by Dave Hill, took 

place about 1855 or earlier I have not the means of ascertaining. The 
Lake tribe were not slow in inflicting vengeance upon the attacking party, 
for they crossed the monntain pass and fell upon the camps of their enemies, 
making sad havoc among th~m. 

Frequent di!iputes and encounters occurred between the two chieftain
cies and the Shasti Indians around Yreka, California; but the warlike quali
ties.of the latter were often tou strong for the aggressors, and the conflicts 
were not very bloody.t \Vith the Pit River or l\Ioatwash tribe the matter 
was clifferent. They were not, like the Shasti, possessed of the warrior 
spirit, and therefore had to irnffer terribly from the annual raids perpetrated 
upon them. In April and May the Klamath Lakes and l\Iodocs woulcl 
surround the camps, kill the men, and abduct the women and children to 
their homes, or sell. them into slavery at the international bartering place 
at The Dalles. Some of these raids were provoked by horse-stealing, 
others by greed for gain and plunder, and the aggre~sors never suffered 
heavily thereby. \Vhen they began is not known, but the treaty of 1864 
put an end to them. The recitals in the Texts, pages 13-27 and 54, 55, 

• Ove~land Monthly, 1873, June numl>er, page 540. His appearance bad some
thing fascinating for the Indhms, an1l Slime are s,1id to have traweled two hundred miles 
to consult him. His name appears to be K(uutltaknl=" coming from a cave," or "liv
ing in a cave/' 

t One of these fights took place bet\veen the Shasti, llotloc, an1l Trinity RiVrr 
Inuians for the po:isession o an obsidian qua1-ry north of Shasta Butte, mentioned by 
B. B. Red,ling in A1nerican Naturalist, XIII, p. 668, et seq., and Arch iv f. Antbropol
ogie, X l V, p. 426. 
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give us graphic sketches of these iniertribal broils. Some of. the. eastern 
Pit Rivers seem to have lived on friendly terms with the Modocs; but the 
bands farther south, especially the Hot Spring and Big Valley Indians, 
were the principal sufferers by these incursions. In a raid of 1857 fifty-six 
of their women and children were enslaved and sold on the-Columbia River 
for Cayuse ponies, one squaw being rated at five or six horses and a boy 
one horse.* 

The Pit River·lndtans were a predatory tribe also, and very dangerous 
to the immigrants passing through their country to northwestern Oregon. 
Their continued depredations made it a duty of the Government to inflict 
upon them a heavy chastisement, and Maj. Gen. George Crook, command
ing the Colorado Department of the United States Army, was intrusted 
with its execution. This camp.iign of 1867 is described by him as fol
lows :t 

I continued the campaign into tht, Pit River country with Company H, First 
Cavalry, Litmtenaut Parnelle; Company D, Twenty-thir<l Infantry, Lieutenant l\Iadi
gan, First Ca\"alry, commanding; and Archie McIntosh, with his twenty Port Boise 
Indian scouts. We founl\ on Pit. River a party of warriors iu camp. They fled. 
The next day we discovered a large party of warriors in the bluffs on the ri\·er. We 
had a severe fight, lasting two days and night@. They effected their escape by means 
of holes and crevices iu the ground. A great many were killed, among whom were 
some of uote; bow many could not be ascertained. Our loss was Lieutenant Madigan 
and three men killed, and eight soldiers and one citizen wounded. 

The more unruly portion of these Indians were subsequently removed 
to the Round Valley Reservation, California, and about two hundred are 
still in their old homes. 

Between the Klamaths and the neighboring Snake tribes there was 
always a sort of disaffection, based upon difference of race, language, and 
habits; but whether their earlier relations were always those of open hostility 
or not is past finding out.! The wording of the treaty makes it probable that 
the hunting grounds north and east of their present seats on Sprague River 
were shared in common by both, and that the Snake Indians frequently 

• A)P.J:. s. Taylor,,, California Farmer," .May, 1859. 

t ReJ10rt of the Secretary of War, 1868-'69, Part I, p. 69, dated August i2, 1867. 
St~phen Powers refers to this fight iu Contributions III, p. :!68. 

f One of the Texts, p. 28, shows. that the Snakes in one instance nttacke1l and 
massacred in a very cowardly way some women near the outlet of Williamson River. 
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changed their settlements, us hunting nations are m the habit of doiug. 
Thus Pauline Marsh, near Silver Lake, and Pauline Lake, on one of the 
bead springs of Des Chutes River, were both named after the Snake chief 
Panaina of our Texts. The bands established upon the Reservation since 
the treaty was ooncluded are called \Valpapi and Y ahushkin. At first they 
ran off and committed depredations in the vicinity, whereupon the Gov
ernment was compelled to force them back. General Crook made several 
expeditions in the execution of the task. These campaigns were short and 
decisive, and the Klamath Lake scouts engaged in them did good service, 
as evidenced by General Crook's reports* and Dave Hill's Text, pages 
28-33. Upon the defeat and killing of Panaina, the W alpapi chief, the 
tribe finally quieted down and remained neutral in the commotion caused 
by the Modoc war of 1872-'73. 

No indications are at hand of the number of Indians formerly inhabit
ing the headwaters of the Klamath River. Before the first census was 
taken estimates deserving no credence were made, varying from one thou
i:;anrl to two thousand Indians.· In those times the scourges of small-pox, 
syphilis, and whisky did not inflict such terrible ravages as they do now 
among the lndians; but instead of these the conti~ual tribal quarrels, 
family vengeance, the ordeals of witchcraft, dearth of food, and the inhu
man treatment of the females must have claimed many more victims than at 
present. Emigration and intermarriages with other tribes- were rather the 
exception than the rule, and are so even now. 

THE TREATY OF 1864. 

During the ten years following Wright's massacre the country began 
to assume a somewhat different aspect through the agricultural and stock
raising settlements of white people that sprung up in Lost River Valley, 
around Little Klamath Lake and in oth~r places. The cession of lands to 
the "Oregon Central .Military Road Company" from Eugene City, in \Vil
lamet Valley, through the Ca:scade range, across the Klamath Marsh, to 

• Contained lu the Report of the Secretary of War, 1868-'69, Part I, pp 69, 70, 
dated September 2, 1867, and l\Iarcu 19, 1868. 'fhe troops killed tweutr•tour Suak~ 
ludiaus in the expedition of 1867. See also Texts, Note to 28, H. 
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,v &rner Lake, and thence to the boundary of Idaho, with its "six miles 
limit" grants on both sides, took place 'before the conclusion of the treaty. 

In order tu subject the troublesome Snake and Modoc tribes to a 
stricter control, and to secure more protection to settlers and the immi
grants traveling through Oregon, Fort Klamath was established north of 
Upper Kia.math Lake, in Lake County, and garrisoned with several com
panies, who were of great service in preserving order in· these sparsely 
inhabited tracts. Th~ Klamath Lake Indians were more inclined to keep 
up friendship with the white people than the other tribes, nevertheless 
some turbulent characters among them necessitated military restraint. 

The Superintendent of Indian Affairs of the Northern District of Cali
fornia., Judge E. Steele, adjusted some grave difficulties between the Shasti 
and the ~Utklaks Indians, which threatened to break out into a terrible war 
of devastation against the Shasti and th~ white settlers alike. Some of the 
Maklaks "braves" had been killed upon the lands of white settlers, and the 

injured Indians had begun retaliation already. Colonel Drew, stationed at 
Fort Klamath (who fought marauding bands of Shoshoni and Bannocks 
during the summer of 1864 ), had arrested and executed "0aptain" George, 
a Klamath Lake chief, for criminal acts, and killed an Indian commonly 

known as Skukum John. The chiefs and some representative Indians of 

the contending tribes met Judge Steele near Yreka, California, on Febrti
ary 14? 1864, and for some trifling consideration agreed to forego all further 
hostilities among themselvel!, to allow free passage to anybody traveling 
through their territories, and to maintain terms of friendship with all whites, 

negroes, and Chinese. The Modocs also made the special promise to 
harass no longer the Pit River Indians by annual raids. It also appears 
from Mr. Steele's allocution to the Indians that they had been selling to 
whites and others Indian children of their own and of other tribes, and also 

squaws, the latter mainly for the purpose of prostitution.* 
The establishment of Fort Klamath, the increase of white lllen's settle

ments, the possibility of Indian outbreaks on account of the greater Yicinity 
of the farms to the Indian villages, and the desire of the Indians themselves 
to obtain rations, !!upplies, and annuities brought the opportunity of a. 

• Ueport of the Oowwi:;:;iouol' of Iuuian Affairs fol' 1804, pp. 84, 85 aud 108-110. 
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treaty with these Indians more forcibly before the Government than evet 
before. In compliance with instructions from Indian Commissioner Will
iam P. Dole, Superintendent J. "\V. Perit Huntington, accompanied by 
Agent Logan, went through the Des Chutes Valley to Fort Klamath, and 
foun~ there a. large number of Indians of both sexes assembled, seven hun
dred and ten of whom were Klamath Lake, three hundred and thirty-nine 
)fodoc people, and twenty-two of the Yahuskin band of Snake Indians. 
They unanimously concurred in the desire that Lindsey Applegate, a settler 
of Jackson County, Oregon, be appointed as their agent. The treaty was 
concluded on the 14th of October, 1864, and duly signed by the contract
ing parties, including twenty-six chiefs and principal men of the tribes. 
Huntington's estimate of funds necessary for fnlfilling treaty stipulations 
and subsisting the Indians the first year amounted to a total of $69,400. 
The text of the treaty being too long for insertion entire, I restrict myself 
here to the contents of the principal paragraphs: 

Article 1 stipnlatei:s the cession of the territory described above (p. xvi), 
and sets apart as a reservation for. the tribes referred to the tract included 
within the limits following: Beginning upon the Point of Rocks, about 
twelve miles south of the mouth of Williamson River,* the boundary follows 
the eastern shore north to the mouth of w· ood River; th~nce up Wood 
River to a point one mile north of the bridge at Fort Klamath; thence du J 

east to the summit of the ridge which di \-·ides the upper and middle Klamath 
Lakes ( now • called Klamath 'Marsh and Upper Klamath Lake); thence 
along Maid ridge to a point due east of the north end of the upper lake; thence 
due east, passing the said north end of the upper lake to the summit of the 
mountains on t.he east side of the lake; thence along said mountain to the 
point where Sprague's River is intersected by the Ish-tish-ea-wax. Creek 
(probably Meryl Creek); then in a southerly direction to the summit of the 
mountain, the extremity of which forms the Point of Rocks; thence along 
said mountain to the place of beginning. 'I'he tribes will remove to this 
reservation immediately after the ratification of the treaty and remain 
thereon. No whites, exceµt employes and officers of the United States 
Government, are allowed to re8ide upon this tract, and the Indians have 

• •At the foot of Nilakshi l\fouutaiu. 
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the t,XC~Ul!ive right of taking fish and gathering edible roots, seeds, and 
berries within the reservation. Provision is made by which the right of • 
way for public roads and railroads across said reservation is reserved to 
citizens of the United States. 

Article 2. As a payment for the ceded lands the Indians shall receive 
$8,000 per annum for a period of five years, $5,000 per annuri1 for the next 
five years, and the sum of $3,000 per annum for the five years next suc
ceeding. 

Article 3 provides for the payment of $35,000 for removing the In
dians to the reservation, subsisting them during the first year, and provid
ing them with clothing, teams, tools, seeds, etc. 

Articles 4 and 5 provide for the establishment of a saw-mill, a flouring
mill, a manual-labor school, and hospital buildings, all to be maintained 
and sapplied with working material at the expense of the United States for 
the period of twenty years. Employes for running these establishments 
shall be paid and housed by the Government also. 

Article 6 reserves the right to the Government to provide each Indian 
family with lands in severalty to the extent of forty to one hundred and 
twenty aci·es, and to guarantee possession to them. Indians are not allowed 
to alienate these lands. 

Article 9. The Indians acknowledge their dependence upon the Gov
ernment of the Unite(l State&, and pledge themselves to be friendly with 
all citizens thereof, to commit no depredations upon the persons or property 
of said citizens, and to refrain from carrying on any war upon other-f ndian 
tribes. 

Article 10 prohibits the sale and use of liquo-rs upon the Reservation, 
and Article 11 permits the Government to locate other Indian tribes thereon, 
the parties to this treaty not losing any rights thereby. 

The treaty was proclaimed February 17, 1870. 
Like most of the treaties concluded between the United States Gov

emment and the Indian tribes, this comµact was made much more to the 
advantage of the white. man than of his red brother. Not only were the 
stipulated annuities rather inuall for a body of Indians, which was then 
considered to uumbor about two· thousaud people, I.mt these annuities were 
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to be paid only after the ratification of the treaty by the President and the 
Senate, which did not take place till five years after the conclusion, viz, 
February 17, 1870. Meanwhile the Indians were always subject to the 
possibility of being removed from the homes of their ancestors by the stroke 
of a pen. The bungling composition of the document appears from the fact 
that a grave mistake was committed by inserting the term "east" instead 
of west (italicized in our text above), and by not mentioning the land 
grant made to the Oregon Central Military Wagon Road Company before 
1864, which, when insisted upon, would, with its twelve-mile limits, take 
away the best parts of the Reserve, the Sprague River Valley, for instance. 
At the time when I visited the country, fo the autumn of J 877, the Klamath 
Lake Indians showed much animosity against the settlers establishing them
selves within their domain. The company having left many portions of 
their projected wagon road unfinished, Congress, by act approved March 2, 
1889, directed the Attorney-General to cause suits to be brought within six 
months from that date, in the name of the United States, in the United 

States Circuit Court for Ore_gon, to try the questions, among others, of the 
seasonable and proper completion of said road, and to obtain judg-ments, 
which the court was authorized to render, declaring forfeited to the United 
States all lands lying co1_1terminous with those parts of the road which were 
not constructed in accordance with the requirements of the granting- act. 
(Cf. on this subject Ex. Doc. 131, House of Representatives, .Forty-ninth 
Congress, first session, and Ex. Doc. 124, Senate, Fiftieth Congress.) 

The first representative of the Government, Subagent Lindsey Apple
gate, erected sonrn buildings at the northwest point of Upper Klamath 
Lake, called Skohuashki (abbr. Koh{ishti); but as early as 18G6 he called 
attention to the fact that the place had no suitable water-power, but that 

three miles above the little creek at Beetle's Rest was a most excellent 
motor for driving a saw-mill and a grist-mill, and, being on the edge of the 
pine woods, was a well-fitted and shady place for the agency buildings. 
This advice was followed in 1868, two years before the ratification of the 
treaty. In the same year the old practice of cremating dead bodies was 
abandoned ~ind inhumation introduced. The grave-yard wns established_ 
around the ash-pile of cremation, still visible in 1877, and in 1878 a second 

V 
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cemetery was inaugurated between the Williamson River and Modoc Point, 
one mile and a half south of the bridge. 

President U. S. Grant's peace policy in regard to the Indians was 
inaugurated by act of Congress dated April 10, 1869: The supervision of 
the Indian agencies was placed in the hands of the authorities of religious 
denominations, a board of commissioners appointed,* and the spiritual in
terests of that reservation turned over to the Methodist Church. 

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCHES ON THESE INDIANS. 

The study of the ethnography of a tribe usually precedes that of its 
language; sometimes both are pursued simultaneously, and this is undoubt
edly the correct method. In the case of the Maklaks, Horatio Hale,t the 
linguist of Ch. Wilkes's United States Exploring Expedition (1838-1842), 
and still holding forth as a pioneer in his lines of research, took down a 
vocabulary from a Klamath Lake Indian whom he met on the Columbia 
River in 1841. No ethnographic remarks upon the tribe accompany this 
vocabulary, probably because information obtained from interpreters, who 
speak the Chinook jargon only, is notoriously unreliable. 

Next in time follow the extensive explorations· of John Charles Fremontf 
of the interior basin west of the Rocky Mountains and of the Pacific coast 
from 1843 to 1844, and again from 1845 to 1846, during which the 
Klamath Lak~s and Klamath Marsh were visited and explored. -His re
ports contain graphic sketches of all that was seen and observed by his 
parties; but scientific accuracy is often wanting, and many countries are 
described without giving the Indian local names> which are indispensable 
to identification. 

The acquisition of the Pacific coast by the United. States (California 
in 1846, Oregon in 1848) naturally suggested projects of connecting the 
two oceans by a transcontinental railroad, starting from the Mississippi 
River and reaching to the Bay of San Francisco. The Central Govern-

• Cf. Revised Statutes of the United State11, second edition, 1878, p. 359. 
t Born in Newport, New Hampie1bire, in 1817. 
f Born at Savannah, Gllorgia, J au nary :n, 1813; cauuidate for tbe Presidency of 

the United StateM in l85(i; died in New York City, .Jnly 13, 1890. 
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ment sent out in different directions army officers and engineers to survey 
the proposed routes, and to publish the results in a series of volumes.* For 
this purpose the Thirty-second Congress appropriated, by an act passed 
May 3, 1853, the sum of $150,000, which was by two later appropriations 
in 1854 increased to a total of $340,000. A branch of this railroad was to 
run up the Sacramento Valley to the Columbia River. In this portion the· 
Klamath headwaters were principally concerned, and it is that which was 
surveyed by Lieut. Robert Stockton Williamson,t assisted by Lieut. Henry 
Larcom Abbot, both of the Corps of Topographical Engineers. Their joint 
report, together with the reports of specialists on zoology, botany, geology, 
etc., is contained in Vol. VI ( 1855) t These reports are valuable and on a 

level with the condition of science as it was in those days; but the use of 
the volumes is inconvenient when reference has to be made to the bulky 
maps, all of which are contained in other volumes than the reports them
selves. Lieutenant Williamson, assisted by Lieutenant Crook, when on the 
border of Klamath Marsh (August 22, 1855), obtained one hundred and 
two terms of the Klamath Lake dialect, which are published in Vol. VI, 
Part I, pp. 71, 72. This vocabulary is brimful of mistakes, not thr°ough any· 
want of attention of these officers, but because they questioned their inter
preter through the imperfect mediums of gestures and the Chinook jargon. 

The vocabulary taken in 1864 by Dr. William M. Gabb at Kohashti 
shows the same defects, and was obtained through the "jargon" also ; 
other collections were made by Dr. Washington Matthews, W. C. Clark, 
and V~wis F. Hadley. The words of Modoc a~ quoted in the publications 
of A. B. Meacham are misspelt almost without exception. From Stephen 
Powers we possess a short Modoc vocabulary, a~ yet unpublished. 

Whosoever inspects these word collections will see at once that the 
study of the Klamath language had never gone beyond the vocabulary 

• Reports of explorati,,11s a11tl surveys to ascer ;ain the most practicable and eco
nomical route for a railroad from t~e Mississippi Hfrer to the Pacific Ocean, made in 

• 1853 and years following. Washington, -1855-1860. Quarto; illustr. with plate~ and 
maps. Thirteen volumes. 

t Williamson was boru 1824 in New York, and died 1882 in Sau Francisco. 
Abbot, a native of Bever!~·, Massachusetts, was born in 1831. 

f The first part of Vol. VI contains Abbot's report, awl is cllielly topographical. 
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stage before the publication of the present volume. Even the author expe

rienced considerable difficul~ies before he could pass beyond that limit. 
,vhen he reached the reservation agency he found not over three or four 

individuals who were able to speak a tolerable English, and the knowledge 

of this tongue is absolutely necessary to any one who aspires to the posi
tion of an interpreter of his own language in those parts. The Indians 
were nearly all pure bloods, and most of them knew scarcely more than a 
dozen English terms. Many could converse in Chinook jargon, but the 
majority, especially the females, were not acquainted even with this preca
rious means of intercourse. Indeed, these people must be slow in acquir

_ing an Aryan language like English, for it pre~ents so many character
istics entirely opposite to those of Klamath. English is not provided with 
reduplication, prefixes of form, nor with the multiple suffixes of Klamath; 

it differs from it also by its more complex syntactic structure, its imperfect 
nominal infl~ction, by _its distinctive form for the nominal plural, the grada
tion of the adjective and l},dverb effected by suffixation, its personal inflec

tion of the verb, and a long array of irregular and auxiliary verbs. 
Thus it will be easily perceived that the obtaining of correct and reli

able ethnographic and linguistic information in such a tribe is fraught with 

many difficulties. Sometimes it is practicable to get the terms for ,·isible 

objects by making gesture signs or by pointing at the objects, bnt it just as 
often misleads; and if the investigator has to do with people who know 110 

other language than their own, he must revise his notes with many of them 

before he can place any trust in what he has written d()wn from dictation. 
The Indians and mixed bloods who have made some progress in the acquisi
tion of English pronounce fas p, v as b, r as /-are modeling English after 
their own language, using lie for our lte, site, it, they, ltim, her, them; all this 

being hf1'k, hu't, l111'nk for them. They do not know how to use our conjunc

tions, a defect which makes all the tales, myths, and other textual informa
tion unintelligible. The only means of obtaining results is to pick out the 

best people from tlJe crowd and to train them for awhile for the pt11"po1:1e 
wante,l, until they are bmught so fa1· as to feel or understand the scope of 
the investigatpr. Women will be found more useful than men to inform 

hilll al,out myth!-!, animal storie:1, the g·athering of vegetable food, house-
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hold affairs, and terms referriug to colors; 1uen more appropriate than 
women in instructing him about their hunts, fishing, travels, their legal 
customs, wars and raids, house-building, and similar work. Omit asking 
them about the deceased, for it makes them angry and sullen. They do not 
as a rule willfully lead the investigator into error when they see that he is 
in earnest. Errors often originate in preconceirnd notion!, or theories and 
inappropriate questions of the investigator, sometimes also in the want of 
abstract terms in the interpreter's language. To insure correctness in a.n 

Indian myth, animal story, or any relation whatever, it should first be 
taken down in Indian, and of thh; a verbatim translation secured. 

Ethnographic sketches of both 'tribes, but chiefly of the :Modocs, were 
published in the newspapers of the Pacific coast at the time of Ben 
\Yright's massacre, but they were not acce~sible to me; more circumstantial 
were those written at the time of the .Modoc war ( 1872-'73), and specimens 
of these may be seen in A. B. :Ueacham's publications, in the "Overland 
Monthly" of San Francisco, and in Stephen Powers's "The Modok," in 
Contributions III, pp. 252-262. 

Ethnographic objects manufactured by and in actual use among both 
tribes were purchased at different periods by collectors. The N" ational 
lluscmn in \\r ashington owns se\'eral of them; but the mo~t complete col
lection is probalily the one made in 1882 by the Swiss naturalist, Alphons 
Forr<.!r, n natil·e of St. Gall, which was partly sold to the Ethnographic 
)luscmn of ::;t. Gall, partly (eighty-firn articles) to that of Berne, the capi-· 
tnl of Switzerland. Forrer li,·ed several months among the Klamaths, 
a1~d thus was enabled to secure the best specimens. There are two hanasisb 
or "magic a11·ows," an implement which has probably become very scarce 
now. The maj~rity of these objects are manufactured from wood, fur
skin, and basket material. There is no suitable clay found in the Klamath 
Ril'er Highlands, hence these Indians never made any pottery. 

The report of Lieutenants ,Villiamson and Abbot contains a large 
array of astronomic positions and of meteorologic observations made during 
the expedition, which will pro\'e useful to later ohservers. The zoologic, 
botanic, and geologic reports made by different scientists were considered 
of high value at the time they were first published. It will be remembered 
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that these explorations were the starting-point of all further researches upon 
the Pacific coast, and as such they are creditable to the men with whom 
and the epoch at which they originated. 

The topographic map of the Klamath headwaters is now being pre
pared by the U. S. Geological Survey. It is laid out upon a Reale of 1 to 
250,000, with contour intervals of 200 feet, the rivers and water sheets in 
blue. The sheets are named as follows: Ashhnd, Klamath,* Shasta, 
Modoc Lava Bed,_Akuras-the last three belonging to California. The 
surveys were made from 1883 to 1887 by Henry Gannett., chief geographer, 
A. H. Thompson, geographer in charge; triangulation by the George U. 
Wheeler survey, by Mark B. Kerr; and topography, by Eugene Ricksecker 
and partly by Mark B. Kerr. 

THE MODOC WAR OF 1872-1873. 

The well-known maxim, "it is cheaper to feed the lndia:ns than to 
fight them," has forced itself upon the governments of all American coun
tries in such indelible characters that it has become a rule for them to con
clude treaties with the different "nations" to keep them at peace, feed them 
by rations or annuities, and confine them within the limits of certain terri
tories. The treaty of 1864 was not attended by all the favorable results 
expected. The Snake Indians ran off from the Reservation during April, 
1866, the Modocs in 1865. The latter tribe were not compelled to leave 
their old domain, now ceded to the United States, till 1869. :Moreover, it 
always takes several years to gather straying Indians upon a reservatiQn 
after a treaty has become an accomplished fact. The Superintendent of 
Indian Affairs in Oregon, Mr. Meacham, on December 30, 1869, after a 
lung and excited " talk," succeeded in bringing two hundred and fifty-eight 
Modocs to Modoc Point, upon the reservation allotted to them. On April 
26, 1870, the supply of rati<_ms was exhausted, and the more obstinate half 
of the tribe left the Reservation again for the old domain upon Lost River 
and the lakes, whereas the other half, under Sk6ntchish, went to Y aneks, 
on Sprague River, where the Superintendent located them. All Modor.s 

• The name for the sheet east of Klamath has not yet been determined. 
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bad become disgusted at the close neighborhood and secret enmity of the 
Klamath Lake Indians, their congeners. 

The presence of the 'l\fodocs in their "old country," though contrary 
to the letter of the treaty, was tolerated by the Go,·ernment until the 

autumn of 1872, when the complaints of the white settlers against the 
Indians became too frequent and serious to be further disregarded.· A 
struggle to secure the enforcement of the treaty could no longer be post
poned. The l\Iodocs' open defiance to the authorities could no longer be 

endured, and this brought on the Modoc war. 
Space does not permit me to give more than an outline sketch of this 

bloody contest of a small, sturdy people of mountaineers against the regu
lar army and a large body of volunteers; but many references in detail 
have been made to it in the Texts and Notes, to which the reader may 
refer. A monograph of the l\Iodoc war doing full justice to the importance 
of this event and to its ethnographic features w~uld alone fill a volume of 
considerable size. Here, as well as in all other Indian wars, the result was 
that the strong conquered the weak, which is always the case in the end, 
especially when the former has the law 011 his side. 

According to the war chronicle obtained by me in the Modoc dialect 
from the Riddle family the war originated in a petition sent by the settlers 
to the President to ha,·e the Indians remo,·ed from their old homes to the 
Hescr,·ation, in fulfillment of the treaty stipulations. The President agreed 
to this, and sent an order to the commander at Fort Klamath to have them 
remo\'ed-" peaceably if you can; forcibly if you must!" In the morn
ing of NO\·ember 29, 1872, :Major Jackson surrounded the l\Iodoc camp 
upon Lost River, near its mouth. • ,vhen he tried to disarm and capture the 

men they escaped to the hills. The soldiers and the settlers of the neigh
borhood then fired upon the unprotected women and children of another 

:Modoc camp farther north, for which brutal act the l\Iodoc men retaliated 
in the afternoon by killing fourteen settlers upon their farms. Hereupon 
the l\Iodocs retr~ated with their families to the Lam Beds, south of Tule 
Lake, the home of the Kumbatwash, and there they strengthened some 
select positions, already strong by nature, through the erection of stone 
walls and earth-works. Kfntpnash or Captain Jack, who now wa8 not the 
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chief only but also the military leader of the Modocs, selected for his head

quarters the spacious cavern called Ben Wright's Cave, and there the tribe 

remained, unattacked and unharmed, until the 17th of January of the year 

ensnmg. 
The wintry season and the difficult condition of the roads, or rather 

trailt1, in these mountainous tracts delayed the concentration of the troops 

and provisions to the Lava Beds for nearly two months. On the day 

above mentioned C<?louel Frank ,vheaton, then in command, resolved to 
attack from two sides the seventy* sturdy wa1Tiors in their stronghold. 

Many of the trooi;s were fresh from Arizona, and had fought against 

Apaches armed wit_h bows and lances only. 'rhe l\fodocs carried the old 
octagonal small-bore Kentucky rifle with the greased patch and small ball, 
which within its limited range had a very flat trajectory, and consequently 
a large dangerous space.t 'l'he fog was so thick that men could not see 
their right or left hand comrades, but in spite of tltis the commander ordered 
the attack. Sca1face Charley, a leader possessed of the best military and 
engineering capacity in this war, claimed that he held his station, with thre~ 
squaws to load, against a platoon of cavalry. The troops counted in all 

. about four hundred men. One corps had to attack from the north, viz, 
the shore of 'l'ule Lake, the other from the west, and without connecting 
both by a field ttlegraph the commander ordered them to unite upon the 
top of the hills after storming the Indian positions. The fog annihilated 
these plans entirely, and the decimated troops were in the evening with
drawn to Van Hremer's farm, west of the Lava Beds. 

After this signal discomfiture another officer, General Alvin C. Gillem, 
was assigned to the command, ~ud the troops were reinforced by four com
panies of the Fourth Artillery from San Francisco. Instead of attacking 
the Modocs again on a clear day and bombarding their positions, it was 
deemed proper to negotiate with them for pe:ice. There was a party of 
extremists for war in the l\Iodoc camp and another inclined to listen to 
peace overtures, and upon the latter the body of the Peace Commissiouerst 

• For the later period of tl.Je war, begin11i11g April 16, Frank ltitltlle states the 
number of the Modoc wimiors to 1..ia,·e beeu tifty-one; -12, 20. 

tCaptain Fi,•lds, "The Uodoc \V;tr." 

t Appointccl by the Sccreta1·y of the Interior, C. Delano. The particulars in 
TttXts; note to 3~, 1, page 48. 
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principaUy relied. Several attempts at parleying were unsuccet1sful, but 
finally the parties were appointed to convene on April 11, 1873. 'l'he 
• capture of Kintpuash's ponies by the troops, in spite of General Canby's 
promise of a total suspension of hostilities, had exasperated the • chief to 
such a degree that he and his aids resolved upon mnrder by trea~hery. 
The dark· de~d was successfully perpetrated upon two members of the 
Peace Commission. 1,he others fleJ, and henceforth, after the dastardly 
mnrder of General Canby, a new plan was adopted for a speedy termina
tion of the war. 

Wright's Cave and surroundings were bombarded with heavy shells 
on April 16, 17, and 18, and attacks made by the troops simultaneom~ly. 
By this time about ninety Indian sconts had joined the Army, two-thirds of 
whom were Warm Spring, one-third Wasco Indians, all under the com
mand of Donald McKay. The Modocs vacated the cave on April 19, and 
were met by a cletacluuent of regulars and thirty scouts at Sand Hill, four 
miles from the cave, on April 26. This engagement was more disastrous 
to the troops than to the Modocs; but at the Dry Lake fight, May 10, the 
hitter were forced to retreat. 'rhis was the beginning of the dissolution of . 
the Modoc forces; their provisions coiumencecl to give out, and one portion 
of the wal"riors became dissatisfied with Kintpnash's leadership. This party 
1mrrcmlored )lay 25 to the commander-in-chief, General Jefferson C. Davis, 
who luul 011 )lny 2 relie,·ecl Colonel Gillem, the intermediate commander. 
80011 nfter thii;, 011 .J 1me J, K111tp11ash, with the few men who had remained 
true to him, ga\'e himself up to a scouting· party of cavalry, led to his hid
ing pince by the treacherous Steamboat Frank,* who, it must he acknowl
edged notwithstanding, had been one of the most valiant defenders of the 
Modoc cause. 

The captured Modocs, numbering with their women _and children 
nbout one hundred and forty-five persons, were for awhile fed at the ex
pense of the Government, and then brought to the northeasteru corner of 
the Indian Territory, where their remnants live at th_e present time. Before 
their departure a number of them, while being conveyed in a wagon to 
some place near 'l'nle Lake, were fired upon and some females killed by 
the revengeful settlers. The mmderers of General Canby nnd Dr. Thoouis 
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could not remain unpunished. Brought before a jury at Fort Klamath, 
Kintpuash, Chief Sk6ntchish, Black or Huka Jim, and Boston Charley 
were condemned to the gallows and hung at the Fort October 3, 1873, 
while two accessories to the deed-Bantcho and Shi'lks (now George 
Denny)-were condemned to incarceration at Fort Alcatraz, San Fran
cisco Bay.* 

Thus ended the long-contested struggle of the little Modoc band 
against the Oregon a_nd California volunteers and the regular troops of the 
United States Army. Certainly the heroism and ingenuity displayed by 
the Modocs would have been worthy of a better cause, and would have 
passed down to posterity in the brightest colors of patriotism had not the 
murderous "entreacte" and Canby's death deprived the struggle of its 
heroic luster. The unworthy termination of this war is well typified by 
the fact that the skeleton of the Modoc captain is now dangling as an ana~ 
tomical specimen in the museum of the Surgeon-General's Office. at Wash
ington, District of Culumbia. 

STATISTICS. 

From the end ·or the Modoc war to the present year the condition of 
affairs has. not changed much in the Klamath Highlands. The reports of 
the United States agent repeat the same story of progress towards civiliza
tion every year; but ip view of the difficulty of bringing a hunter tribe 
into the high road of Christian culture and industrial progress we can not 
attach much credence to such reports so long as they are couched in gener
alities and do not contain special facts attesting mental improvement by 
schooling. 

In agriculture success is possible oniy in the Sprague River Valley, 
but pasturing will succeed almost on every spot of the Reservation. The 

report of 1888, compared with that of 1880, shows a considerable improve
ment in this direction. The 2,500 horses and mules counted hi 1880 had 
increased to 4,532 in 1888; the 200 head of cattle to 2,201. In the latter 
year the number of swine figured 208, of domestic fowl, 1,000. Of the 
20,000 tillable acres of land 1,400 were cultivated by the Indians in 

• Slu'lks was re)£,ased, and stays now at the \locloc Reservation, Iutlian Territory, 
with Scarface Charley and some othn wanio1·., of that war. 
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1888 .and 500 broken by them; 10,000 acres were inclosed by fences. 
The crops of 1888 amounted to 8,000 bushels of wheat, 4,000 of oats and 
barley, 1,000 bushels of vegetables, 3,000 tons of hay; and 500 pounds of 
butter were manufactured. Of lumber 100,000 feet were sawed. The 
Indians transported with their own teams 500 tons of freight, and thereby 
earned $1,500. The two boarding-schools, one at the Klamath Agency 
and the other at Y{tneks, in the same year boarded 215 pupils at a cost to 
the Government of $18, 764-about $10.40 a month per. capita. 

The number of acres contained within the Klamath Reservation is 
1,056,000, and of these only about 20,000 acres are considered to be tilla
ble land. The rest is occupied by woods, marshes, rocks, and other hin
drances to cultivation. 

-The school and church interests are in the hands of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, which also has a vote in the appointment of the United 
States aµ-ent. 

The statistics of population have furnished reliable data only from the 
time when annuities were first distributed among these Indians. This ne
cessitated an annual count of each family, giving the number of the indi
viduals belonging to each. One of these was made during my presence on 
the reserve on October 30, 1877, before the winter supplies were dealt out 
to the tribe. The summary is as follows: 
Davi1l Hill, chief, at Agency and on Williamson Ril'er ........................ 225 
P'lu, head chief, at the bridge, Williamson River...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122 
Long John. chief ............................................................ 103 
Jack, chief ........... , ...... ,........................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92 
·Lilo,chief ....... -...... , ................................................. 23 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 565 

The census taken in the Sprague Ri,•er Valley, Yaneks subagency, 
furnished the following figures, Klamath Lake Indians and Modocs being 
indiscriminately included: 
Littlejohn, chief . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Skontchish, chief. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Modoc Johnson, head cl1ief................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71 
Ben, chief...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61 
Brown, chief...................... . .......................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

Total ................................................................ 19-l 
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The Snake Indians were not counted at that time, Lut were assumed 
io have the same population as in 1876: 137. This gives a total of Indians 
for the Reservation of 896. This count included about eight mixed Lloods 
and seven \Varin Spring Indians from the Des Chutes River. The board
ing•school at the Klamath Agency then had eighteen pupils of both sexes. 

The reports of the Indian Commissioner for 1880, 1881, 1882, 1883, 
and 188-! can not be fully relied on, since they give the same figures for 
each of these years with au unvarying total of 1,023 Indians-Klamaths, 
707; :Modocs, 151; Snake Indians, 165. 

The report of 1888, Joseph Emery agent, gives 788 Klamath Lake and 
:Modoc Indians and 145 Snake Indians, a total of 933 individuals. 

Probably the most reliable data were furnished by the Indian census 
made in 1881 for the United States Census Bureau, from March to August: 

---- ----- ----~~ ----"--" 

i Klamatbs. Modocs. }folale. Snakes. Total@. ' 
---- ~-

Total of tribe& oo Rcaervatioo . ................ 676 12-2 55 16.'i 1,018 

Noml,er of wales ............................. 286 58 30 :j 454 
Number offemalea .................. ; ......... 390 64 25 564 
Unmarried at fourteen yean and upwards ..... 109 6 9 11 i 135 

Number married ....................•......... 286 55 14 65 4~ 

N uwber of full bloods ......................... 664 122 53 165 1,004 
Number of mixed bloods ............••........ 12 .......... 2 . ......... 14 

Number l,elow tweoty•one years .............. 291 58 35 !:l9 4i3 
Number al,ove tweoty•ooe years .............. 385 64 20 761 f>.15 

Supported one half or more by civilized Indus-
tries ........................... . . . .. . . . ... 36 6 7 .......... 49 

Supported ooe.lJalf or more l,y Government .... 3d 3 .......... 2 43 
Nowl,er wearing citizen~' dre88 ............... 630 112 5,'i 165 96~ 

Acres oo,ler cultivation ....................... 2,249 140 36 ... •· .... 2, 42.'i 

Nuruber atteodiog_acbool . .................... 36 I . . . ... . . . · i 3 40 
---- ----

This enumeration is remarkable on account of the large number of 
Molale Indians mentioned in it, an element of the population which· is no
where else designated as such in the periodical reports made by the agents. 
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NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. 

In the manner of considering the transcendental world and in view
ing the problems of the supernatural we perceive enormous differences 
among the various races of mankind. These differences mainly arise from 
the degree of animisni and anthropomorphism applied to the deities sup
posed to represent the powers of nature and to rule the world. The primi
tive man regards en~t·ything showing life or spontaneous motion as ani
mated by a spirit and endowed with certain human faculties; whereas 

among the more advanced nations these same gods and genii appear more 

fully anthropomorphized, and their moral and intellectual attributes more 
accurately defined. In monotheism all the physical and moral powers sup
posed to rule the universe become unified into one "Sn pre me Being." 

A people's religion always rests upon a basis laid down in remote 
ages, and faithfully depicts the intellectual and moral qualities of its spirit
ual leaders at that period. Were they ferocious and cruel, the gods whom 
they imposed upon the people are barbaric also; were they kind and mild
mannered, then their deities show these same mental qualities. Deities act 
hy miracles, :md are miracleis themseh-es; for a miracle or act contraven
ing the laws of nature is the only causality which the mind of primitive 
man iii able to imagine to soh·e the difficult problems of physics, meteorol
ogy nnd other processes of nature As there is no connected system in 
any of the sa ,·age religions, it is by no means difficult to overthrow the 
belief11 of a primitive people and to substitute others for it, provided the 
new ones are resting upon the same fundamental principle of spirits, dei
ties and miracles. Dreams are to the savage man what the Bible is to us
the source of divine rernlation, with the important difference that he can 
produce revelation through dreams at will. The more thoughtful religions 
of Asia establish a thorough distinction between spirit and matter, and thus 
dualistically establish idealism as opposite to materialism; but in America 
no religion goes any further than to attempt such a distinction. The higher 
Asiatic religions establish priesthoods, idols, ceremonial worship, divine 
oracles, prayer and sacrifice, and attempt to elevate man's character hy 

moral teachings; here in the western lwmisphere ceremony is magic and 
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witchcraft only, religious feasts are orgies, divine revelation is human hal
lucination, and the moral element, when present in religion, is not urged 
upon the community. ,Vhile in the religions of the white man the g~ds 
originally representing nature's powers gradually become teachers or 
examples of morality and mental improvement, those of the other races 
remain the stern and remorseless deities of the sky, the atmosphere, and 
the earth, whose good will has to be propitiated by sacrifice. 

As zoodemonism is. the most appropriate form of religion for man in 
the animistic stage, the majority of the mythic characters. in American relig
ions are animals, especially quadrupeds; and even the fully anthropomor
phized deities sometimes assume, in Oregon and elsewhere, the masks of 
animals. The earlier Indians firmly believed that such animals as were 
the prototypes of their own species had human faculties, and talked and 
thought as men do; in whatever tribe there are totemic gentes or clans 
the members of these are supposed to have descended from that prototype 
of a bear, deer, alligator, eagle, or whatever animal a gens is called after. 
Certain qualities of man, physical and intellectual, found their closest analo
gies in those of animals, and the animal world is much nearer akin to man 
in the mind of the Indian than in the white man's mind. Scurrilous and 
grotesque acts ascribed to so many Indian deities were not intended for 
derision, as with us, but for faithful portrayings of the habits of typical 
animals; and zoodemonism-not exactly zoolatry, as in Egypt-is the form 
of religion existing among the wild Indians of America. 

The large amount of mythologic and transcendental material obtained 
among the Indians requires subdivision into several chapters., I present it 

under the following subdivisions: a. Elementary deities; b. Spirit deities; 
c. Animal deities. 

Of the mythologic data embodied in the present article the larger part 
were obtained by myself, but not all. 'fhe others were gathered by 
Messrs. Stephen Powers and Jeremiah Curtin, mainly by the latter, who 
obtained over one hundred ¼Iodoc myths in 188.!J and 1884, now forming 
part of the unpublished collection of the Bureau of Ethnology. 
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TBE ELEMENTARY DEITIES. 

In the Klamath theology the deities of the elements have preserved 
almost intact their character as representatives of the powers of nature. 
Imperfectly anthropomorpbized as they are, they appear rather as spirits 
than as gods; all of them, the Earth perhaps excepted, are of the male sex. 
Like the animal genii they assume the adjectival suffix =amtchiksh, abbr. 
-amtch bygone, ancient, _belonging to the past,* though less among the Modocs 
than in the northern chieftaincy. The splendor, power, and awe-inspiring 
qualities of these superhuman beings is not diminished in the least by the 
grotesque exterior and acts ascribed to some of them. The sky gods were 
more plastically defined by popular imagination than the subterranean 
deities, and hence we begin our sketch with the former. 

K'MUKAM'J'CU. 
Ille mihi par eaee deo videtur, 
Ille, si fas est, superare divos. 

The chief deity of the Klamath people, the creator of the world and 
of mankind, is K'mukamtch, or the "Old Man of the Ancients," the "Pri
meval Old Man." The full form of the name is K'nmk'=amtchiksh, and 
l\Iodocs frequently use the shorter form Kl:\mush, K'mush, an abbreviation 
of k'nn'1tcha, he has groum old, he is old, or of its participle k'mutchatko, 
oltl. lie is also named P'tfah=amtch mHam, our old father. He was also 
designated P'Jnit1ilkni, t/1e one on high, though the term is now used for the 
God of ~he <Jhristinns. In every way he is analogous to the "old man 
above" or the "chief in the skies" of the Indians of Central California. 

\Vhat the Indians say and think of their chief deity I have outlined 
in the Dictionary, pages 138-140, and what follows here will substantiate 
the data given there. Though K'mukamtch is reputed to have created 
the earth, what is really meant is only the small portion of the globe 
known to and inhabited by this mountaineer tribe, and not the immense 
terrestrial globe, with its seas and continents. Neither have these Indians 
an idea of what the universe really is when they call him the creator and 

• Iu Nahuatl we may compare the reverential suffix -tzlu, and in Shoshoni dialt•ct~ 
the parallel one of -pitch, -bits; e.g., muhu owl in Bannock is mfl'mhits 01rl in th~ 
13boshooi of I<laho. 
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maintainer of the universe. The Indians do not claim that he created 
the world with all in it by one single and simultaneous act, but when he is 
creating, metamorphosing, or destroying, his acts are always special, directed 
towards certain objects only. After making the earth, the lakes, islands, 
prairies, and mountains he gave a name to each locality (p. 1-!2, 1 sqq.). 
Some of these names must be regarded as giving indications as to the ear
liest places inhabited by these Indians, especially when they designate fish
traps and ceremonial ~udatories. Thus on Upper Klamath Lake we find 
Ku'mbat, Tt1kwa, Tulish, Kohashti as fishing places, Kti1.-i0 Tupaksi and 
Yulalona as fish-traps, the special gifts of the deity to the people. Other 
places of this kind are Shuyake'kish and Kt{i-i=Tupaksi. In the old Modoc 
country, on Lower Klamath Lake, there is a rock shaped like a crescent 
and called Shapashxe'ni; because "sun and moon once li,·ed there." 011 
Sprague River there is a hill called "at K'm{1kamtch's Lodge"-K'mutcham 
Latsashkshi. Other legendary residences of the deity were at Yamsi, 
"Northwind's residence," a high mountain ~ast of Klamath Marsh; others 
on Tule Lake, at Nilakshi Mountain; and finally K'mukamtch was changed 
into the rock Kta-iti, which stands in the ,Villiamson River (q. v.). The 
old people of both chieftaincies remember many localities alleged to have 
been the theater of his miraculous deeds. 

K'mukamtch creates the Indians from the pm-plish berry of the service
tree or shad-hush (Amelancltier cauadeusis, in Kl. tch11.k), and the color of 
both has evidently suggested this idea. He also provides for man's suste
nance by supplying him with game and fish and the means to capture them; 
also with the necessary vegetal products. Objects noticeable through their 
peculiar shape are called after him, e. g., the thistle, the piercer of K'm{1-
kamtch, K'mukamtcham ka'k. A peculiar haze sometimes perceptible in 
the west or northwest, shuuish, is regarded as his precursor or that of his 
son Aishish. 

Although but a passing mention is made of a wife or wives of his, 
K'm{1kamtch has a family. The myths speak* of a father, of a daughter, 
and of Afshish, his son "by adoption/' as men!bers of it. The name of his 

•Cf.Texts, pg. 100, 2: s~ii~i'xh p'th,-liJJsham. ~Je11tion is made of one-eyecl wives 
of Ske'I aml of Tchashkai. 
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daughter is not given, but she represents the clouded or. mottled evening 
sky. When she leads him to the under-world they meet there a vast crowd 
of spirits, who for five nights dance in a large circle around a fire, and on 
each of the intervening days are changed into dry bones. K'mukamtch 
takes with him some of these in a bag, and when reaching the horizon at 
daybreak throws the bones around the world in pairs and creates tribes • 
from them, the Modoc tribe being the last of these. Then he travels in the 
path of the sun till he reaches the zenith, builds his lodge, and lives there 
now with his daughter. 

K'mukamtch also figures as the culture-hero of his people; but since 
he does so only in one of the myths which came to our knowledge, this 
myth may be borrowed from some neighboring tribe. In that myth the 
primitive arts and practices, as hunting and bow-and-arrow making, are 
taught by him to men, as was done also by Quetzalcoatl, by Botchika, and 
in Oregon by the Flint-:-Boy of the Kalapuyas, in whom the sun's rays were 
personified. 

\Vhat the national myths relate of him is not of a nature to make 
him an object of divine veneration. He resembles men in every particular, 
is born and dies, acts like other Indians, travels about with companions, 
starts on gambling jaunts, is indigent and often in want, and experiences 
more misery throughout his eventful career than Zeus ever did on account 
of his illicit Jove-making. Like the chief gods of other Indian nations, he 
is the great deceiver and trickster for all those that have dealings with him, 
is attacked and drubbed repeatedly for his meanness and crimes ; but after 
coming out "second best" or being killed over and over he recuperates 
and comes to life again just as if nothing had occurred to disturb him. 
Compared with other fictions representing powers of nature, he is fully the 
equal d such characters as Nanabozho and Gluskap, or of the Kayowe 
demi urge Sin ti, "the Deceiver." Some of the most attractive fictions de
scribe the various tricks and stratagems by which K'mukamtch allures his 
son Afshish into perilous situations, from which rescue seems impossible. 
Prompted by him to climb a tall pine-tree, he would have perished on it 
by hunger ha.<l not his charitable wives, the butterflies, succored him in 
time. The general conflngration hy which the earth and its ihhabitants 

\'i 
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were consumed through a rain of burning pitch was also brought about 
by K'mtikamtch's hatred for his son. Aishish escapes from this inhuman 
persecution, and subsequently seekis to revenge himself upon his father. 
Aishish's son jerks off the glowing tobacco-pipe from his grandfather's neck 
and throws it into the fire; Afshish pushes it farther into the flames until 
burnt, and thereby K'mukamtch's death is brought about. 

It is singular that when he and his son Aishish are expected to join 
social or gamblipg parties the other participants always experience some 
difficulty in recognizing the one from the other. The camp-fire which 
K'mukamtch made on approaching the meeting-place was burning badly, 
the smoke seeming almost to stifle the flames; but that of his son, purple
blue in color, sent the smoke straight up, while the fire of Silver Fox, the 
companion of K'mukamtch, was yellow. When shooting at the mark, Aish
ish's arrow hit it every time, but the arrow of K'mukamtch struck the ground 
short of the mark. While gambling, Aishish becall?e the winner of a11 his 
companion's stakes. 

Assuming the mask of the l\Iarten (Ske'l, Ske'lamtch), K'mukamtch 
sends out his younger brother, Weasel (Tchashkai), to look out for one
eyed women and to bring them home as wives (Texts, pp. 107-118). 
Both try to stop the Northwind and the Southwind at the very orifice 
• whence they are blowing. Weasel loses his life in the attempt, but Marten 
kills both winds. After Weasel has come to life again, both proceed to the 
lodge of the five brothers, the Thunders. \Vhen inside of the lodge lfarten 
puts on the head-cover of the dead Northwind, and the Thunders feel his 
gigantic power. At night an internecine tight takes place between the 
brothers, and while their lodge is on fire their heart~ explode in succession. 

From the almost infinite wealth of Klamath folklore many more par
ticulars about this chief deity could be adduced, hut what stands above is 
amply sufficient to indicate the powers of nature which he represents. 
The facts that Wan or \Vanaka, the sun-halo, is his constant companion* 
and that the Keat in the sky which he constantly holds is that of the sun at 

• The sun-halo is au import1rnt factor iu some Iotliau wJthologies. The Znfii 
Inc1ians say that when a storm iR brewing the 111111 retreats into /,is Jwuse, which ho 
huilt for biR Rafety, and after the storm 11<1 Ie:wes it again. Among th" Zuiih1 the 111111 

1z1 llw }lri11clpal tleit,r aliso. 
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noontime, would alone suffice to show that he represents the sun, the most 
potent, we may say unique factor in giving life, nourishment, and health 
to living organisms, the most important of the sky-gods, and the great 
center of myth production among all nations of the world. In one of the 
:Modoc myths it is stated that "at the call of the morning star K'mush 
sprang from the ashes ( of the fiery sky or aurora) as hale and as bright as 
ever, and so will he continue to live as long as the (solnr) disk and the 
morning star shall last, for the morning star is the 'medicine' ( muluash t) 
of the disk." In other myths he appears in the form of the golden or 
bright Disk, inhabiting the higher mountain ridges and becoming the suitor 
of females afterwards deified. Thus, like Hor, Ra, and Atum, he appears 
sometimes as the morning sun, at other times as the noonday and evening 
sun, and in the myths referring to weather he is either the summer or the 
winter sun. The burning pipe which Afshish's son takes from his grand
father and destroys in the camp-fire represents the sun setting in a glowing 
red evening sky. As the summer sun with his gigantic power he brings 
on a conflagration of the world and as a cloud-gatherer he causes an inun
dation. In the warm season he appears wrapt up in haze and fogs, which 
the myth in its imagery represents as "a smoky camp-fire," almost impen
etrable to the sun-rays: "his arrows fall to the ground before they reach 
the murk."• To typify his sagacity and omniscience, K'mt'1kamtch appears 
muler tho Mymholic mask of a qna<lrnpe<l, the pine-marten or Ske'l, in Modoc 
'l'chku'I, which changes its black winter for to a brown coating in the hot 
months of the year, and thereby became a sort of portent to the Indian. 
Similnr changes occnr with all the fur animals, but with the marten the 
difference in the color appears to be greater than with others. Skifl seuds 
his brother· Tchashgai, or JVeasel, • to obtain one-eyed women for both, these 
being sun and moon, which the Eskimos also represent as one-eyed, deified 
persons.t The North wind, which is blowing in alternation with the South 
wind, is attacked and killed by Ske'l. Here Ske'l represents the sun of the 
summer months, for the summer's heat defeats the cold blasts of the wintry 

• Texts, pp. 99, 4 (shJayaks ak), and 5. 
t Cf. th~ Mai,lu myth of Kodo-Yampe iu Stephen Powers's "California Tribes;" 

Contribntions to :North American Ethnologr, III, 293. 
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and equinoctial seasons; when he places the North wind's hat upon his head 
he puts an end to the noise of the Thunder brothers and then represents 
the wintry sun. 

The attitude which K'mukamtch observes toward his son Aishish will 
be spoken of under the next heading. It is necessary to add that the former's 
position is by no means restricted to that of a solar deity; several of his 

• 
attributes make him also a god of the sky, or at least of the clouds, for 
clouds and the weather's changes are due to the sun's :igency. When the 
sun is environed by lamb-clouds, or a mottled sky, this is figuratively ex
pressed by: " K'mukamtch has taken the beaded garments of Afshish and 
dressed himself in them." A peculiar red smoke or haze appearing in the 
northwestern or western sky, shnuish, announces his arrival; he is also 
recognizable by his bulky posteriors, or, as the Modocs say of him: "K'mt.'1-
kamtch munish kutt.'1lish gftko." Hy this they evidently refer to the white 
and heavy, mountain-shaped summer clouds. 

Greek mythology depicts the fecundation of the earth by rain showers 
and thunder storms as the illicit amours of the sky-god Zeus with the wives 
and daughters of mortal men. Exactly in the same manner K'mt.'1kamtch, 
as sky-god, seeks to approach illicitly the numerous wives of Afshish, of 
.whom the majority refuse him, though he has by some stratagem previously 
removed •their husband from the scene. 

In the aboriginal mind the creation of organisms, vegetal and animal, 
seem'l to be in connection with the fecundation of the earth, whereas the 
creation of the earth, world, or universe implies an act entirely different. 
All the names of Klamath localities are said to come from K'mukamtch. 
The manner in which he created plants and animals was, as we are told in 
one Modoc myth, by thinking and by wisliinlJ, this probably implying that 
after forming an idea of some creature he made that idea a reality by the 
strong energy of his will. Many creatures, especially birds and quadru
peds-even men-the myths tell us, were brought forth by him in this 
manner. The moral qualities ascribed to this deity are in keeping with 
what is known of his physical and intellectual powers. He pro,·ides for 
mankind, which he has created, bnt does not tolerate any contravention of 
his will; for he punishes bail chai•acters by changing them into rnek~ or hy 
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burning them. Our ideas of justice, equity, protection, or love towards men 
do not and can not enter into the spiritual range of a god whose prototype 
is constituted of physical powers only . 

.USHISH. 

~aiYirai µ01 ,djYoS idoS GloldiY . 

.Aishish, or Aishisha~tch, the second in importance among the Klamath 
deities, and certainly the most popular of all, is the son of the wurld-creator, 
K'mukamtch, and also his companion and rival. He is beautiful in appear
ance, beloved and admired by men, and is the husband of many wives, 
selected by him among the birds, butterflies, and the smaller quadrupeds. 
Hii:; name signifies the one secreted or concealed, aud was given him at the 
time of his birth; and since "The· Birth of Afshish" myth_ explains the 
nature and position of this deity better than any other myth, I translate it 
in full from the Indian text obtained from a Modoc woman at the :Modoc 
Reservation, Indian Territory.* The name of Afahish's mythic mother, as 
other natives informed me, is Le=tkakawash. 'I'his is au Oregonian bird of 
the size of the tcho'kshash, or blackbird, with a brilliant red or yellow 
plumage, colors rarely found in birds of that western State. Ornithologists 
itlcutit)' it with the Louisiana tanager: Pyranga ludoviciana. Thus the bird 
ill nn approprinto tiymLol of the bright sky at moonri~e or sumise, which 
plumome11011 ..\i:;hish's mother is representing. The myth runs as follows: 

111 order to cremate the body of an old sorceress, Le=tkakitwash gath
ered wood while carrying her baby son on the back, piled up the wood and 
set up the ceremonial mourning wail. Proposing to leap into the fire her
self, she was uncertain what to do with her son. She fastened him tightly 
to her back, and when she had applied the fire K'mukamtch perceived that 
she was in tears and ready to leap into the burning pile. "What 011 earth 
is this pretty woman going to dof" said he to himself; aud when he saw 
her retreat more than once before accomplishing the dangerous ]eap heap
proached, intending to reach her in time to restrain her; bnt she rushed 

• The myth of Aishish's birth forms a portion of a long cyclus of related myths, 
with the title: Aishisham shapkalii'-ash wiulamuulashti. I obtained them from Lucy 
l<'aithful, wife of Stutilatko, or" Faithful William;" cf. Diction.uy, p. 412. 
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into the fire, and K'mukamtch, regretting to have arrived too late, man
eged, however, to withdraw from her back the baby, nnd to rescue it. He 
wept as he carried the child off in his arms. But where should he place itt 
If he placed it on his forehead it would look quite ugly, thought he; there
fore he placed it on his knee and went home. He complained that he had 
an ulcer upon his knee, and asked his daughter to open it, for it pained him 
excruciatingly. She spread a sheet under the knee and another over it, to 
squeeze the ulcer open He exclaimed: "It hurts me terribly! Go easy! 
Be careful!" rriien she replied: ''What is the matter with youl Some
thing like hair comes out in a bunch from the core. Why does it look like 
hair!" Aud when the baby appeared on the surface and began to cry she 
said: "What have you. been doing¥ I have suspected you for quite a 
while before!" And' tlui babe cried and cried, until the "father" proposed tll 
give a name to him. None was found to answer, for the child cried on and 
on. Then he proposed to call it Aishflam'nash ("the one secreted about the 
body"). This stopped its cries somewhat, but not entirely; so he proposed 
the name Aishish, and then it became restful and quiet. So the child grew 
up with this nam~, then lived in the company of K'mukamtch, became an 
expert in making shirts, and when gambling won all the stakes, even from 
his father, who became jealous on account of his superiority.* 

' This is the extent of the myth so far as needed for our purpose. The 
jealousy of the grim • and demoniac K'mukamtch against his more popular 
son forms the subject of a considerable number of Afshish myths, which 
are highly imaginative and interesting. By various stratagems based on 
low cunning he brings his son into perilous positions, from which he is res
cued only with the utmost difficulty by others, or is perishing in the attempt 
to save himself. Meantime he h1 robbed of his garments by his "father." 
These constant persecutions finally forr.e Afshish to revenge himself upon 
his father, who is k~lled by him repeatedly, but not by any means so often 
as he is killed himself. 

• 'fhe connection of the mythic pyre of self-sacrifice with the dawn Is not only 
based 011 similarity of nature, but also ou etymological grounds; for the verb ni'lka, 
it dawn,, with slight ,·ocalic change turns into 11el!a, nelza, to be on fire. Cf. the 
Latin a11rora, which is a derivative of nrere, to bur11, and Appendix VI to Grammar, 
pp. 706. 707. 
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Aishish's camp fire is of a clear, bright purplish-blue color (ya~na.sh
ptchi); he makes his shirts with his own hands and ornaments these and 
his leggings with all sorts of beads As a marksman he ~xcels all his 
companions, whose arrows do not even strike the target (Texts, pag. 99, 
4-6). According to the Modoc story his wives are Mole, Badger, Porcu
pine, Bitch, Crane, Mallard, two Maidiktak-birds, Wren, Tchektiti=bird, 
Yauliliks or Snowbird, Butterfly, and a host of others; the Klamath Lake 
myth (Texts, p. 99, 9. 10) names five: Coot, Long-tailed Squirrel, Crane, 
Mallard, Chaffinch. Tchashkai or ,v easel, the younger brother of Ske'l, 
scmetimes plays the part of Aishish, but he is not found in this quality so 
constantly as his brother Ske'l is in that of K'nnikamtch. 

The various attributes ascribed to this deity by the myths show Aishish 
to he in many respects similar to Quetzalcoatl of Nahuatl mythology, who 
has been made alternately the genius of the morning s~ar, of the calendar 
and of the atmospheric changes. As to Aishish and the personal beauty 
invariably ascribed to him, it may appear doubtful, in view of so many 
other complex attributes, which idea was the starting-point that created this 
mythic figure, and subsequently gathered other but less material attributes 
about this son of the sun. He could represent originally the morning star, 
or the rainbow _or the moon, but after mature reflection upon his complex 
attitudes I now believe him to be a lunar deity. The splendor of the full 
moon is of a yellow hue, like Aishish's camp fire (kaka'kli) and the 2thadow 
of the famished Aishish, a.s seen from below through the pine-trees of the 
forest, is the narrow crescent of the waxing moon following its disappear
ance at the new moon period. At the new or "dead" moon Aishish is fam
ished or dead, to revive again on the days following, and this, like other 
phases of the moon, which result from her changeable position in regard to 
the sun, are represented to be the result of the jealousy and enmity of 
K'm{tkamtch against Aishish-and whenever Aishish succeeds in killing his 
father, this implies the decrease of sun-heat during the winter season. No 
myth shows a more striking analogy to the "Birth of Aishish" than that of 
the birth of Bacchus from the thigh of Zeus after the destruction of his 
mother Semele by a thunder-stroke caused by Zeus, the Sky-god. 

The moon is the originator of the months, an<l the progress of the 
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months brings on the seasons with the new life seen sprouting up every
where during spring and summer. So the quadrupeds and birds which are 
the first to appear after the long winter months are co~sidered as the wives 
of Aishish, and the flowers of summer vegetation are the beads of his gar
ments. He enjoys more popularity than his father, for the moon's light is 
mild, not burning nor offensive, nor does it dry up vegetation and make 
men and beasts drowsy Jike the rays of the midday sun. Many nations 
also believe that the changes of weather are partly due to the phases of the 
moon. Although the "Birth of Aishish" myth obtained by me represents 
Aishish rather as the adopted than as the real son of K'mukamtch, other 
myths state him to be his son resulting from the union of the sun-disk to 
the red sky of the morning or evening, symbolized by the woman Le=tka
kawash. We must recall to mind that the term for fatlter, p'tishap, in 
Modoc t'shishap, is really foe nourisher, feeder, and not tl1e progenitor, for 
it is a derivative fr~m t'shin to grow.* Most other mythologies consider the 
relation of sun to moon as that of man to wife, or of wife to man ( cf. Deus 
Lunus), but here the thing is different. There are no female characters of 
importance in Klamath mythology, nor does the language distinguish 
grammatically between the sexes. • 

The difficulty which we experience to distinguish solar r..nd lunar dei
ties from each other in some of the American religions is caused by the 
circumstance that in many languages of this western hemisphere the term 
for sun and for moon is the same. In such languages both orbs are distin
guished from each other by being called day-luminary, or night-sun, night
luminary, and with some tribes the belief has been found, that both are 
actually the same celestial body, one being merely the imag·e or shadow of 
the other. In the Maskoki languages hasi answers for both, but the moon 
is commonlv called ni'li hasi or "night sun." In the Tonica lan(J'ua(J'e tav-• r, O A, 

tchiksh, abbrev. taxtchi stands for sun, moon, and star, but the moon is 
usually named la-u taxtchi "night luminary," the stars ti1xtchi tipula, 
while the sun is either axshukun Mxtchi, "day luminary" or simply blX
tchi. Of the Tinne languages many have tsa, sa, of the Algonkin languages 
kisis or parallel forms for both celestial bodies, separate distinctions being 

• Vf. the Grammar, iu .Ap1.emlix VI,{), 710. 
' 
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addecl for "day" and "night." In the Tsimsian and in some of the Selit1h 
dialects the terms for both also agree, but in the Shoshonian and Pueblo 
languages they differ entirely. In Utah and other Shoshonian dialects the 
term for moon shows the archaic or reverential suffix -pits, -piits previously 
noticed (ma-atawa-p:ts in Utah), which closely corresponds to 1Talal<paTo~ 

as used in the Homeric poems. 
While the sun divides time into days, seasons, and years, our sections 

of time called weeks (quarters of the moon) and months (lunations, moons) 
are due to the revolutions of the moon. This is what caused the Klamath 
Indians to call both orbs by the same name : shapash· tlte one u;ho tells, 

which signifies: "which tells the time," or "time measurer." For the moon 
a parallel form exists in the Timucua, once spoken in Florida: acu=hiba star 

which tells, viz: "star measuring the time" and in the name of the Egyptian 
moon-god Tehuti, called Thoth by the Greeks,* also in our Germanic man, 

English : moon, Germ. Mond, "the measurer." 
Here as elsewhere the moon appears under different names, for in 

Klamath she is also called uka(tzosh " the one broken to pieces." This 
ter:n never applies to the sun, but only to the moon in the four phases, as a 
changeable body.t Originally this was only an epithet of the moon, but in 
course of time it gave origin to a sepai;ate deity, for Uki1(1xosh distinctly 
appears as moon-god in a myth, which relates his marriage to \Veketash, a 
frog-woman living with ten beautiful sisters on the west .side of Upper Kla
math Lake. Ukauxosh now carries her, the frog, in his heart, and this is 
what we are wont to call "the man in the moon.ii Should only a little bit 
be left of him when in the bear's mouth (referring to eclipse), she would be 
able to bring him to life again. 

LtME-ISH OR THUNDER. 

All elementary deities in the Klamath religion, except K'muka.mtch 
and Aishish, are mysterious, shadowy beings, not sufficiently anthropomor-

., Various fnnctions nro as~igned to 'felinti; his symbol it~ tho ibis-crane, whose 
long, pacing steps evidently suggested to th~ myt11-1n,Lker,1 ol Egypt the idea, that 
he was measuring the earth. The namo 1'd11ni is derived from tht-1 Egnltiau verb 
texu to be full, for the measuring of liquids, gr.Lins, etc., is Aff~cted by filling vaaea 
possessed of ce1'lain cubic dimensions. 

t Dcrin·d fl·om nha-u}ina to k1wck tv pitn·N. 
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phized and too dimly defined to deserve the name "gods." Those among 
them that are most .frequently mentioned in myths and popular stories are 
the genii of the Thunder and of the Winds. 

The genius of the Thunder, L~me-ish, is sometimes mentioned as a 
single person, or abstract mythic being, but more frequently as a company 
of five brothers, the Thunders or L~mel~me-ish. At times they make them
selves formidable, for their terrible weapon is the lightning or thunderbolt; 
they cleave the ~ountains, rocks, and trees, kill, roast, and devour human 
beings, in which character they are called maklakS=papfsh. The interior 
of their lodge is dark, for a sky obscured by a thunderstorm is lacking the 
full daylight. K'mukamtch entering the lodge, disguised as the '' strong 
man" under the mask of Ske'l or pine-marten, annihilates them, for the 
winter sky with its cold blasts is antagonistic to the display of celestial elec
tricity. The eldest of the Thunders is married to Skt'.1le, the meadow lark, 
who is the sister of pine-marten. After having made themselves thoroughly 
odious upon the earth, they were, as the myth tells us, relegated to the far
off skies, where they can frighten the people by their noise only and do no 

• 
further harm. 

The parents of the Thunders are supposed to live in a small hut or 
kayata, and in their stead two dogs are often mentioned as accompanying 
'the Thunders. Of these there are five, because the thunder rolling along 
the mountains is heard in repeated peals, and these peals are in the myths 
likened to 1·epeated explosions of the Thunders' hearts. 'rhe shooting up 
of lightnings from the earth to the skies gave rise to the idea that their 
home is underground, and th~t the lightnings coming down from the skies 
are simply the Thunders returning to their homes. As the spirit of the 
Thunder Yayaya-,ash is mentioned in a mythic tale. 

The Thunder-bird, which plays so prominent a part in the myths of the 
Eastern and Northwestern tribes, does not appear here under this name, 
but is represented in t1ome stories by the Raven or Kak.* 

• The belief in tho Thunder-bird is found more frequently among Northern than 
among Southern Indians. Cf. '' The Tlrnnder-bird amongst the Algonkius," by A. 
F. Chamberlain, Amer. Anthropologist, Ja11., 1890, pp. 51-54; and my "l\ligration 
Legend of the Creek Indians," vol. 2, 49. 
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YAM.ASH AND MU.ASH. 

North wind (Ya.mash) and South wind (Muash) are more important to 
the inhabitants of the Klamath highland~ than any of the other winds, and 
therefore are mentioned more frequently. Winds always appear in con
nection with K'nnikamtch 01· his representative among the animals, Ske'l. 
'l'lms when Ske'l visits his sister, Meadow Lark, who is married to the 
oldest of the Thunders, he is accompanied by Kiik (the Raven, or storm
bird ), Ya.mash, 'rchakinksh, Y ewash, Muash, Tkalamash, and Gfi'pashtish. 
The Thunder receives and feeds them with the blood of the people slain by' 
him. 

The conflict between Ske'l and 'l'chashkai on one side and the ·winds 
on the other is related on page 111 of the Texts and is purely meteorolog

ical. The South Wind obscures by clouds the face of the moon, and thus 
kills him temporarily; but when the summer sun appears in the form of 
Ske'l both winds disappear at once to make room to an unclouded sky. 
The hat of the dead Ya.mash afterwards serves to frighten the 'l'hunders, as 
related on the same page. Which was the southern home of Muash is not 
pointed out in _the myths, but that of Ya.mash was Yitm~i Mountain, which 
is called after him. Yamash corresponds to some extent to the Kabibo
nokka or Northwind of the Ojibwe Indians, and is as much an object of 
folklore as he is. In other mythologies of America the winds are the 
blasts of monsters Ol' big beasts; for the animism prevailing in all the 
ancient myths requires them to be the manifestation of some living being. 

KAiLA OR THE EARTH. 

The Earth is regarded by these Indians as a mysterious, shadowy 
power of incalculable energies and influences, rather mischievous and 
wicked than beneficial to mankind. The Indians ascribe anger and other 
passions to it, but never personify it in clearer outlines than the ancients 
did their "Epa and Tel/us; and it never appears as an active deity in the 
numerous mythic tales gathered by Mr. Curtin for the collection of the 
Bureau of Ethnology. I know of it only through the song-lines gathered 
by myself from individuals of both tribes. 

Among all nations of the world we tiutl the idea, which is real as well 
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as poetical, that the Earth is our common mother. "She is dealing out her 
bountiful gifts to her children, the human beings, without envy or restraint, 
in the shape of corn, fruits, and esculent roots. Her eyes are the lakes and 
popds disseminated over the green surface of the plains, her breasts are the 
hills and hillocks; and the rivulets and brooks irrigating the valleys are the 
milk flowing from her breasts." 'rhis is the poetical imagery in use among 
the E~stern Indians when the Earth is mentioned to them.* ThA idea that 
earthquakes and unaccoqntable tremors or noises within the body of the 

. earth, also the malarial fevers, are the utterances of threat or displeasure 
at the misdoings of mankind, is as general among Indians as among other 
nations, and a consequence of the animistic tendency of primitive nations. 
The l~dian prophet Smt1.,:ale at Priest Rapids, on Middle Columbia River, 
and his numerous followers, called the "Dreamers," from the implicit faith 
these Sahaptin sectarians phtee in dreams, dissuade their adherents from 
tilling the ground, as the white man does; ''for it is a sin to wound or cut, 
tear up or scratch our common mother by agricultural pursuits; she will 
revenge herself on the whites and on the Indians following their example 
by opening her bosom and engulfing such malefactors for their misdeeds." 
This advice was probably caused by the common observ:~tion that ground 

,recently broken up exhales miasmas deleterious to all people dwelling near. 
That the Earth was regarded as an animate if not personified being is 

shown by the form kiHlash of the objective case (125, 1), this case being 
formed in -ash only in terms applied to man and quadrupeds. Their myth 
of the earth's creation of course does not refer to the whole globe, but only 
to the small part of North America known to these Indians. The earth's 
interior is also the home of the 'rhunders, because lightnings are often 
observed to shoot up from the earth into the skies. 

Special songs referring to the Earth are contained in 17 5; 16: kafla 
nu shuinalla; 176; 3 kiifla ai nu walta; 158; 48 kailanti nu shflshila-

• After Tecumseh had delivered a speech to Go,·ernor Harrisou at Vincenues, lo 
1811, be Wll8 offered a chair by the interpreter, who saitl to him: "Your father 
requests you to take a chair." To this Tecumseh ma,le, with great dignity of expres• 
Mion, an answer which has Mince become classical : " The sun is my father, and the 
earth is my mother; and on her bosom will I repose," aiul imwediately seated himself, 
in the Intlian manner, upon the grouiul. 
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the two latter alluding to rumblings below the earth's smface. In the song 
192; 3 the term hamola should be changed to t'hamola, temola, was covered 
with liaze or mist, a phenomenon often prnducing malarial and other fevers, 
and therefore regarded by these Indians as of bad augn_ry. Other passages 
nientioning the Earth, personified or not, are quoted in Dictionary, p. 123; 
in one of these, K'mi'1kamtch is threatening to " whirl the earth around" in 
a dance, and probably this· song forms part of some mythic story. (Texts, . 
pg. 192; 9.) 

MUNA.TALKNI. 

Besides the Earth there is another chthonic deity known to the Kla
math people, Munatalkni or the Genius of the Underworld. I have met his 
name in ono story only, which is that of the creation and first sojourn 
of the people around Wood River, between Fort Klamath and the Upper 
Klamath Lake. English-speaking Indians readily identify him with our 
devil; but no wicked or, immoral q nalities are ascribed to him, as morals 
enter into the religions ideas of the hunter tribes but sporadically. There 
is something of the aboriginal in him, and he is also called Lt\munakni, the 
signification of both names being analogous. 

He appears in the following tale: \Vhen K'mi'1kamtch created this 
world, he made one man, q,nd one woman intended to be the man's sister. 
The creator placed them in a garden (hftshuash) studded with trees produc
ing sweet fruits and built a house for them. The adjoining stable con
tained domestic animals for their use. All this was upon the prairie 
watered by Wood· River. l\Ian and woman were both blind, and had to 
remain so until the fruits would be ripe. K'mukamtch told them he would 
Yisit them on a Sunday and would knock at the top of their house. Should 
anybody knock at the door, the knocks would be those of l\lunatalkni and 
they must not open. l\lunatalkni came and knocked at the door, informing 
them that the fruits were ripe and that he brought them all kinds of berries. 
'fhe woman said to the man: "Open the do()r, K'mi1kamtch is here!" but 
the man said: "Don't open; it is not K'nuikamtch who stands at the door!" 
'l'he woman opened; l\lunatitlkni pnt one sweet berry in her month and she 
tasted it. He was wearing a long hea1l-clress of feathers tie,l to the top of 

his hair, his timLlem as conjurer, and this string of feathers was so long as 
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to touch the ground. He then stole all the fruits in the garden and went 
with them to his underground abode. -

Then K'mukamtch, who had observed all this from a distance, arrived 
and knocked at the top of the house. This time it was the man who opened. 
When asked what had become of the fruits he excused himself by 'stating 
that Munatalkni had taken all of them. This put K'mukamtch into such a 
rage that he threw the woman out of the house and whipped her to death. 
Then he cut open the eyelids of both, which previous! y had been fastened 
together, and the man said: "I can see the sun." K'nn'1kamtch then 
instructed the man how to make his livelihood by using the bow and arrow,_ 
and how to manufacture sinew-strings and obsidian arrow-heads. Upon 
this he brought the man's sister into life again and both went into the 
mountains to hunt, for they had nothing to eat. Ever after ~his K'mu
kamtch remained angry with them. 

This is but the commencement of a long tale designed to show the 
miraculous growth of the family which sprang from the first man and 
woman, and their progress in the _life-sustaining arts and manufactures. 
There is no doubt that the above is a singular distortion of the Bible tale 
concerning Adam and Eve in paradise. The question which remains to b~ 

-, solved is this, whether or not Munatalkni himself is borrowed also from the 
Jewish story. If he is, then in connection with him we may recall Aishish, 
who, according to some Modocs, is nobodv else but Jesus Christ, who two 
thousand years ago passed through Lost River Valley and dug a deep well 
there which he presented to the }fodocs-all this on account of a phonetic 
similarity bet.ween the names Aishish and Jesus. 

The remainder of the story is exactly like what other Oregonian myths 
relate concerning the origin of mankind and is incontestably of Indian 
origin. No further mention is made in it of Munatalkni. 

SH0'K.A.SH OR WHIRLWIND. 

Another of the numerous elementary deities is the Whirlwind or 
Shii'kash. An interesting mythic tale about it, which I have obtained 
among the Modocs in the Indian 'ren·itory, makes of the Shii'kash an 
engine brought into play from time to time with tremendous effect by tho 
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genius presiding over it. This genius is called Tchitchatsxii.' -ash or "Big 
Belly;" he is represented to be an old man whose vigor of life is on the 
decrease. When he leaves his lodge, his appearance embodies the rain
laden, dark-hued, thick nimbus clouds overhanging the earth. .When his 
engine* comes into action, he attracts by it all the objects within reach, he 
oppresses the earth with his weight, and forces wayfarers to walk in other 
paths than they intended to travel lest they may incur danger to life. 
\Vhen he has spent his (orce by this wanton display, he is rent by a stroke 
oflightning or a strong gust of wind; he is dissolved into atoms, and the 
bones filiing his big paunch, which had produced the rattling noise attend
ing the course of whirlwinds, fall down to the ground. Tsaskai, the Wea
sel, the brother of Marten, wrestling with the old man and conquering him 
after a hard struggle, is the mythic agent who brings about his final dis

comfiture. 

SPIRIT DEITIES, 

No people has ever been discovered that did not believe in the return 
of human souls after death to their-former homes in the form of ghosts. 
Ghosts or spirits hovering through space are invisible and may inflict dam
age to anybody without danger of being recognized; therefore they usually 
inspire awe and terror, and wherever the existence of these-fanciful beings is 
recognized imagination fills the earth, the atmosphere, and the waters with 
such spooks. Not all of these are necessarily supposed to be the souls of 
the deceased, but they may also represent the souls of animals, the spirits _ 
·of mountains, windR, the celestial bodies, and so forth, for animism has its 
widest sway in this sort of superstition. Very different q.ualities are 
ascribed to each of these hobgoblins or spooks. They are either gigantic 
or dwarfish in size, powerful or weak in body, attractive or repulsive, of 
beneficial or wicked influence. 'l'hey chiefly appear at night or in stormy 
weather; some are seen single, others in crowds, and a few of their-number 

• Sbii'kasb is the substantive of sb'bO.'ka to tehirl about, this being the metlial 
,Ustributive form of h(1k"a to run about: sh'lmboka, sh'hii-oka, sh'hit'ka '' to run about 
by itRelf iu various directions." 
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can be perceived only by the trained eye of such as are initiated into the 

conjurer's pa-ofession. 
The classes of specters mentioned more frequently than others m 

mythology are the spirits of the dead, and giants, dw~rfs, and faities. 

The Sko'ks, or spirits of the deceased, occupy an important place in the 
psychologic marvels of the Klamath Indian, and are objects of dread and 
abomination, feelings which are increased by a belief in their omnipresence 
and invisibility. T·he popular idea of a ghost is suggested in all climates 
and historic epochs by that of a shadow of somebody's former self, and in 
several Indian languages the same word is used for shadow, soul, and ghost.* 

The proper signification of sko'ks, shkii'ksh is "what comes out of;" like 
sk6'hs, sk6 spring of the year; it is derived from sk6a to come out of, to 

emerge from, sprout up. 

In the mind of the Indian the appearance of a sko'ks comes pretty near 
the popular idea of a witch or spook as held by the uneducated classes of 
our population. The soul of a man becomes a skt'1ks as soon as the corpse 
has been buried or consumed by fire. It hovers in the air around its former 
home or the wigwams of the neighbors and at night-time only. Its legs 
hang down and produce a rattling noise, and the whole appears in a white 

,or a black shade of color. Usually nobody sees them, they do not harm 
anybody, nor do they produce any dreams; they appear to the senses and 
sight of the living only when they come to presage death to them. They 
undergo no metempsychosis into animals or plants; after hovering awhile 
around their former homes they retire to the spirit-land in the sky, "some
where near K'm{1kamtch." Their arrival there is afterwards revealed by 
dreams to the surviving relatives, who express in songs what they have 
seen during their slumbers. 

• In the Tonika or T(rnizka- language of Louisiana telia or telia'htch signify 
shadow, soul, and reflection in the water; in the Cha'hta, State of Mississippi, shilambish 
is shadow and soul, while a ghost is shilup. The Egyptian ka and the Greek Eltlw.l.ov, 

the ,oul after death, really signify image, and to this we may com1lare the use made of 
the Latin imago. The ChNoket•s, as Mr. James lfoo11ey informs me, distinguish 
between adantil 11oul in the liviug being, u0 dali' secondary soul of an animal killed once 
before, and a.8gina an ortlinary 11pecter, gltost of malcrolent dis110siUon, which last term 
sen·ctl the 111i~sionaries for transcrihing tho wortl "devil." 
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The common belief of the Oregonians is that after death the soul 
travels the path traveled by the sun, which is the westward path; there it 
joins in the spirit-land (e'ni) the innumerable souls which have gone the 
same way before.* If the deceased was a chief, commander, or man of 
note, his ''heart" can be seen going west in the form of a shooting star. 
The Egyptian belief was that the soul of the dead was following Atum, 
the sinking sun, to the west; and since then innumerable nations and tribes 
have adhered to the same belief. 

From the Texts obtained from Dave Hill, pp. 129, 130, we learn that 
other abodes of dead men's spirits are the bodies of living fish. Perhaps 
Hill learned of this belief among the maritime and river Indians with whom 
he lived on the Columbia River, where the idea of fish eating corpses could 
suggest itself more readily than upon the lakes of the Klamath highlands. 
The Notes which I added to these curious texts give all the explanations which 
it is at present possible to give. It appears from them that such spirits can 
enter the bodies of ''spirit-fish," that one skuks can see another, and that 
Indians, not white men, sometimes see the skuks, but at the peril of their 
lives. A distinction is also made between good and bad skuks, the latter 
being probably those who render the Indian's sleep uncomfortable by 
unpleasant dreams. 

Some natural phenomena often appear to these Indians in the form of 
specters or hobgoblins, as clouds, water-spouts, snow-storms, columns of 
dust, etc Noisily and rapidly they pursue their lonely path, and their 
gigantic, terrific frames reach up to the skies; whoever meets them una
wares is knocked down senseless or killed outright, or must exchange his 
body for another. Some of these specters look dark on one side and light 
on the other. 

In northern latitudes, where polar lights are frequently visible, they 
are supposed by the Indians to represent the dance of the dead, and when
ever Christianity is introduced among them they identify this beautiful 
spectacle with the last jLKlgment, when the spirits of the deceased move 
about in the expectation of the coming Christ . 

. • Cf. D~ctiouary, sub voce e'ui and Gramlllar, Appen.\W- VI, p. 702. The Warm 
Sprmg huhaus call the spirit-laud: ayayani. See aliw Texts, p. 17 4; 11. 

vii • 
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From a Klamath myth we gather the information that there is a 
guardian over the spirits wafting through the sky, called Wash k'mush, or . 
the gray fo:c. This name is evidently borrowed from the coloring of the 
sky, as it appears before or during a polar light, and must be compared with 
another beast name, the wan or wanaka, the red fox, which is the sy~bol 
of the sun-halo. 

Another class of spirits embodies the spirits of those animals which 
have to be consulted by the kiuks or conjurer when he is called to treat a 
case of disease. Such persons only who have been trained during five 
years for the profession of conjurers can see these spirits, but by them they 
are seen as clearly as we see the objects around us. To see them they have 
to go to the home of a deceased conjurer, and at night only. He is then 
led by a spirit called Ya ya ya-ash appearing in the form of a one-legged man 
towards the spot where the animal-spirits live; this specter presides over 
them; there the conjurer notices that each appears different from the other, 
and is at liberty to consult them about the patient's case. Yayaya-ash 
means "the frightener," and by the myth-tellers is regarded as the Thunder 
or its spirit. 

Gianta.-The imagination of every primitive people has been busy in 
producing monsters of all qualities and shapes, human and animal, even 
walking mountains and trees. What we call giants are generally personifi
cations of irresistible pow~r1:1 of nature, which are supposed to perform feats 
impossible for man's utmost strength; by dwarfs are symbolized powers of 
nature which achieve great and wonderful things by steady and gradual 
work unnoticed by the generality of human beings. 

Giants are often the originators of geological revolutions of the earth's 
crust. Thus the giant Lewa represents the. circular, lofty island lying 
within the waters of Crater.Lake or Gfwash. He went by an underground 
passage (fissureT) from his seat over to Yamsi Mountain to wrestle with 
Ske'l, the all-powerful pine-marten, whose home is at Yamsi. After con
quering him, he carried him through the same passage again to Crater Lake 
for the purpose of feeding him to his children, and his daughter, Lewam 
pe-ip, struck him with a heavy flint-stone. 

Like the w1~1ls of that lake awl the whole Cascade range, the island in 
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question is of volcanic origin. The natives avoid gomg near the lake or 
even Mcending the surrounding heights.* Earthquakes are often ascribed 
by foreign nations to giants stretched out below, who are shifting their 
underground position. Giants often appear also as ravishers, ogres, and 
man-eaters, like the Scandinavian Yiittur, and two giant-women of the 
Elip tilikum or "Primev~l People," were changed into two columns of 
sandstone, near the Yakima country, on Middle Columbia River, for having 
preyed upon the human race.t 

Dwarfs.-A miraculous dwarf is mentioned under the name of na'hnias, 
whose foot-prints, as small as those of a child, are sometimes seen upon the 
snow-clad slopes of the Cascade Range by the na.tives. But the dwarfish 
creatures who make them can be seen only by thoee initiated into the mys
teries of witchcraft, who by such spirit-like beings are inspired with a 
superior kind of knowledge, especially in their treatment of disease. The 
name is derived either from nena to swin.rJ the body from one to the other side, 
or from nainaya to shiver, tremble 

Another dwarf genius, about four feet high, Gwinwin, lived on Will
iamson River, where he habitually sat on the top of his winter lodge a'ld 
killed many people with his black flint hat. He is now a bird. 

The Klamaths appear to know about certain spirits having bodies of R 
diminutin, size, but the c.haracteristics of such are not distinct enough to 
p(•nnit identifkation witll the fairies, Erdmiinnchen or Kabeiroi of Euro
penn mythologie~. 

A.NIJIAL DEITIES. 

The deification of animals in the primitive forms of religion is highly 
instructive, and instances are so numerous that it would take a series of 
volumes to comprehend its details. Animal stories and shamanism are 

• Among the summits of the San Juan Mountnins, New Mexico, there is to-day a 
laake bounded by precipitous walls, and there is a little island in the center of the lake 
with a bole iu it, and something sticks out of the hole that looks like the top of a 
l1111der, anti "this is the place through which our aucestors emerged from the fourth 
into the fifth or preseut worltl." The Narnjos never a1lproach near to it, but they 
atan,I on high summits aroun1l, anrl view from afar theh natal ~at~rs. (From Navajo 
Creation Myth, Am. Antiquarian, V, 18/iJ, p. :H3.) 

t G. Gil,us in Pacific Railroad Reports, 1, 411. 
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chapters of ethnology which afford us the deepest insight int.o the thoughts 
which guide the untutored reasoning of the so-called savages. 

Wherever we find deities in the stage of imperfect anthropomorphism 
we are likely to find also deified animals in the stage of zoodemonism and 
not in that of zootheism or zoolatry. Where gods and goddesses have 
reached a fully anthropomorphic shape, which occurred in a few American 
nations only, there we also find priests, temples, ceremonies, oracles, sacri
fices, and prayers; but where deities remain in the undeveloped condition 
of spirits a11d demons, propitious or malevolent to manki11d, we may expect 
to see the natives deifying quadrupeds, birds, or snakes, instead of giving 
their gods the human form, which is the mogt perfect form of this world's 
creatures. For in many physical qualities animals surpass the human being. 
This excites the admiration of man in his ruder stages; he wonders at their 
cunning and shrewdness, and thinks them his equals in more than 011e 
respect. Why sl1ould he not express &uch feelings as these ~y reverencing 
them and including them in his unpolished and naive, but pictorial and 
candid folklore stories! 

It would be a mistake to assume that the animals which the folklore 
of the Indian in the hunter stage chiefly celebrates are game animals or 
such as are of material advantage to him. Folklore selects for its purpose 
such beasts which the hunting and fishing Indian, with his great practical 
knowledge of animate creation, admires above others for such qualities as 
their surprising sagacity, their wonderful agility, the lqve for their offspring, 
the help afforded by them by discovering the hidden causes of disease, the 
beauty of their skin or other covering, and the change in the coloring of 
their fur-skins wrought by the alternation of the seasons-or such animals 
as he dreads on account of their ferocity, their nightly habits, their 'Power 
of bringing abont storms, thunder, or rain-fall, and last, but not least, for 
their demoniac power of presaging future events, especially war, disease, 
and death. The great scarcity of certain animals is ah10 a sufficient cause 
for introducing them into the popular stories. 

'l'he animals which form the subject of mythic stories and beast tales 
are pretty much tl1e same as those mentioned in the magic songs of the 
medical practitioners, of which I have brought together a considerable col
lection i11 Texts, pp. 153-181. The birds get an unusually large share in 
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these curious song lines; the loon (taplal) is noticed there for being the 
best diving bird of these upland waters; the yellow-hammer, or tche-ush, a 
woodpecker, for its beautiful red plumage; the kiHwash, another woodpecker, 
for its precious scalp. The ducks are well remembered in these songs on 
account of their ubiquity, their numerous species, the elegance of their 
exterior. Birds renowned for their influence upon the weather are the 
.wihuash and the tsiutsfwash, who can produce snow-fall; the ka'ls or 
k{tlxalsh, who possesses the power of making fogs (166; 22. 23). 

The amphibians, insects and the organisms standing below these in the 
zoogenetic scale, are also reputed to possess magic powers; the songs of the 
toad and of the spider are supposed to be especially effective. That the 
plants did not impre~s the mental capacity of these Indians to such a point 
as to make them objects of reverence can not be wondered at, as the mind of 
the Indian in cold climates is not turned in this direction Plants in which 
the Klamaths were interested are all mentioned, p. 180; 19, and the pond-lily, 
with its seeds, stands at the head of them. Even among the totem nm-_1es 
of Eastern tribes only a few plant names are repr~sented, maize being the 
most frequent among these; but in tropical countries, with their luxuriant 
vegetal growth, many trees, bushes, and stalks become objects of worship, 
like the copal and the ceiba tree of Central America. 

The deified animals of Klamath mythology are all capable of assum
ing the predicate amtchiksh, abbr. -amtch, -amts primeval, of which mention 
has been made previous I y, and many also appear collecti ,·el y, as fil'e ( orfen) 

brothers or five sisters, sometimes with their old parents (titchka-aga). 
1'his is the case only with gregarious animals, and also applies to the 'rhun
ders. Many of the larger quadrupeds appear constantly with two young 
only. 

The personified animals which receive the most frequent attention in 
Klamath Lake and Modoc myths are the marten, the weasel and the prairie
wolf or coyote. 

Marten or Ske'l, Ske'lamtch always appears in conn.ection with Weasel 
or Tchashkai. Weasel is reputetl to be the young~r brother (btpiap) 
of Ske'l and acts as his servaut and errand-boy. In the execution of tho 

. dangerous errands he is intrnsted with, ,v easel is often killed, and Ske'l 
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sometimes also, but they manage to revive again and to revenge themselves 
on their enemies. WJ1at brought these two beasts into mutual connection 
in the popular mind has been already pointed out: both change their furs, 
more than other animals, from a darker hue in summer to a, lighter one 
in winter, when the weasel's fur becomes white. They are both supposed 
to live at Yamsi, ''Northwind's Home," a high peak east of Klamath Marsh. 
To act like Ske'lamtch is to do something not meaning to do it apparently. 
Ske'l is a great wrestle1j and like K'm{1kamtch has the faculty of changing 
himself into a bird, beast, dog, old woman, etc., at· will. To a certain 
extent he is the counterpart of K'm{1kamtch and performs the same deeds 
as he does, it appearing as if K'mukamtcli acted under the mask of Marten 
and Tchaskai under that of Afshish, in whom we recognize a lunar deity: 
But there are other acts by ,vhich ·the two pairs differ considerably, and 
where Marten and his brother appear to represent the wintry season only 
and the rough weather attending it. 

Another deity of the same type, and far.famed over all the Pacific 
coast, is the prairie-wolf, little wolf, or coyote. This quadruped belongs 
rather to the genus Jackal than to the wolves, looks as smart as a fox, carries 
a beautiful fur, and does not attack people unless united in packs of a dozen 
or more. His habit of living in earth holes, and his doleful, human-like, 
whining ululation, heard especially during moonlit nights were probably 
what set him up in the esteem of certain Indians, like the Eastern Selish 
and the Central Californians, so high as to make of him the creat01· of the 
world and of man. In l\Iodoc stories he appears more frequently than in 
Klamat.h Lake folklore, and at present there are but few of these animals 
left on the headwaters of Klamath River. \Vash, or \Vashamtch as the 
Klamaths call him, alwa_}~S appears in sun and moon stories, and is, like 
Ske'l and Tchashgai, a substitute for the sun-anrl-moon deities. When he 
ran a race with the clouds he thought at first that there were two of him, 
for he always saw another person, his shadow, going by his side. \Vhen 
he stayed in the lodge of the Firedrill brothers he took the fire-sticks of 
these in his hands and they all blazed up. In the lodge of the ten Hot
Water Basket brothers he was burnt terribly by the inmates, and when 
repairing to the Ants' lodge the inmates punished him fearfully by their 
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savage bites. Once when caught in the act of "stealing" a woman, he wai; 
captured by the two husbands of the same, who skinned him and hung up 
the skin to dry, after which the woman was abducted by the five Bear 
brothers. The female prairie-wolf also appears in folklore with her progeny, 
e.g., in the tale of the "Creation of the Moons," page 105, which ~xists in 
i;everal variations. Such stories and others represent the coyote-wolf as a 
being which has many points of contact with K'mt.'1kamtch, but is distinct 
from him. Both are regarded simultaneously as sky-gods and as funny 
clowns. As traits distinguishing the one from the other, we notice that the 
wolf's body is believed to harbor wicked spirits (Texts, page 128, 4) and 
that his lugubrious voice is the presager of war, misfortune, and death (133, 
1 2). A distinction has to be made throughout between the coyote as an 
animal and the coyote as representing powers of nature in a deified,.abstract 
form. 

Of the three varieties of the bear species, the grizzly bear is the most 
popular, but also more dreaded than the others on account of his enormous 
physical force. What makes him popular is a peculiar bonhomie which he 
exhibits in his behavior, and which forms a peculiar contrast to his bodily 

I 

strength. In the myths he, or rather the female bear, is called Luk, Ltik-
amtch, Shashapamtch, Sh{tshapsh, and her two young Shashapka, the 
latter name probably referring to the fact that this beast was at one time 
more than other quadrupeds made the subject of mythic and folk-lore tales 
(shapkea, shapke-ia, shashapkalea to narrate a story, shapkalcash, distr. 
:1hashapk~lcash le_qend, tale). The tale of the "Bear and the Antelope" is 
perhaps the most attractive of our collection of Texts. Generally the bear 
is the aggressive party in these stories, and he also gets generally worsted 
whenever a fight occurs or a stratagem is played on him. Sometimes there 
are five bear brothers acting in unison. In the "old yarn," narrated p. 131, 
this bear is killed by Gray Wolf near Modoc Point, and in his magic song 
(157; 46) he is made to say that he has five spring~ which are all dried up. 
He is often mentioned in the song-lines, but always under the name Luk, 
not as Shashapamtch. 

Gray JVnlf or Ke-11tchish, Kc-utchiamtch is another of the carnivores 
which sometimes appear prominently in folklore stories. Gray ,v olf is 
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reputed to be a relative (sha-amoksh) of Marten, and consequently or 
K'mukamtch; he stayed at the lodge of the five Thunders at the time when 
it was burnt down, pp. 112. 113. One of his residences is at Mount Shasta. • 

Other quadrupeds frequently mentioned in these stories are the skun/c 
(tchashal!lh), the three different kinds of deer, the antelope (tche-u), the elk 
(vii'n), the mole (mti'nk, Mod. mft-ue). Men or Indians appear but inci
dentally in beast stories, as pshe-utiwash, a plural noun, and are engaged 
only as a passive elem(lnt in every occurrence where they are mentioned. 

Among the birds the most prominent part is assigned to the raven (Kak, 
K{tkamtch), for he is Fate personified, and his office is to pnniRh by death 
all those who act antagonist.ically to his or his allies' interests. This is done 
by changing them into rocks. In ull nations the croaking, doleful cries 
of the raven leave a deep impression on the human mind, and hence in 
mythology the raven fulfills the function of a soothsayer and messenger of 
woe. In British Columbia and farther to the north west he is ( as Yehl) 
considered the creator of all organisms, and almost all the folklore centers 
around him as the main figure. 

The golden eagle or the one "floating in the skies" (P'laiwash) is in the 
Klamath lore mentioned as often as the raven, either alone or as a family 
of five brothers, but does not command so much respect as the raven does. 

The water birds, as cranes, ducks, geese, coots, form the light infantry 
of the mythologic make-up, and mostly figure in crowrls of five or ten, 
the coot representing the Ojibwa Slu'.ngibis so well known through Long
·fe1low's Hiawatha. Some of the lower organisms rise to an unexpected 
dignity, like the woodtick or shko'ks, which becomes the wife of the tiicky 
Marten, and a caterpil1ar of beautiful colors, whose exterior makes him the 
rival or "master of the sun" (shapsam ptchl'.wip). Afshish counts among 
his plural wives two butterflies of the gayest colors. 

PRINCIPLES OF MYTHIFICATION. 

The idea that every phenomenon and every change observed in nature 
and mind is caused by some spirit, ghost, genius, god, or other mysterious, 
generally invisible agent, emborlies what we call animism, and forms the 
foundation of all religions of the world, howevet· abstract they may havo 
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become in course of time. The working of animism can best be traced in 
polytheism and polydemonism, in the shamanistic ideas as well as in the 
religious. The principles traceable in the myth-making of the Klamath 
Indians, which differs in some points from those of other Indians, may be 
summed up as follow·s: 

The sky-gods, as sun, moon, winds, thunder, etc., here aR elsewhere 
surpass in importance and strength the other deified powers of nature, for 

• "theology is meteorology." Some of these chief gods assume the mask 
of animate beings and i~animate things when they appear among men. 

Creation myths do not generally mention the material from which or 
the mode by which objects were created, but simply state that K'mukamtch 
produced them by his thinking and will power. 

The spirit, life, or heart of a deity is made distinct from the deity itself 
and can live at a distance from it. Cf. the pipe of K'mukamtch burnt in 
the fire, which in another myth figures as a small ball (ke-iks) and is his 
spirit or life. 

The burlesque element, which the religions of Asia and Europe have 
banished almost entirely, appears here as an almost integral attribute of a 
god or genius. This appears to form an offset for the dire cruelties ascribed 
to the same demons, and is also characteristic of the religions studied east 
of Mississippi River. 

The element of obscenity is only incidental to the burlesque element, 
but is sometimes very pronounced, especially in the beast stories. It was 

added to cause merriment only, and not for such immoral purposes as we 
see it applied to in the Decameron of Boccaccio and other products of a 
corrupt age. 

The deified beings of a lower order, as animals, etc., appear sometimes 
as one person, but just as often in the mystic number of five, if not of ten. 
Fire, waters, springs, and plants are not deified, but lakes are sometimes. 
Clouds do not appear here deified as witches, as they do among the Eastern 
Indians. 

Certain miracles are here achieved by bodily contact and symbolic 
acts; so dead animals are brought to life again by jumping three or five 
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times over them or by blowing at them, an act which is supposed to impart 
life. • • 

OONOLUDING WORDS. 

The limited space allowed for this ethnographic sketch forces me to 
suppress the larger part of the matter for the present and to relegate it to a 
future volume. A few points characteristic of the two tribes may, however, 
be added on the last page of this Report. 

The Klamath Indians are absolutely ignorant of the gentile or clan 
system as prevalent among the Haida, Tlingit, and the Eastern Indians of 
North America. Matriarchate is also unknown among them; every one is 
free to marry within or without the tribe, and the children inherit from the 
father. Although polygamy is now abolished, the marriage tie is a rather 
loose one. This tribe is the southernmost one of those that flatten their 
infants' skulls, this practice continuing about one year only after birth. 

Cremation of the dead has been abolished since 1868, though during 
the Modoc war these Indians burned several of their dead. The custom of 
suppressing the personal names of the dead is rigidly kept up at the present 
time. Art never had any encouragement or votaries among the Klamaths, 
and the only objects seen that could be regarded as art products were a 
few rock paintings and a head-board on a grave near the Agency build
ings, which was painted in the Haida style and represented a human face 
flattened out to the right and left. Some baskets are artistically formed. 
As there is no clay to be found on or near the reservation, pottery could 
never become an art among these Indians. Their songs and poetry are also 
artless, but nevertheless instructive, and several songs have beautiful tunes 
that should be preserved. The musical and sonorous character of the lan
guage fits it well for poetic composition; but a national poetry, to be of 
success, would not have to adopt the rhyme as a metrical factor. Allitera
tion, assonancA, or the prosody of the ancients would be more suitable to 
this upland language, with its arsis and thesis, than the artificial schemes 
which poets are devising for the modern European tongues. Who will be 
the first to teach the Muses the Klamath language! 
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THE KLAMATH INDIANS OF OREGON. 

BY ALBERT 8. 0A.TSOBET. 

INTRODUOTION TO THE TEXTS. 

The most important and valuable monument of itself which a people 
can transmit to posterity is a national literature. But to answer the require
ments fully, the literature of a people must possess a certain degree of 
completeness in portraying the national peculiarities. It should embrace 
not only sketches of contemporaneous history, of national habits, customs, 
and laws laid down in the native idiom, but we expect from it also a truth
ful rendering of the spiritual side of national life, of its physical and meta
physical Rpeculations as we find them embodied in its myths, beliefs, 
1mpcrstitions and conjurers' practices, and of speeches and discourses of 
itR rl•prc~cntati\"e men held on solemn occasions. The most fragrant flow
ens in uny national literature are certainly the poetic productions, if a. 

full account of their origin and purport is added to make them easily 
comprehensible. 

While cultured nations are constantly engaged in perpetuating the 
memory of their thoughts and achievements by means of some alphabetic 
or syllabic system of writing, the uncivilized hunting or fishing· tribes pos
seSB none, or only the most imperfect means of recording their affairs. 
All of them possess mythic tales, traditional history, and songs for various 
incidents of life; not a few are even originators of didactic folklore, of 
proverbs, and of versified rhythmic poetry. Many of these mental pro
ductions are remarkable for artistic beauty, others for a most interesting 
variety of detail; but all of them will, if collected with accuracy and sound 
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judgment, throw a profusion of light upon the physical and mental charac

teristics of the natives~1.nd on their past and present condition. 
'rhe task and care of fixing the unwritten mental productions of un

cultured races and tribes thus devolves upon the white man. It is by no 
means an easy undertaking, and success can be attained only when the 

investigator is favored by circumstances. Ethnologic texts taken from un 
uncivilized people are of much intrinsic value only when the scientific 

collector is lucky e~ough to secure the services of intelligent ~nd well
informed individuals whose veracity is above suspicion, and wh~ have 

constantly resided among their own people. 
Considerations of this nature guided me when I endeavored to commit 

to writing the strange mythology of Oregonian tribes, replete with the most 
fantastic stories of their elementary deities and tricksy animal daimons; 
and when the weird and unearthly strains of their war-whoops and dance
yells first struck my ear, I considered even these worthy of notation. I 
have not hesitated to assign the first and foremost place in this linguistic 
volume on the Klamath language to the "Texts" obtained from tmstworthy 
Indians of the Klamath Lake and Modoc tribes, for I know that they faith
fully portray the characteristic features and idiosyncrasies of these dusky 
denizens of a secluded upland region. 'l'hese literary specimens are the 
foundation and basis upon which I have rested my investigations. 

The language of these specimens, as the organ of transmission of the 
national ideas, had to be carefully sifted and overhauled before it could 

become the basis of linguistic and ethnologic investigation. Numerous 
revisals and comparisons were needed to eliminate involuntary mistakes of 
Indian informants, who never elevate themselves above a purely empiric 
mastery of tJieir native idiom. That an accurate grammar can be composed 
upon the solid foundation of faultless texts only, nobody will contest. Nei
ther will it be doubted that the more copious the specimens are the safer 
tlie conclusions of the linguist will be concerning the principles governing 
the forms of speech. 

Literary productions enlarging upon national and ethnologic matters 
nre of much greater importance for the scientific study of the language in 
wliich tlwy may Lo compos9d th~111 m1y other texts. How poor -and frng--
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mentary would our knowledge of Latin and Greek be, if the poem, orators, 
and historians who wrote their compositions in these sonorous idioms were 
lost, and if nothing in them had come down to our age but versions of 
foreign books and reproducti~ns of foreign speculations and ideas! A 
writer or informant is most capable of acquainting us with matters concern
ing his own people, country, and epoch, because he feels more interested in 
these topics than in any others, and he will select from the national stock 

of words the proper term_ for each object or idea he desires to express. 
Investigators will therefore, when they address themselves to intelligent 
natives for national, tangible and concrete topics of every-day life, gener
ally obtain c~rrect and trustworthy information on their objects of research, 
but will meet with disappointment when inquiring for equivalents of terms 
or ideas totally foreign to the simple. understanding of the native pop
ulation. 

An experience of short duration will convince any linguistic investi
gator that a multitude of characteristic, quaint, and unfrequent expressions, 
idioms, phrases, and inflectional forms can never be obtained by mere ques
tioning. The natives must be allowed to speak out their own free minds, 
without bias or trammelling; after a short acquaintance they can easily be 
induced to recount popular stories, myths, incidents of history, or intertriba.l 
wars, to reproduce speeches and national songs from their own reminis
cences, and thus they will spontaneously use peculiar forms of language 
which often yield a deeper insight into the genius of their vernacular idiom 

than pages of information gathered after the usual method of the scholarly 
lexicographer or the pedantic verbal translator. 

Legends, myths, and lyric productions, when obtained in their original 
shape from unsophisticated relators, furnish us with the best material for 
inquiries into a far remote antiquity, even when the historic horizon of the 

informant's tribe does not exceed the limit of two generations. If facts and 
dates do not, words and radical syllables will tell us a tale, and may enable us 
to trace ancient migrations or intertribal connections, teach us the origin of 
certain customs, habits, or national ideas, and inform us of the shaping, the 
material, or uses of old implements. In some instances they will guide us 
itdo remoter perioJs than prehistmic archreolog·y can, and supply us with 
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more useful dates and facts. Such results as these may bo confidently 
looked for when several dialects of one linguistic family can be compared; 
and a careful comparison of one language with others spoken in the 
vicinity, belonging to the same or a different family, will always be at
tended with beneficial results for the increase of our scientific knowledge. 

The aboriginal literary monuments printed below are authentic national 
records of a brave and industrious mountain tribe of Indians. Ethnologic -
notices have at a comparatively early period been gathered concerning the 
lfodocs and Klamath Lake Indians, but most of them were of doubtful 
scientific value, because the information was gathered from them in the 
English language, which they understood but very impe1fectly. Even now, 
the dates and facts recounted by them, as well as by Indians of many other 
tribes, in English, are so extremely confused, that only texts written in 
their own language can give us a clear insight into their traditions, myths, 
and mode of thinking. 

No Indian tribe possesses a history of itself reaching back further than 
two or three generations, unless it has b~en recorded by whites at an early 
date, and what goes beyond this limit is tradition, on which we must be 
careful not to place any implicit reliance. But mythology records in a 
certain sense the intellectual history as well as the metaphysical ideas of a 
people, and thus by the gathering of the numerous mythic tales and legends 
of the :Maklaks a start at least is made for the investigation of their intellec
tual development. A very moderate estimate puts at several hundred the 
m~re generally circulated myths of the Klamath Lake or ~-ukshikni alone, 
and the number of their popular song-lines, so interesting and unique in 
many respects, may be called infinite, for their number is increased every 
day by new ones. The bulk of their mythic folklore is of great poetic 
beauty, freshness, and originality, and, like that of other tribes, full of 
childlike "naivete." This latter characteristic forms one of their greatest 
attractions, and the animal myths of every uncultured people will prove 
attractive, because they were invented for religious or poetic and not for 
didactic purposes. To some of the myths given below we may confi-

.tlently ascribe an antiquity of m·er three centuries, for their archaic terms 
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and locutions, repeated from generation to generation, are not alwayrs under

stood at the present day by the young people, who most attentively listen to 
the aged rhapsodists, when they expound these miracu]ous stories in the lurid 
glare of the nocturnal campfire. Nothing in them indicates a migration of 
these upland tribes from any part of the country into their present homes, 
and hence the Maklaks must have had undisturbed possession of the head
waters of Klamath River for Rome centuries prior to the advent of the 
white population. 

The various texts obtained clearly exhibit the character of the lan
guage actually spoken and the difference existing between the two dia
lects, but they do not all possess the same linguistic value. The texts of 
Dave Rill and others are worded in the conversational language of the 
tribe, which in many particulars differs from the more elaborate and cir
cumstantial mode of speech which appears in the mythic tales given by 
Minnie Froben. The "Modoc War" and some of the shorter pieces could be 
obtained only by putting down the English first and then getting sentence 
for sentence in the dialect, whereas the best worded stories and specimens 
were written in continuous dictation. All texts obtained were carefully 
revised first with the informants, then with other natives, and all the neces
sary explanations added at the time. 

From a purely linguistic view the popular songs 01i song-lines are the 
most valuable contributions. 'l'he melodies of some of their number deserve 
to be called pretty, according to our musical taste. To the natives all of 
them appear harmonious; but when the Western Indian calls some melody 
"pretty," guided by his musical principles, he very frequently does so in 
opposition to what our ear tells us to call by this predicate. 

The Klamath Lake dialect was spoken by the majority of the con
tributors to my linguistic anthology. I obtained these specimens, with the 
exclusion of the Modoc texts, in the autumn of 1877, at the Klamath 
Reservation, Lake County, Oregon. Though many of these natives speak 
the Chinook jargon more fluently than English, I never availed myself, for 
obtaining any information whatever, of that imperfect and hybrid medium, 

through which the Indians of the Northwest caITy on so much of their 
intercourse. 
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The following is a list of the most important contributors: 
1. The .Riddle family, consisting of Frank 'fazewell Riddle, a native of 

Kentucky, born about 1836; his wife Toby, a pure-blood Modoc woman, 
who was, as stated in her biographic notice, born in 1842, and their son 
Jeff. C. Davis Riddle, born about 1862. Among several texts of linguistic 
importance I obtained fro·m them a circumstantial chronistic account of the 
Modoc war of 1873, in which Mr. and Mrs. Riddle had served as intei-pre

ters of the Peace Commission. Having been introduced to them in Decem
ber, 1875, in New York City, by Mr. A. B. Meacham, late Superintendent of 
Indian Affairs in Oregon, when they travelled with him in the eastern States 
in connection with the Meacham Lecturing Company, I took down the 
contents first in English from Mr. Frank Riddle, then added the transla
tion from the other m~mbers of the family. Mr. Riddle bad no intention 
of giving a full and autlientic account of that desperate struggle, but merely 
wished to render his own impressions, and to relate in the plainest words 
the events witnessed by himself. Here we have the opportunity of hearing 
also the Modoc side of the contest. 

The wording of the other Modoc texts was the almost exclusive work of 
the boy Riddle, who speaks the language perfectly well, and only in the more 
difficult portions was he assisted by his mother. From the Riddles I obtained 
also several hundred sentences, over sixty songs, and about two thousand 
three hundred vocables, which were twice revised with their assistance in 
New York City, and twice again with the efficient help of such natives at the 
Klamath Lake Agency as were conversant with the Modoc dialect. 

2. Dave Hill, a dusky, pure-blood Indian, subchief of the Klamath Lake 
tribe and· interpreter, born about 1840. Having been a prominent war
rior of his tribe up to the treaty of 1864 and a scout in subsequent expedi
tions against hostile Indians, he has also seen much of the white man's ways 
by staying for years in N01th'Yestern Oregon and by traveling East with Mr. 
A B. Meacham on his lecturing tour in 1875. How he was then kidnapped 
in New York City, confined in a cellar, restored to liberty, and how he 
worked his way home, is related with full particu]ars in Meacham's Winema, 
pages 95-102. In the Modoc war (18U-73) he was put in command of 

. tho auxiliary forces of his chieftaincy, which were detailed to observe the 
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belligerent Modocs and to check any dangerous movements which thc,y 
might have undertaken against the settlers or the Indian Reservation. 
Hill's father, Skaftitko, or the "Left-Handed", was for some tinie a guide 
to General Fremont on one of his expeditions through Oregon, Nevada, 
and California. 

Readers of Hill's texts will notice that his diction is very concise, preg
nant and to the point, and so is the speech of these Indians gene~ally. 
But since that conversatiopal language, or popular jargon, as we may not 
improperly call it, moves along in contractions, elisions, metatheses and 
ellipses, I have had to revise his texts many times with him and other Indians 
before I could make them practically available. In the myths, Dave Hill 
is not so pictorial and graphic as Minnie Froben, but in ·narrating his feats 
of war he readily furnished all the points that could be expected. Con
cerning the conjurers' practices and national beliefs, he was more communi
cative than the majority of the Klamath Indians, whom superstitious awe 
still deters from revealing all that the investigator desires to know. Hill's 
list of topographic names is a very important addition to aboriginal topog
raphy, since he has added the correct etymology to the majority of these 
local designations. 

3. Minnie Froben, born about 1860, the daughter of a pure-blood Kla
math woman, who lives on the Williamson River, and of a (deceased) French 
settler Froben or Frobine, was, at the time of my visit, the assistant of Mrs. 
Nickerson, the matron of the boarding-school for native children at the 
Agency. She and tho subchief H.ill were the most important contributors 
to my mythic and other ethnologic anthology, and the pieces dictated by 
her excel all the others in completeness and perspicuity. :Moreover, I 
olJtained from her a multitude of popular songs, the names and uses of 
esculent roots and plants, the Klamath degrees of relationship, a large num
ber of words and sentences, a good deal of grammatic information, and 
revised, with her assistance, the whole of the Modoc contributions, as well 
as the majority of Klamath Lake texts. 

If any further books should be composed in or about the Klamath Lake 
dialect, her assistance would perhaps be preferable to any other native help 
to be found at present in the tribe; for during her stay with white people 
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she has succeeded in acquiring more mental training than Indians usually 
acquire on reservations. 

4. Charles Preston, a pure-blood Klamath Lake Indian, born about 1840, 
is now stationed as interpreter at the subagency of Y aineks. Preston had 
previously sojourned :five years at Oregon City on the Willa.met River and 
vicinity, and there he learned to converse in English quite fluently, acquir
ing also the idiom of the Wasco Indians, of which he has furnished me over 
three hundred of the most usual terms. During a stay of three weeks 
which he made at thB Klamath Lake Agency, I obtained fro~ him valuable 
grammatic and lexical information, texts, popular songs, and proper names, 
and revised with him the Modoc dictionary. 

5. Ser_qeant Morgan, a pure-blood Indian, living at Kohashti, born about 
1830, and jocosely called "Sergeant" on account of his wearing an old 
sergeant's uniform which he had obtained from soldiers at Fort Klamath. 
From this good-natured, intelligent old Indian I obtained a few short texts 
and some ethnologic information especially relating to mythologic and 
shar anic subjects. 

6. "The Captain" or ''Capta-in Jim", a pure-blood Indian, living at the 
junction of Sprague and Williamson Rivers, about five miles from the Agency 
buildings. When I saw him he was about fifty years old, and as he spoke 
hut Klamath and Chinook jargon, all the mythology which he remembered 
was obtained through Minnie Froben. He received his nickname "Cap
tain" from having beEin a help on a steamboat plying on the Willa.met 
River, Oregon. 

7-11. Other informants of whose assistance I have availed myself are 
menti<;>ned at the head of the texts. They were Johnson, the head chief of 
the Modocs at Yaineks; the conjurer Kak_ash or Doctor John; and several 
young Indians then scarcely over twenty-five years of age: Pete, Frank, 
and Long John's Ben. All of them are pure-blood Indians. 

To facilitate the study of the Klamath language, and to increase the 
popular interest in the acquisition of Indian languages in general, I have 
inserted with the texts an interlinear translation, and subjoined to them a 
variety of commenting notes of linguistic, ethnographic, and historic im
port. The large majority of the Indian words could be rendered in their 
liter.ii meaning; but in some instances, where lite1·al tmnslation was nearly 
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impossible, the sense of the word or phrase was reproduced as faithfully as 
could be done within the narrow • space allotted. Words in brackets were 
inserted only to render the sentence complete. 

But to the student striving after a thorough understanding of the texts 
all these helps will prove of partial assistance only. A thorough study of 
the Grammar ought in fact to precede their perusal, and reference to all 
the three portions of the work will frequently be necessary. 

The material portior{ of a language can b~ faithfully conveyed to our 
• understanding only by the correct pronunciation of its words, sentences 
or.texts. Hence all that is said of Klamath phonetics must be studied first, 
and more especially the alternating processes, the proclisis and enclisis, the 
sounds not occurring in English (as the linguals, the aspirate X, the vowel 
u), and first of all the pronouncing list of alphabetic sounds, which is sub
joined. To initiate readers into the distinction, empirically obtained from 
the mouths of the natives, between the clear vowels a, e, i, u, and the 
dumb or deep-sounding a, e, i, u, the earlier pages of the texts contain 
more indications than are given in the later. In certain terms long vowels 
can turn into short, and short into long ones. , Special attention must be 
paid also to the study of elisions, apocopes, metatheses, etc. 

In the morphologic part of the Grammar, the verbal and nominal 
paradigms are particularly recommended to the student's attention, and a 
previous knowledge of the mode of forming the distributive reduplication 
from the absolute form is indispensable to the reader of· my Texts, not only 
for their full comprehension, but even for the use of the Dictionary. The 
suffix of the future tense is written -uapka, to distinguish it from a homony
mous form -wapka, of different signification. The apocopes occurring in the 
conversational style of language will soon be recognized as such by the 
reader; for example, -tk for -tko, -ks for -kshi, dropping of -a, -ash, etc. 

To make the study of the Texts too easy by a flood of notes would be 
as obnoxious to the true interests of science, as to present unsolved too 
heavy grammatic difficulties to intellects yet untrained in the modes of 
Indian speech. Scholars may decide to what degree I have succeeded in 
avoiding both extremes. 
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LIST OF SOUNDS OOOURRING IN THE KLAMATH LANGUAGE. 

a as in alarm, wash; German, Mann, kat; French, pas, gras, jlanc. 

a longer sound of a, as in far, father, smart, tart; German, schadeti, 

lahm, Fahne. 

l as in law, aU, fall, taU, taught. 

a ns in hat, man, fat, ass, slash. 

b as in blab, bold; German, beben; French, barbe. 

d as in dread, did; German, das, diirfen; French, de, darder. 

dsh as in judge, julep, George, dudgeon. 

e as in· then, swell, met; German, schwebt; French, beUe, selle. 

~ as in last syllable of preacher, butler, tippler; German, Bucher,· 

French, le, je, me. 

e as in they, fade, jade, shade; German, stehlen; French, chai·re, maire. 

g as in gig, gull; German, gross; French, gros, grand, orgueil. 

g lingual guttural produced by bending the tip of the tongue back-
ward, resting it against the P!'late, and when in this po~ition 
trying to pronounce g in gag, ganwle, again. 

h as in hag, haul, hoot; German, haben, Hals 

as in marine; German, richten; French, ici, patrie. 

i longer sound of i, as in bee, glee, reef; German, spiegeln, Stiefel. 

i as in still, rim, whim, split; German, finster, schlimm, Wille; when 

y 
k 

k 

umg, it is i in German ihn, schielen. 

as in year, yolk; German, Jahr; French, yeux; not used as a vowel. 
• 

as in kick, kernel; German, Kamm, Kork; French, soc, coque, quand; 

Spanish, quedar, quiza. 

lingual guttural produced like g by bendiug the tip of the tongue 
backward, holding it against the palate, and then trying to 
pronounce k, c, in kindness, killing, cool, craft. The tongue must 
be placed more firmly against the fore portion of the palate 
than in the g, in order to allow less breath to escape. 

the aspirate guttural in lachen, trachten, Rachen, Sache, as pronounced 
in Southern Germany; not occurring in English, French, or 
Italian; Spanish, mujer, dejar; Scotch, loch. It has nothing in 
common with the English x. 
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I 88 in lull, loon, 'lot; German, Lilie; French, lance. 

m 88 in madam, mill, mimic, mum; German, Memme. 

• mb as in ramble, gamble, nimble . . 

mp as in sample, thumping. 

n as in nun, net, noose; German, nein; French, nuire. 
ng as in ring, batlg, singing; German, singen, hangen. 

nk . as in prank, rink, spunk; German, Schwank; French, cinquante. 
nk a combination of n with k. 
nx a combination of n with X• 

o . as in home, lonely, most; German, Morken; French, sotte. 
o longer sound of o, as in note, rope; German, Fwk, Boot, roth; 

French, sauter. 

o as in bird, burn, surd; German, blode, Bomer; French, devil, CtEUr. 

p as in pipe, papa; German, Puppe; French, pied. 

B as in sad, sale, soul, smell; German, Seele, Sickel; French, sauce, 

seul . . 
sh as in shaft, shingle; German, Schale, scMri; French, chercker. 

t as in trot, tell, tiptop; German, Tafel; French, tour. 

tch as in church, chaff, choke; German, hiitscheln; Italian, cicerone; 

Spanish, chaparral,, cliicha. • 

u as in smooth, truth; German, Fuss; French, loup, poutre, outrage. 

ti longer sound of u, as in crude, flume, fool; German, Stuhl, Buhr, 
Bl-ume; French, lourd, sourd. 

ft as in full, pull; German, Flucht, Klufl, Russland; Italian, lungo. 

ii not in English; German, kuhl, Gefuhl; French, lune, puce. 

v as in valve, veer, vestige; German, Wolke, Wasser, weben; French, 
vautour, veut. 

w the ft before vowels; water, waste, wolf, wish, wayward; in German 
it corresponds nearest to short u, not to w; nearly as French 
ou in oui, ouate. . 

z as in zeal, zone, frozen; German, Hase; French, zele, rose. 

The English x is rendered by gs or ks, the German z by ds or ts, all 
being compound articulations. The two points on a, o, u (a, o, ii) are 
not signs of <lireresis; they mark softened vowels. 
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The pronunciation of the diphthongs may be easily inferred from their 
component vowels; it is 88 follows: 

ai 
au 
ei 

as in life, mine, sly, die, dye. 
as in mouse, loud, arouse. 
a .combination of e and i resembling the vowel sounds in 

the word greyisli, united into a diphthong. 
yu or iu 
oi 

as in pure, few, union. 
as in lo!n, groin, alloy. 

wa or ua as in watch, wash; French, loi, roi. 
wi or ui 88 iu squid, win, switch. 

All the diphthongs being of an adulterine character, they can generally 
be separated into two vowels, and then are hyphenized~ 88 in i-u, o-i, a-i, a-u. 

.? 

• 

GRAPHIC SIGNS. 

arrested sound : sk6!hs, spring time; tchu.!.ka, to swim up stream . 
apostrophe marking elision of a vowel, of ~ or any other sound: 

heshuamp'li for heshuamp~li, to recover one's health. 
hiatus,- separating two vowels as belonging to two different 

syllables: pa.la-ash, flour; l~me-ish, thunder; or two consonants: 
tsials-ha'mi, at salmon-time. 

separates the parts of compound terms: skuks=kia'm, spirit-fish or 
. letiferous fish. 

acute; the only accent used for marking emphasized syllables. 
vowel pronounced long: mii'ui, large, great. 
vowel pronounced short, except ~, to which a distinct sound is 

given: yumii.ltkll., to return from berry-harvest. 
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66. PUGET SOUND COOPERATIVE COWNY. 1890's 2.00 
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